• FAST ATTACK! - CODEX ELDAR SWOOPS IN!
• THE VON CARSTEINS RETURN
• IMPERIAL FISTS, LEGION OF THE DAMNED & ELDAR CLASH IN A CATACLYSMIC BATTLE REPORT!
The return of the enigmatic Eldar and news of more restless dead rising from their graves.

See our featured Rogue Trader stores for the month.

A new chapter begins as we preview the fantastic new novels coming from the Black Library.

Do you know what's going on this month at your local Games Workshop store? This is where you can check out all the upcoming events.

An in-depth review of this year's U.S. Grand Tournaments in Baltimore, Seattle, and Chicago.

Want to find out what you've been missing on our Games Workshop Website? A brief sneak peek of our "How To:" web section.

At this year's Chicago Grand Tournament we met up with an incredible modeler by the name of Mike Butcher. We hope you enjoy his army as much as we did.

Want to get your hands on all the new stuff? Here is where you'll find it, plus some cool Mail Order special offers!

Of all the Vampires known, those of the von Carstein bloodline are the most infamous. There have been many Vampires who belonged to this family, but none are more well known or feared than Mannfred von Carstein...

Mighty machineries of destruction or free target practice for the enemy's archers? Mike Walker road tests the chariots of the Warhammer world.

Mannfred von Carstein leads a horrific Undead army into battle.
A Warlock aids a Guardian squad with his psychic battle skills.

The enigmatic Eldar return.

Gav Thorpe casts the runes and explains the divinations behind the new Codex Eldar.

A Striking Scorpion Exarch has an unexpected visitor.

Out of the webway come the new Eldar Guardians, the latest addition to the Warhammer 40,000 Battle Squad range. We take a look at what you can do with these fantastic miniatures.

The Eldar of Biel-Tan place more emphasis on the 'Path of the Warrior' than any other craftworld, as they strive to rebuild the glories of the Eldar race. This month we take a closer look at the background of these war-like people...

Listen now, children of Morrian, to a tale of great woe, a tale of the greed and foolishness of Mankind.

Andy Chambers takes a look at the brutally cunning, cunningly brutal tactics of the Orks - with comments from Grand Warlord Adrian Wood.

It can carry six fully armed Space Marines into the heaviest of fighting and provide them heavy weapon close support. Iain Compton takes the new Razorback for its first combat test drive.

In this month's battle report, Codex Eldar author Gav Thorpe takes command of the Eldar, while our own Nick Davis commands the imperial Fists Space Marines plus unexpected allies, the Legion of the Damned! There are rumors about an ancient artifact that is hidden on the battlefield – will the Space Marines recover it or will it fall into the hands of the Eldar?

Eavy Metal painter and part time Chaos Warmaster Rich Baker shares his wisdom on how to steer your Chaos fleets down the road of dark glory and damnation!

Infidel class raiders, invaluable escorts in Rich Baker's Chaos fleet.
As the Hunt for the Fallen is nearing its completion, the lull in the action gives us time to take a look back at what a Summer it has been, and what's in store for the next few months. Games Day '99 was a smashing success. Watch for the full lowdown in the next issue of White Dwarf with Golden Demon winners along with a recap of all the lunacy from Baltimore, Maryland. As mentioned before, we've made quite a few stops on our Summer Battle Tour and each one was more fervent than the previous. But the heat of this past summer is nothing compared to how hot the Games Workshop World of Hobby Games is going to get in the next few months.

Something many of you may already know about is the release of our new boxed game - Mordheim: City of the Damned. Those of you who were lucky enough to play a demonstration game in Baltimore already know what you're in for. All of us here at Games Workshop HQ got an up-close demo of the game from the man himself, Tuomas Pirinen. And from personal experience, I can tell you that you're in for a treat. Look for next month's White Dwarf to have all sorts of info on this terrific new game.

The Great Games Workshop Reader Survey contest is over and done with. There are countless hours of work ahead as our tireless colleagues compile the data and figure out just what you folks out there think about the way things are going. Enough of that, you say? What about the winners, you say? Well, in these very News pages you'll find all of the winners, including the incredibly lucky grand prize winner, who'll walk away with more loot than I can tell you about here.

While we're on the subject of contests and giveaways, I should mention that last month, when we told you that the Spot Ovayotl results would be in this issue, there was a slight problem. We thought we'd found him, but that sneak managed to elude even our most thorough explorers. But, we've finally nailed him down and next issue all of the lucky winners will have the opportunity to brag that they had the sharpest eyes of all and spotted the sly Chameleon.

We've just gotten word from the hard working guys front the UK Studio about all sorts of juicy new bits. Unfortunately, we were sworn to secrecy about practically all of them. But, I can let you know that the next few months are going to be chock-full of new stuff and information that should make all of the Games Workshop Hobbyists out there squeal with delight.

Well, I've reached my limit again this month. Make sure that you pay close attention to White Dwarf over the next few issues to keep up with all of the developments that are on the Way. You don't want to miss a thing!

The Great Games Workshop Reader Survey

Contest Winners

A fter an overwhelming deluge of responses to our reader survey, we had the unenviable task of sifting through them and randomly choosing the lucky respondents who would walk away with all of that great loot. We stuck our grubby little hands into the stacks and stacks of entries and pulled out the names you see below. Congratulations to all of our winners and thank you to EVERYONE who participated in the Great Games Workshop Reader Survey.

Loads of Loot Grand Prize Winner

JACOB LUNDEEN
Age 15
from Martinez, Georgia

He gets to pick out a 3,000 point Warhammer army, a 2,000 point Warhammer 40,000 army, a 1,500 point Battlefleet Gothic fleet, and a complete Blood Bowl team!

Congratulations Jacob, hope you enjoy all of your loot!

20 Runners-Up Winners

Each of the winners below receive a FREE Games Workshop boxed game of their choice! Congratulations to you all!

MIKE BEAVERS
Age 42
Watsonville, CA

JOSHUA REDDEN
Age 27
Miami, FL

GABE STOPPINI
Age 14
Elmhurst, PA

MATTHEW SHELEY
Age 29
Livermore, CA

ALVIN MCKAY
Age 45
Corvallis, OR

MATTHEW MORLEY
Age 13
U.S. Armed Forces

KRIS ANDREWS
Age 36
Tigard, OR

JEFFREY CRAPKO
Age 13
Girard, PA

CHRISTIAN POLZIN
Age 28
Osawatomie, KS

NATHANIEL LILLY
Age 20
Woodbury, MN

TOM BLANDING
Age 13
Woodinville, WA

JOE ROGERS
Age 16
Wausau, WI

KEVIN ROWE
Age 17
Lyonia, FL

STEPHEN N. THORSTEN
Age 25
Round Lake Beach, IL

LANCE LEUTZINGER
Age 30
Friesno, VA

ZACHARY LONG COOK
Age 18
Colorado Springs, CO

ROBERT KRAFT
Age 12
Aron, CT

ADAM LAFLAMME
Age 17
Lac des Loups, QC

ALEX LUCAS
Age 21
Calgary, AB

MATTHEW HAM
Age 12
Springfield, TN
The Eldar Have Arrived

Eldar have existed in the universe longer than nearly all other manner of beings. They once ruled the farthest reaches of the galaxy, but have since been forced into near extinction by their own fall from grace as well as the expansion of brutal usurpers like Orks and humans. They have vowed to reclaim what was once theirs, by force. This month the Eldar make their formal appearance in the Warhammer 40,000 Universe.

Codex: Eldar is the essential collection of knowledge concerning these elegant yet deadly warriors. Inside you'll find the complete army list, as well as special rules for new Eldar troops, and a special collecting and painting section to help you build your Craftworld army.

Accompanying Codex: Eldar is a slew of Eldar releases, including the new Howling Banshees Aspect Warriors. And the brand-new plastic Eldar Guardians Boxed Squad. It contains all the bits necessary to construct a 16-strong Eldar Guardian Squad to form the basis of your new army.

Don’t forget the WAAAGH!

More Boyz come rampaging onto the scene this month. Ork *Ard Boyz wear strong armor plates they’ve hammered together, while the incredibly tough Orks in Mega Armor are walking tanks, ready to muck in with anybody. Ork Burna Boyz take their pyromania to the extreme on the battlefield and the Ork Killa Kans are mini-Dreadnoughts that are as nasty as the full-sized models and you can field them in squads of up to three to tear up even more of the enemy. The WAAAGH! gets stronger!

They’re Back!

After a long absence from the Warhammer 40,000 scene, the Praetorians come roaring back in the month of August. With the entire line of Praetorian Imperial Guard troops arriving in a sneak attack on store shelves, this is one of the largest release months ever!
The Undead Gain Strength

The fighting forces of the Vampire Counts often consist of warriors whose spirits cannot rest after their mortal shell has long since expired. They are led into battle by the Vampire Counts themselves. This month's Warhammer releases unleash two more hideous reinforcements for the armies of the night.

Undead Wraiths are the unsettled spirits of men who were not only evil during their lives, but also dabbled in the dark arts of necromancy. They have managed to sustain themselves beyond death in an ethereal form. They lead units of Undead warriors into battle on an eternal crusade against the living.

Mannfred Von Carstein is known as the most cunning of all of the Vampire Counts that have ever emerged from the Carstein clan. He also carries the distinction of being the only member that survives to this day and stands as the sole ruler of Sylvania. His powers as a Necromancer Lord are enhanced by carrying the Ebony Staff and the Cursed Parchment. The Staff allows Undead units to march whether or not there are units within 8" and when the Parchment is used any enemy models that die rise and fight against their former comrades as Zombies.

It seems that the Warhammer World will never be free of the foul threat of the Undead.
This single volume collects the whole of Bloodquest: Book 1 as the story appeared in the pages of Warhammer Monthly. Plus, it also contains new material written exclusively for this collection. If you missed the first printings of these stories, or just want to read them again in one convenient tome, the Bloodquest Graphic novel is for you!

Bloodquest Graphic Novel
Canada $10.00 U.S. $6.95

This war epic featuring Commissar Gaunt and his Ghosts takes these familiar characters from the pages of Inferno! and sticks them into an all-new action tale. As the Tanith First Imperial Guard fight for their lives against the forces of Chaos, they must also conquer in-fighting to survive. Battles and intrigue fill these pages.

First & Only
Canada $10.00 U.S. $6.95

Games Workshop is a constantly expanding company that is always looking for the right people to help keep it that way. If you've always dreamed of working for a company you like and can really be proud of, here's your chance!

There are new positions opening all the time and it's up to people like yourself to fill them. Games Workshop is constantly seeking applicants for positions in our retail stores (which are popping up all over the place), mail order, trade sales, and accounting departments. We're also seeking people for managerial positions, especially if you have a background in production. Other areas currently open in Production include figure casting, mold cutting and other related positions. We're looking for order pullers to fill our trade orders, and there are openings in shipping and receiving.

Even if what you're interested in isn't listed here, we still want to hear from you! Opportunities are appearing faster than we can keep up with them, and you never know when your name will come up!

So if you'd like the chance to work for one of the fastest growing companies around, drop us a line. Send your resume along with a letter informing us all about your previous experience and schooling, including what department you think you're best suited for. Get it all together and mail or fax it to us. Or you could even stop by and fill out an application in person!

Games Workshop
Attn: Karen Anderson - HR
6721 Baymeadow Drive
Glen Burnie, MD 21060-6401
Phone: (410) 590-1400
Fax: (410) 590-1444
Visit us on the world wide web:
www.games-workshop.com
A Serpent Rises
The Eldar Wave Serpent is ready to cruise into view next month and rend enemies before they’re aware of its presence. If you’ve never read of this Eldar vehicle in the past, prepare to pick your jaw up off the floor after the details of this sleek death machine are revealed in the pages of next month’s White Dwarf.

Chapter Approved Saim Hann
The Eldar of Craftworld Saim Hann are a special breed. They are known and feared as the Wild Riders. This name reflects their affinity for mobilizing entire armies of deadly jetbikes to strafe their enemy mercilessly before they even have a chance to attack. Next issue, you’ll find the complete army list for these specialized Eldar in Andy Chambers’ Chapter Approved section.

Mordheim Preview
In case you’ve been living in a cave for the last 6 months (and that’s no excuse, even hermits should keep up with White Dwarf) you know that there’s a new boxed game on the way from Games Workshop. Next month you’ll get a full preview of Mordheim: City of the Damned. Complete with notes from Tuomas Pirinen, the head designer of Mordheim, this preview will tell you everything you need to know to get ready for your first steps into this once proud, now desolate city.

All that, plus extended background for the Orks, a sinister new Vampire Counts character, and Planetary Assaults for Battlefleet Gothic make WD #237 another winner!
"What do you humans know of our pain? We have sung songs of lament since before your ancestors crawled on their bellies from the sea."

Farsee Eldrad Ulthran
I have always liked Eldar, and I probably always will. They've fascinated me since their earliest days as pirates and mercenaries in Rogue Trader and The First Book of the Astronomican, through the introduction of Harlequins and Exodites, to their present incarnation with the Eldar Path, Avatars of Khaine and Aspect Warriors. I started my first proper Eldar army with the army list presented way back in WD127 (with the Dragon on the front), although I did have a Harlequin force before then. Anyway, suffice to say I was pretty keen to bring my own spin to the Craftworld Eldar army and background. The following are my thoughts and comments on some of the points raised by players during the time I was writing the Codex.

A ‘Typical’ Eldar Army

First of all, the army list in Codex Eldar is intended to represent an average Craftworld’s army. By average, I mean that the bulk of its fighting forces is made up of Guardians and their vehicles, with some Aspect Warriors to support them. I’ve heard people argue that surely the Aspect Warriors would be the Craftworld’s first choice of fighters, backed up by the Guardians. Well, in my view it comes down to simple numbers. Even in the largest of Craftworlds there are relatively few Eldar actually on the Path of the Warrior at any one time. The vast bulk of Eldar will be Guardians, thus it follows that the greatest proportion of their army will be made up of Guardians. In fact, with Dire Avengers in the Troops section, people can have an all-Aspect Warrior army if they so desire. That said, the army has been designed and balanced with the idea in mind that a fair number of Guardians, jetbikes, Falcons and so on will be present.

Of course, not all Craftworlds follow the same military organization that underlies the Codex army list, and therefore special considerations must be made for the likes of the Saim-Hann and the lyanden. I hope to write some short army lists for these craftworld variants, which may appear as Chapter Approved army lists or even as mini-Codexes (as the Assassins were, last issue). I see these types of armies (along with the all-Aspect army of Biel-Tan, the Rangers of Alaitoc and so on) as special cases, and if I’d written an army list so flexible that it allowed any or all of these types of ‘specialist’ army to be chosen, it would have been open to severe abuse by less conscientious gamers.

Guardians

Having decided that Guardians were going to be a fairly integral part of any Craftworld army, it was essential that players did not feel they were getting a raw deal by playing with a balanced force. This is true of all the army lists – the basic squad type is often the best value for money (for example, one of the most difficult Space Marine armies to face is composed mainly of Tactical Squads, with only a few different units in support). There was much debate on the internet about the validity of Guardian squads, with many players seeing them as too expensive while others considered them essential to any battle plan. As you might expect, my own opinion falls into this second camp – Guardians will win you battles!

There was much comparison between Guardians and Dark Eldar Warriors, who have the same points value. Anti-Guardian lobbyists pointed out the fact that Dark Eldar Warriors have +1 WS, BS and I, and an extra 12" range on their gun if they stand still. In reply to this, I have to point out that when on the move, 10 Guardians can still fire twenty Strength 4 shots, while a similar number of Dark Eldar Warriors get ten Strength 3 shots... This basic ability is only worth the points if you
use the Guardians appropriately. I’ve seen people with a 5-strong Guardian squad plus a heavy weapon platform sitting around at the back of the table; the extra Guardians acting as very expensive and not particularly effective ablative armor for the weapon crew. On the other hand, my Guardian squads always include ten fighters, plus the two crew and their heavy weapon, and very often a Warlock with Conceal or Embolden. This makes a unit that can move forward and attack the enemy. In many battles my Guardians have seen off attacks by Khorne Berserkers, Space Marine Assault squads and Ork mobs, all by their sheer weight of fire.

Also, it’s actually quite pointless comparing points values between different army lists, as a model’s value is based almost entirely upon its value to the army it is in. Hence Guardians, at 8 points per model, are the cheapest unit in the Craftworld army list, with the next unit being the Dire Avengers at 12 points – an increase of 50%. Most units cost at least twice as much as Guardians, so in context with the rest of the army the Guardians are a source of cheap troops. On the other hand, Dark Eldar Warriors are only a couple of points cheaper than Wyches, and the army also includes Warp Beasts, Mandrakes, Hellions and Scourges who all come in under 20 points each (without snazzy weapons). See the difference?

It is this idea of context within the army that determines the value of a unit. It’s no use having a Striking Scorpion squad charge into an Ork mob, beat them in combat and then find that they can’t break their enemy because they don’t outnumber them. However, charge a Guardian Storm squad into the enemy at the same time and, even if the Guardians don’t do any damage, you’re looking at a greater likelihood of the enemy running away, with the possibility of you chasing them down and wiping them out (incidentally, with two units in combat that’s two pursuit rolls you make, doubling your chances of catching the enemy!). No unit is an island, particularly in an Eldar army. Eldar units are generally very specialized and they rely on the presence of other units to cover their weaknesses and make up for any shortcomings. Therefore, numerous but unskilled Guardians must work in combination with the highly adept but woefully small Aspect Warrior squads. A deadly combination when you perfect it!

**Wave Serpents**

Along with the Guardian debate, there was much discussion concerning the Wave Serpent transport vehicle. In the 40K rulebook I dealt with the energy field of the Wave Serpent by giving it armor 14 to the front and sides. However, after playing lots more games and thinking endlessly about the problem, I decided this was a) too mechanistic and boring, and b) simply too effective. A fast, skimmer with a transport capacity of ten and armor 14 is just too valuable to put a points cost on. If I charged an appropriate amount of points (probably over 200 points on reflection!) then it would be stupidly expensive. If I didn’t, then it would be stupidly powerful... The solution? Change the rules, of course. So now the Wave Serpent’s force field gives it a little bit of extra protection against really
make the Craftworld Eldar weak because of the lack of them, no more than Space Marines or Tyranids are weak because they don’t have Leman Russ battle tanks. The Craftworld army has Falcons and Wave Serpents instead, which require different tactical uses on the battlefield but are equally effective when used properly. More than any other force, you’re going to have to learn how to use an Eldar army. Use them poorly and you’ll get stuffed, use them well and they’ll do the business time and time again.

As an aside, the new rules for the Wave Serpent work off the special rules for Dark Lances and Bright Lances. It would be pointless for any race to develop a tank that had defensive abilities negated by their own Technology. In other words, to the Eldar, having lots of armor is no advantage at all, speed is more important. In game terms, Dark Lances and Bright Lances (the main Dark Eldar and Craftworld Eldar anti-tank weapons) treat armor values over 12 as 12. Therefore, it would be pointless them having a vehicle which relies upon having an armor value over 12 as its defense. Makes sense, doesn’t it?

Wraithlords

Okay, most of my ranting is over! One last point to put to its grave though, is the question of Wraithlords going up to Toughness 8. People have argued that this makes them better than the Dreadnoughts in other army lists. The fact of the matter is very different. Dreadnoughts generally have an armor value of 12 on the front and sides, making them totally immune to any weapon with a Strength of 5 or less. Totally immune. A Wraithlord’s Toughness of 8 means that Strength 5 weapons can wound it on a roll of 6. That’s an infinitely better chance! Sniper rifles, agonisers and other weapons with a set to wound roll are the bane of Wraithlords. In close combat a character with a powerfist (generally taking them to Strength 8) gets a sure-fire wound on a roll
of a 4 or more - against Dreadnoughts a roll of a 4 gives them a glancing hit, while a 5 or 6 is needed to cause your opponent serious consternation. What it boils down to is the fact that a Wraithlord is slightly more predictable - it will not be destroyed by a jammy glancing hit like a Dreadnought, and can’t be stunned or immobilized. However, lighter weapons such as heavy bolters, big shooters and heavy flamers can actually hurt it! Also, there are times when it doesn’t matter how many lascannons you fire at that vehicle, you can never seem to roll a 4 or more on the penetrating hits table! As with Wave Serpents, I’ve won battles against all kinds of opponents without taking Wraithlords (though I must admit that in staff tournaments my army includes two Wraithlords, but that’s just because they suit my style of play...).

The Background
As well as all the rulesy things like armor values and weapons, I turned my evil eye upon the background of the Eldar. Rest assured, I haven’t changed anything. I’ve just made sure that certain parts of the Eldar character are emphasized more than they used to be. For instance, there was always this underlying impression that the Eldar were somehow ‘good guys’. Wrong! The Eldar are possibly one of the most selfish and self-serving races in the galaxy. It is true that they have indeed fought many battles alongside the Emperor’s forces, but this is definitely for their own ends, not out of some altruistic attitude to humanity. This is best summed up by an old quote from WD110:

“Make no mistake human. We do not fight for your Emperor. We fight against Horus.”

A second facet of the Eldar I wanted to explore a bit more was their total and utter arrogance and self-righteous attitude to the rest of the galaxy. They once ruled a vast and mighty empire, which they foolishly lost. However, except for a few of the wisest Farseers, the Eldar do not blame themselves, but turn their anger upon the ‘usurper’ races who sprang up in the vacuum – Orks, Humans, Kroot and so on. To the Eldar, the only other creature worth considering with any degree of respect is another Eldar; all other races are brutish animals (the Dark Eldar see prey species’ quite literally as cattle!)

Attached to both of these principles is the way that the Eldar, particularly the Farseers, callously manipulate other people. They will gladly start a war that will see ten billion humans die, if it means that in five thousand years time an Eldar life is saved. Because the Eldar mind is so utterly different to the human psyche, the Eldar seem to be a completely capricious race. The Eldar often make decisions that only have a consequence in the distant future, making them appear to be motiveless and random. In addition, the Eldar are a pretty bloodthirsty race, particularly the Avatar and Aspect Warriors. When their blood is up, the Eldar are downright vicious and nasty! This all adds to the ‘alien-ness’ of the Eldar, further reinforcing the fact that they are more than simply humans with pointy ears.

In terms of actually presenting the background, I have now sorted out the many and subtle links between the Harlequins, Exodites, Dark Eldar and the Craftworlds, along with their attitudes to each other and the Fall. I actually created what came to be known as the ‘Eldar Metaphysics Flow Chart’, a diagram which demonstrates the whole background of the Eldar since the Fall (an Eldar language version is presented in Codex Eldar!). This background information will be spread across all of the Codexes. Each Codex will obviously focus on the Eldar faction it is concerned with, but since all the Eldar come from a common source and are inter-linked with each other, the Codexes will also shed light on different aspects of other types of Eldar. On a personal note, I am particularly looking forward to writing the Harlequins, as I then get to reveal much of my grand scheme for the Eldar, dealing with why the Craftworld Eldar collect spirit stones, just where (and when...) the Dark Eldar come from, and the jaw-droppingly horrifying plans of the Harlequins. But then again, I’m not going to tell you everything – it’s always nice to be kept guessing...
Rebirth

By Gav Thorpe

All was calm in the shrine, the faint smell of delicate incense hung in the air and the soft tinkling of small wind chimes sounded gently from a side chamber. Sirech sat cross-legged on the white floor, his eyes closed in meditation. He considered the irony of the shrine, how it could be so serene in times of peace and yet it became vibrant with thoughts of bloodshed when the Avatar awoke. The Exarch was just returning to full consciousness when he felt a disturbance in the shrine’s aura. Opening his eyes, he looked around, but could see nothing. There was something different though, something had made the atmosphere more tense. Finding nothing else amiss, Sirech decided to continue with his ritual duties. He passed into the chamber that served as the shrine’s armory, and began checking the weaponry and armor of his Striking Scorpion warriors. He started with his own armaments, passing a knowledgeable eye over the shuriken catapult of his scorpion’s claw, checking the flexing of the powered glove fingers.

Suddenly, the tension increased once more, causing the Exarch to snap straight as if he’d heard a footstep. He turned on his heel slowly, and looked out of the armory door into the main chamber, eyes narrowed dangerously. With a gasp of surprise he noticed that the webway portal was active, the doorway that led heel slowly, and looked out of the armory door into the main chamber, eyes narrowed dangerously. With a gasp of surprise he noticed that the webway portal was active, the doorway that led to other Striking Scorpion shrines on different craftworlds. Only another Exarch would know how to open the portal. If the webway was opening on this end, Sirech did not have long to prepare for the visit. Why had he not been warned of this?

Walking quickly to the altar in the middle of the chamber, Sirech took a knife from its stone top and sliced his palm. Holding his hand over the altar, the Exarch allowed his lifeblood to drip into a silver bowl in the center. Closing his eyes once more, Sirech began the meditation of war, focusing his thoughts on Khaine, breaking back the barriers that held his savage instincts in check when not in battle. Normally the culmination of the ritual would be to don his Exarch armor, finally putting on his helmet to symbolize the transition from peace to war. When that happened, his own consciousness was absorbed into the many other spirit stones that studded the armor, his thoughts mingling with those of the Eldar who had worn the armor before him for hundreds of generations since the shrine was formed.

However, Sirech was not going to war, he was meeting a fellow Exarch, and the wearing of full armor would not be necessary. Instead, as the prayer to Khaine spilled from his lips, Sirech dipped his fingers into the bowl, and with smooth strokes began to draw his rune upon his face and forehead as a symbolic mask. As he felt his liquid trickle across his skin, Sirech’s thoughts began to fill with memories of war, images of the battles that he had fought in. In day-to-day life these memories were suppressed by the mental shields he had built up over years of training, but as he assumed his Aspect of the war god Khaine, the scenes of bloodshed and hatred were revived once more. As he made the final stroke of the rune across his lips and tasted his own blood, the final locks on his psyche were broken and the full fury of his race’s bloodthirst and passion filled his mind. For a moment the Exarch stood shuddering with the fierceness of the feeling, a slight moan escaping his lips as sensation flooded his body. This was why he had become trapped on the Path of the Warrior, this was why he was doomed to be an Exarch for all eternity, for the rest of his long life and even after death.

Reigning back on his suddenly violent urges, the Exarch looked towards the webway gate. As he watched the glossy black disc of energy, he could feel the shrine began to fill up with the will of Khaine – fury and destruction seemed to fill the air. An armored figure broke through the portal, staggering against the wall and then falling to the ground, Sirech leapt to the newcomer’s side and then took a step back in amazement. There, lying against the wall of his shrine, was the Shadow Hunter, Karandras the Phoenix Lord. Sirech could see that the ancient warrior’s armor was rent in several places, a particular gash across his chest plate was wide enough to slip a hand into. Although it was obvious he was grievously wounded, there was no sign of blood on the Phoenix Lord. Through the holes in the armor Sirech could see only a swirling cloud of tiny starlights; the Phoenix Lord had passed beyond the need for physical form. Slowly, Karandras stirred, the glowing yellow eyes of his helmet turning towards Sirech. Soundlessly, the Shadow Hunter reached out with his hand, as if to be helped up. Without thinking, Sirech grabbed the proffered arm.

For a moment the whole universe seemed to pause. Sirech felt himself pulled into the Phoenix Lord, his presence wrenched from reality into another realm. With a blinding flash, his spirit collided with that of Karandras, and his mind was filled with a kaleidoscope of vignettes.

A group of children were huddled behind him as the mob rampaged through the streets, smashing windows and pounding at doors. He was stood with a blade in his hand, dripping with the blood of other Eldar.

He was looking out of an ornate window at the stars, staring back towards the world he had left behind. Suddenly his mind exploded as the Great Enemy screamed into full life. Around him his friends and relatives fell to the ground, their eyes vacant, their lips slack.

He was battling against Arhra, their weapons flashing in the moonlight of some alien world. His chainsword bit across his
enemy’s stomach and Arhra launched a desperate counter-attack to force him back before the traitorous one turned and leapt through the webway portal.

Mon-keigh soldiers advanced alongside him. Before him stood rank upon rank of the human Space Marines. They had fallen into the grip of Chaos, their leader threatened to overthrow the entire Human empire, plunging the galaxy into the grip of the Dark Gods. His mask spat death as he charged into the midst of the armored humans.

The screams of dying Eldar filled the air, the sky itself seemed to burn with purple fire. A squadron of Falcons skimmed past before erupting into flames, struck down by the insanely powerful weapons of the Nightmares.

He matched the bestial bellowing of the Orks with an angry roar of his own, smashing his fist through the chest of their leader. Wrenching the head from its shoulders, he held the prize aloft for all to see, reveling in the victory.

The hieroglyphs of the Necrontyr adorned the tunnel walls around him, semi-sentient constructs flung themselves at him to protect the stasis chamber ahead. He cut through them effortlessly, determined that he would destroy this nest of ancient horror, firm in his belief that none would rise to challenge the Eldar.

On and on came the visions, laying themselves on Sirech’s mind like his own memories. Battle after battle raged in his thoughts, fights against alien abominations across the breadth of the galaxy, from the Skavengers in the earliest days to the relatively new threat of the Tyranids. And after each plateau of war came a vision of death, the demise of that spirit’s physical life. The next would begin with the discovery of Karandras’s armor by some Eldar, sometimes by a Ranger on a long-forgotten world, other times in the heat of battle. The last battle was on a world a few days journey from the craftworld, where a huge Ork horde had massed and was beginning to send its crude spaceships into the heavens. Sirech saw his own memories added to the psyche of the Shadow Hunter, from his first battle on Durya to the sight of his own arm reaching down towards himself. Sirech realized that he could no longer discern which of the memories were his, and which belonged to others.

A voice spoke to him then, soothing away his fears, "Welcome, Exarch Sirech. With your essence, we shall live on."

Sirech felt the last vestiges of his true self disappearing, and he felt like screaming, both in fear and joy.

Karandras opened his eyes and looked at the husk of the Exarch lying next to him. As he stood up, the Phoenix Lord’s armor began to heal, the tears across his body closed up and sealed without a trace. Looking around the shrine, he recognized where he was from the memories of Sirech. Reaching into those same memories, he remembered where the Dome of Crystal Seers could be found, and strode from the shrine, intent on warning the Farseers of the peril that lay ahead.
Appearing through the Webway comes the new Eldar Guardian boxed set. This, the latest addition to the Warhammer 40,000 Battle Squads, contains four Eldar Guardian sprues, enough to assemble sixteen Guardian warriors.

Designed by Mike McVey and Jes Goodwin, the Eldar Guardian Battle Squad is perfect for using as the basis to start an Eldar army. The addition of a second boxed set and a Farseer will quickly and cheaply form the core units in your army. The Guardian models can be assembled in a variety of different poses. The sprues also contain a number of cool extras such as ammo clips.

We have collected together a number of models and conversions from around Games Workshop HQ, to show you some alternative color schemes and how this new plastic sprue can be used for different projects.
The 'Eavy Metal team assembled these models in a variety of poses, showing how flexible the multi-part kits are.

More Guardians painted by the 'Eavy Metal team - check out the the separate ammo clips available on the sprue.

Nick Davis has used the plastic sprue to create even bigger, badder Dark Eldar warriors.

Andrew Chesney from the Warhammer World store re-posed this model to create an even more dynamic pose.

Phil Yip, also from the Warhammer World store, has repositioned the legs and body and, with a bit of green stuff, given his models a sprinting posture.

Iain Compton has used the Guardian parts to create a new rider for this jetbike.

With the help of his bits box, Matt Nicholls has used the plastic Guardians as a basis for these Warlock bodyguards for his Farseer.
Biel-Tan is one of the largest and best known of the Eldar craftworlds. The Eldar of Biel-Tan place more emphasis on the 'Path of the Warrior' than any other craftworld, as they strive to rebuild the Eldar race to its former glory. In this article we take a closer look at the history and people of Biel-Tan.

The Aspect Shrines
Every craftworld has one or more shrines, tended to by the Exarchs, where the warriors of the craftworld can learn the battle-skills of one of the Aspects of Khaine, the Bloody-Handed God. Some Aspects are more widespread than others, such as the Dire Avengers and Striking Scorpions, while others are rare and may even be limited to only one or two craftworlds. On Biel-Tan all but the rarest Aspects are present, and the most common actually have several shrines, the largest being the Shrine of the Dire Avengers. This means that in battle the Biel-Tan can draw on a great number of Aspect Warriors in comparison to other craftworlds, and their Guardians are seen only as a secondary force, to be used in times of the greatest peril or need.

The Court of the Young King
The large number of Exarchs on Biel-Tan also has implications on the way the craftworld is ruled. On all craftworlds the most important figures are the psykers of the Seer council, who divine the path of the future using their runes and the age-spanning wisdom of the spirits contained within the infinity circuit. On Biel-Tan however, there is also another major governing force in the form of the Court of the Young King. This organization takes its name from the ceremony required to awaken the Avatar of Khaine, that sits at the core of every craftworld. Once, at the beginning of every year, the Farseers cast their divinations and from amongst the
Exarchs of the craftworld they select one, who is named as the Young King (although of course the individual could be female – gender is merely a physical trait to the Eldar, nothing more). This is a position of great honor, and much feasting and singing in praise of the Young King follows the ceremony. Unless called upon to perform the Ritual of Awakening, the Exarch holds the position for exactly one year, when another Exarch is selected as a replacement.

When the Eldar go to war, the metal form of the Avatar begins to heat up as the spirit of Khaine begins to fuel its mortal shell. The Avatar's blood begins to boil and tendrils of fumes and steam issue forth from the Avatar's sanctuary, while at the same time the Avatar's psychic call rouses the Exarchs to action. The oldest Exarchs gather together at the Avatar's throne room, one from each of the principle shrines on the
craftworld. With them they bring the Young King, who is ceremonially disrobed, except for an ornate cloak and his or her waystone. The Exarchs then paint a swirl of Eldar runes across the Young King’s bare skin, using a mixture made from their own blood. The Exarchs bring the sacraments of the Avatar and give them to the Young King – the Siun Dallae, the Wailing Doom and the Cup of Criel, which is filled with the Young King’s own blood.

As the Ritual of Awakening progresses, the doors of the Avatar’s chamber grow hotter and hotter until they glow with a fierce heat. At the culmination of the ceremony the doors crash open, accompanied by a chorus of Eldar psykers singing the battle songs of the craftworld. The crackle of fire fills the air, and deep within the throne room can be seen the sinister shadow of the Avatar itself, surrounded by a baleful glow of power. The Young King steps into the ruddy glow and smoke beyond the gateway, and strides out of sight as the assembled Exarchs recite the Hymn of Blood – a chorus of ritualized screams and war cries that seem almost random but have a disturbing rhythmic quality. For several hours, even days, the assembly awaits the Avatar, until, with a roar like thunder breaking, the incarnation of Kaela Mensha Khaine strides out of the gloom, its skin smoldering with unearthly heat, its eyes blazing pits of fire. In its right hand it carries the wailing doom, its left fist constantly drips with boiling blood. Of the Young King there is no sign, although the numerous spirit stones that adorn the Avatar’s body will have increased by one, and its iron skin is covered in a sheen of steaming blood.

The Court of the Young King is made up of those Exarchs who have been elected as the Young King but have not been called upon to sacrifice themselves to the Avatar. They are a powerful political force, backed up as they are by the might of all the craftworld’s Aspect Warriors. Farseers are often conservative and cautious by nature, preferring to avoid conflict and danger wherever possible. However, Exarchs are fiery, hot-blooded individuals, and this difference in outlook can often cause conflict and tension between the two ruling powers.

As the Court of the Young King holds more influence on Biel-Tan than the Exarchs on other craftworlds, it is more often that the Biel-Tan go to war, driven forward by the bloody instincts of their Aspect Warriors. It is also for this reason that the Aspect Warriors are always first and foremost amongst the army, as the Court of the Young King would never commit their craftworld to a conflict without being prepared to sacrifice themselves and their warriors to the cause. Also, many of the other Eldar of the craftworld see fighting as the Aspect Warriors’ responsibility, considering the fact that it is the Exarchs who start most of the conflicts. Both of these factors mean there are relatively few Guardians in a Biel-Tan warhost.
The Swordwind

The assembled warhost of Biel-Tan is known as the Bahzhakhain, which means the Swordwind. The Swordwind relies on a single attack, which uses surprise and the immense fighting skills and firepower of its Aspect Warriors to annihilate the enemy in one swift blow. To this end, the Swordwind employs numerous Wave Serpents and Falcons to move its units into position, from where the Aspect Warriors then launch a devastating, all-out attack, smashing into the enemy and giving them no chance to recover.

This kind of attack has proved particularly devastating against the Swordwind’s most favored type of target - alien colonies. The Biel-Tan see any colonization by other races as a threat to the future growth of the Eldar empire; better to eradicate any usurpers as soon as possible, before the enemy becomes well established. To this end, there have been countless conflicts between the Imperium and Biel-tan craftworld, as the Explorators of the Adeptus Mechanicus discover and colonize worlds near to Biel-Tan’s course, only for the Eldar to launch an attack and wipe out the settlers. For this reason, the Imperium must provide heavy garrisons for newly-settled worlds on the southern rim, to protect the colonists from these sorties by the Eldar, thereby draining valuable resources for battles elsewhere.

It is not only humans who suffer from the wrath of the Biel-Tan, as the Swordwind has fallen upon other alien races as well. The Orks in particular are hated by the Biel-Tan, as they can rapidly spread across a newly colonized world. The starships of Biel-Tan constantly hunt across the stars for Ork hulks and spaceships, so that they may be destroyed before they can find a world to engulf with a tide of green warriors. There have been many accounts through the millennia of the Biel-tan Eldar arriving to help a beleaguered Imperial force fighting against the Orks, only for the Aspect Warriors to turn on their erstwhile allies once the Orks have been destroyed. The Swordwind also sees it as its duty to protect the Exodite worlds from alien invasion. As the Biel-tan see it, when the time comes for the Eldar to emerge from the shadows and reclaim what is rightfully theirs, the Exodite worlds will be the first staging points to conquering the mon-keigh worlds that litter the galaxy. Many an incautious expeditionary force has made planetfall on a world, not knowing that the Exodites inhabit it, only to find themselves swept away by the ferocious attack of the Swordwind.
**Biel-Tan Swordwind Army**

To the Biel-Tan, the first and most important part of the Eldar Path is the Path of the Warrior. For an Eldar society, they are highly militaristic and the Exarchs have as much say in decision making as the Farseers and Warlocks. The craftworld of Biel-Tan has more Aspect Shrines than the other craftworlds, and consequently a larger number of Exarchs and Aspect Warriors.

**Modifications**

To field the Biel-Tan Swordwind army, the following changes are made to the Craftworld Eldar army list:

- Warp Spiders, Striking Scorpions, Howling Banshees, Fire Dragons and Dark Reapers are treated as Troops choices.
- Guardian Defender squads, Guardian Storm squads, Rangers, Guardian jetbike squadrons and Vypers are all Elites choices.

In addition, the Avatar of Biel-Tan may be accompanied by the Court of the Young King as detailed below.

### COURT OF THE YOUNG KING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Points/Model</th>
<th>WS</th>
<th>BS</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>Ld</th>
<th>Sv</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dire Avenger Exarch</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howling Banshee Exarch</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire Dragon Exarch</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Striking Scorpion Exarch</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If your army has an Avatar then he may be accompanied by the Court of the Young King.

**Squad:** The Court of the Young King consists of between 3 and 5 Exarchs chosen from above. Note that you may mix different types of Exarch in the Court of the Young King if you wish.

**Weapons:** All wargear and warrior power options from the relevant squad entry in the Craftworld Eldar army list may be taken, at the points cost given in that entry.

### SPECIAL RULES

**Retinue:** The Avatar and the Court of the Young King form a single HQ unit and count as one choice from the Force Organization chart.

**Fearless:** As long as the Avatar is on the table, the Court of the Young King is fearless, and so automatically passes any Morale checks or Pinning tests it is required to make.
Featured this month are the dreaded Eldar Phoenix Lords. These mighty lords date back to The Fall. Re-born many times, it is said that these most ancient of Exarchs will finally meet their deaths at the Rhana Dandra, the final battle against Chaos.

**Asurmen, The Hand of Asuryan**
The Eldar believe that the first Exarch was Asurmen, founder of the Shrine of Asur, which initiated the most widespread of the Aspects – the Dire Avengers. It is claimed that he was first killed whilst fighting the minions of the Great Enemy, and that his many reincarnations have continued this fight. Asurmen's ritual armor is said to incorporate two mighty vambraces containing shuriken catapults, and it is believed that his diresword was the first ever created.

**Fuegan, The Burning Lance**
Fuegan is the founder of the Fire Dragon shrine, teaching many Exarchs the art of death through flame and fire. Fuegan refused to flee when the Shrine of Asur was destroyed by the Fallen Phoenix, and he was thought lost for many centuries, until he reappeared to fight alongside the Eldar at the Haranshemash. It is said that Fuegan will call together the Phoenix Lords for the Rhana Dandra, and that he will be last to die in that final conflict.

**Karandras, The Shadow Hunter**
Legends of Karandras the Shadow Hunter tell of one of the most mysterious of all the Phoenix Lords. No one knows where he originally came from, but it is thought that he was not the first Exarch of the Striking Scorpions. It is said that before him came one called Arhra, the Father of Scorpions, and that Arhra turned to the darkness and waged war upon his own kin. Eventually he fled into the webway to become the Fallen Phoenix.

**Jain Zar, The Storm of Silence**
The most swift and ferocious of the Asuryan was Jain Zar, first chosen of Asurmen. Like her mentor, Jain Zar travelled the webway, teaching her skills to many – so the Howling Banshees can be found on all but the remotest craftworld. Her chosen weapons are the Silent Death and the deadly Blade of Destruction which she wields with devastating speed and skill.

**Baharroth, The Cry of the Wind**
As Asurmen is the first Exarch, so his finest pupil is believed to have been Baharroth. He was the Winged Phoenix, who taught the skills of what would become the Swooping Hawk Aspect. Like all the Phoenix Lords, Baharroth has been re-born many times, and it is claimed that he will meet his end at the Rhana Dandra, the final battle.

**Maugan Ra, The Harvester of Souls**
It is said that Maugan Ra is the only survivor from the craftworld Altansar, which was destroyed when it was dragged to its doom by the Eye of Terror. Maugan Ra is the first of the Dark Reapers. He carries the Maugetar and wears the morbidly decorated armor of his now destroyed temple.
Eldar of the Biel-Tan
Craftworld
Blood Runs, Anger Rises, Death Wakes, War Calls!

Battle-chant to Khaine, the Bloody-Handed God.
Listen now, children of Morrian, to a tale of great woe, a tale of the greed and foolishness of Mankind. It is a tale of a human leader named Guyan Sethe, ruler of the world that we once knew as Taqamathi and that the mon-keigh call Assyri. It is a tale that brings with it a warning—that tolerance of lesser races is rarely rewarded with gratitude, that wisdom and understanding is beyond other species. For this is the tale of the creation of the World of the Bloodied Sword—Zamorshemash.

In ancient times, on the southern edge of our empire, was the world of Taqamathi, second only in beauty to glorious Thelcontir itself. During that time which we do not mention, Taqamathi became deserted, and although her fair lands remained, she was reclaimed by the wilderness. Then the barbaric mon-keigh arrived, bringing with them their filth and squalor, razing the fair valleys and meadows so that they could seed Taqamathi with their own bland and colorless vegetation. Food-beasts roamed through what was once the glittering Palace of Tranquillity, and humans bred in abundance across our sovereign realm. This we knew, for the webway still led to Taqamathi and our Rangers still went there—for Taqamathi was our ancestral land.

The humans were running wild across our domains and yet we stayed our hand, knowing that in their ignorance the mon-keigh did not realize what outrageous offense they were causing, what abuses they were heaping upon our lands. But then their supposed wise men arrived, archaeologists intent on plundering the treasures of other races. They came with their rough picks and shovels and hewed at the stones of the Palace of Tranquillity, and humans bred in abundance across our sovereign realm. This we knew, for the webway still led to Taqamathi and our Rangers still went there—for Taqamathi was our ancestral land.

The ruler of this mon-keigh farm world was called Guyan Sethe, a man of politics and therefore one to whom treachery and hypocrisy was second-nature. He accepted our overtures of peaceful conference and welcomed the wise Arhan to his lowly world. Arhan and his advisors flew to Taqamathi to meet with Guyan Sethe personally. They were met with great celebration, as the honored guests that they were. At first Guyan Sethe was most cordial and accommodating, listening to Arhan's carefully prepared tales of religious artefacts being lost beneath the Palace of Tranquillity.

For several days the negotiations continued, but as the talks continued Guyan Sethe became more and more distracted. He began asking questions about the cultural treasures hidden beneath the surface, and spoke much of the splendor of Eldar craftsmanship. In particular he began making references to the waystones carried
upon the chests of the delegation, remarking on how beautiful they seemed. In the end Guyan Sethe suggested that he would allow our peoples full access to the Palace of Tranquillity in return for Arhan’s waystone. As you might imagine, Arhan was horrified at the thought. He was being asked to give up his one and only protection against the Great Enemy. Arhan was a skilled diplomat though and he checked his temper, informing Guyan Sethe that such baubles were worthless in comparison to the treasures of Taqamathi, and his spirit of free trade would not allow him to make such a barter. Guyan Sethe became most insistent, a mad gleam came to his eye and he began to demand that he be given the waystones as indemnity against any hostile action taken by our people if the matter could not be resolved peacefully. Once again Arhan calmly informed Guyan Sethe that such a trade was impossible.

The conference degenerated into veiled threats and insults. Guyan Sethe ordered that Arhan and his assistants be held on Taqamathi until they were ready to deal properly. Arhan warned Guyan Sethe that if a finger was raised against him, our people would descend upon the world with fire and sword and reclaim what was rightfully ours by force. This incensed Guyan Sethe even further and he called for his guards. Arhan’s delegation was unarmed, after all they had gone to Taqamathi on a mission of peace, not war. Despite this provocation, Arhan tried all that he could to avoid bloodshed. He promised Guyan Sethe that if they could speak alone together, they could find some compromise. It is believed that Arhan told Guyan Sethe the true nature of the waystones and how they capture our essence at the point of death so that She Who Thirsts does not claim us. Unfortunately, such open honesty did not have the desired effect. They once again returned to the audience chamber and Guyan Sethe spoke briefly with the captain of his guards. Then, in an act of such treachery only a mon-keigh could conceive of it, Guyan Sethe’s soldiers turned their weapons on Arhan and his attendants, slaying them in cold blood.

As if this were not a crime heinous enough for the utmost retribution, Guyan Sethe then took the spirit stones from our dead, now containing the essence of these noble Eldar. He marvelled at the way they glowed with inner, fire, and became even more entranced with them. He ordered his finest artisan to take the shining gems and craft them into a chain of office for him, which he would wear around his neck. This was too much! The spirits of our dead comrades cannot be taken from us, for they are our hope for the future and precious beyond mortal comprehension. Even then we were loathe to wake the Avatar of Khaine, for we are a small craftworld and such a conflict would be perilous for our survival. We sent a messenger with an ultimatum to Taqamathi, warning Guyan Sethe that if he did not return the spirit stones of our kin we would fall upon his lands like a storm, we would slay every creature on his world in our quest to reclaim them. Guyan Sethe dismissed our threats and slew the messenger, adding her spirit stone to his collection. At the same time that we sent the envoy to Guyan Sethe, we had also dispatched messages to the other craftworlds. Our Farseers consulted the infinity circuit, we cast the runes to see what fate might befall our people if we were to go to war. The signs were clear though. The runes of Khaine, Death and Blood were always central, always the deciding factor in every casting. For the first time in countless thousands of years, war would come again to Taqamathi.

We did not fight alone. The warriors of Saim Hann answered our call to arms, fully a dozen of their Wild Rider clans came through the webway to our aid. The Zandros made the perilous journey through the warp to come to Taqamathi and Aspect Warriors from Alaitoc also arrived to add to our force of arms. We were also greatly honored by the presence of two of the revered Phoenix Lords – the Burning Lance and the Cry of the Wind came to lead our Aspect Warriors. Our cousins in the corsair fleets gathered in the outer asteroids of the Taqamathi system, while our own warships prepared for bloodshed. The Exarchs chose a Young King from amongst their ranks, he who would become one with Khaine and rouse the fiery Avatar from his rest. All preparations were made, our plans were laid out and our will was hardened. Then the Young King stepped into the Chamber of the Bloody-Handed God, passing forever from mortal existence save as a tiny spark of consciousness in the spirit of Khaine. I remember a stillness passing through the infinity matrix, a silence descending upon the whole craftworld for an entire day. It seemed as if the whole universe was waiting to see what would happen. With a roar the Avatar awoke, our minds reverberated with his bloodthirsty call. His raging desire for battle and death suffused us. With Khaine’s presence flowing in and around us, we descended upon Taqamathi as fury incarnate. The mon-keigh sent their crude and gawky spaceships to combat our
vessels, but these were unworthy opponents, not even their so-called Imperial Navy but merely short-ranged craft with stubby guns and inelegant design. They did not last long against the constant attacks of our battlecruisers. Taqamathi lay open before us and we did not flinch in the execution of our duty to our dead kin. In our minds Taqamathi existed no more; this was now merely the crude mon-keigh world of Assyri. Our ships razed the humans’ fields from orbit, while wave after wave of our aircraft unleashed sonic warheads and fusion bombs against their few cities. The mon-keigh fled in terror to the mountains, but they would find no safety there. Our Rangers searched far and wide for them, and wherever they found them our warriors would arrive. We did not take prisoners, we offered no mercy. Such things are worthless when fighting animals, for that indeed was how we viewed the people of Assyri, these mindless creatures who had stolen the spirits of our loved ones to turn them into trinkets. There could be only one response. We showed no quarter. Khaine was with us, fuelling our hunger for blood, our thirst for vengeance against these petty mon-keigh.

In a few places the humans resisted us. Guyan Sethe’s army was well equipped, for he was a rich man, and paranoid as he was of the mon-keigh. In a few places the humans resisted us. Guyan Sethe’s army was well equipped, for he was a rich man, and paranoid as he was of the mon-keigh. Guyan Sethe mustered all of his surviving soldiers and war machines at that place, and for a while we were daunted by the sight. Rows of barricades blocked the streets and the rooftops were filled with guns for shooting down aircraft. Their lumbering vehicles waited in several columns, each a hundred yards in length. Their men stood waiting behind improvised fortifications, a ring of death surrounding the ragged approach to Guyan Sethe’s keep. We could not stop now though, for all the losses we had taken already cried out for us to continue fighting. The war had become more than just a quest for Arhan’s spirit stone. It had become a holy war. We were prepared to fight to the last breath, if need be, against all mon-keigh. We had to reclaim the aklamor which was the source of our power. As long as that source existed, the mon-keigh would continue to exist and their numbers would grow. We had to destroy them all, not just those who opposed us, but all mon-keigh. We had to destroy them all, not just those who opposed us, but all mon-keigh. Khaine was with us and we had become the servants of death.

The battle for their capital was as bloody as any I’ve ever seen. They demolished their own buildings to deny us routes of attack. We sped across the killing ground, the enemy’s huge cannons firing the air with a constant thunderous roar. Scores of our warriors fell with every salvo, the wrecks of our Falcons and Wave Serpents littered the rubble. There was no choice but to push forward into that nightmarish fusillade. The screams of our dying almost drowned out the barking of the guns at one point. But then we were on them, our shrunken catapults sang a song of destruction. We scythed through their ranks without faltering, killing twice the number of our own fallen in a matter of minutes. The Avatar was there, the wailing doom carving easily through the hulls of their tanks, the blossoming explosives igniting their engines, reviving his holy fervor even more. It seems a storyteller’s fancy to say that the ground was stained red with blood, but the stones and debris were truly a crimson testament to the ferocity of our attack. With no hesitation or delay, our army swept on towards the citadel of Guyan Sethe.

We found the mon-keigh leader covering in the dungeons of the keep, and easily slew the few retainers who tried to prevent us. We seized the obscene necklace from around his throat and threw him to the ground. Jorochal, the Exarch of our Striking Scorpion shrine, raised his biting blade and prepared to deliver the final blow, but Yridba of Saim Hann stayed his hand. What he proposed filled us with utter horror, but it was true that there could be no fate more appropriate. Before Yridba’s plan could be acted upon, we still had to deal with the few remaining humans in Taqamathi. We returned here to the craftworld and set its course for the doomed world. We considered how best to achieve the obliteration of the mon-keigh, when Farseer Tyladhras realized that the solution had always been staring us in the face. The whole reason we had come to reclaim the aklamor was to reclaim a weapon that had almost been destroyed, a weapon that could destroy the things that threatened us. We returned here to the craftworld and set its course for the doomed world. We considered how best to achieve the obliteration of the mon-keigh, when Farseer Tyladhras realized that the solution had always been staring us in the face. The whole reason we had come to reclaim the aklamor was to reclaim a weapon that had almost been destroyed, a weapon that could destroy the things that threatened us. We returned here to the craftworld and set its course for the doomed world.

We departed the world’s surface and watched from the stars as the aklamor began to activate. It happened slowly to begin with, I remember some of the children standing at the windows, competing to see who could spot the first few blossoms of explosions. Then a chain reaction began to build, as the dark matter at the center of each weapon was released and began to accumulate. We watched a cloud of death spreading across the face of our ancient home. My vision was clouded with tears and the weeping of our kin weighed heavily on our hearts. Fields were stripped bare, the rocks crumbled to dust, the seas boiled into the air creating massive plumes of water across the skies, all living things were scattered to the howling winds. We sang the Hymn of Lamentation as we watched Taqamathi dying before our eyes. It did not take long. A final eruption of power shattered the world’s skin, causing great volcanoes to spring into life belching rock and dust into the already polluted atmosphere. Cracks and rents ripped across her once beautiful continents. Where the forests of Lietha once spread as far as the eye could see, there was now only rivers and lakes of lava and fire. A great pink inferno rose across the earth, and the majestic Zamua valleys were filled with boiling mud slides and fountaining geysers. At that final moment Taqamathi again retained something of beauty; the savage and powerful beauty of the universe unleashed and returning to its natural form, for Taqamathi had always been tamed to our will and now she was returning to her wild origins. Satisfied that nothing could ever live on Taqamathi, we turned our attentions back to the creature who had brought this upon ours and its people.

Killing Guyan Sethe would have taught him nothing, for a punishment needs the punished to have learnt the full consequence of their actions and to continue to them the pain and misery that they have caused. Thus it was that Guyen Sethe needed to know the agony that a bodiless spirit can endure, the pain and misery that Arhan and his followers had suffered when at Guyen Sethe’s mercy. And so we bound the mon-keigh and took him with us back to Morrian. Our Rangers carried him into the twisting depths of the webway until they encountered a band of Harlequins. They explained what Guyan Sethe had done to our peoples and what Yridba had proposed, and the Harlequins concurred and took the mon-keigh with them to Commorragh, the horrifying, monstrous home of the Dark Kin. There they related the story of Zamorshemash, of how one of our worlds had died for the greed of this man. They told of his contempt for our peoples, his disregard for our power. As you can imagine, our vile cousins were most displeased, and our skilled Haemonculi labored long and lovingly on his body and spirit. I hear that Guyan Sethe yet lives on in essence, still tortured and in eternal agony. Most remarkable, considering some 1,500 human years have passed since we destroyed Assyri.
It's August, and that means it's the last month of summer vacation for tons of people out there! Make those remaining vacation days count and stop in one of these Rogue Trader stores for one of your favorite games!

**WAR ROOM**

If you live in Georgia and love to game then you had better get down to the War Room in Norcross! Start the week off playing Warhammer 40,000 on the Monday league night and then follow it up on the Friday league night with Battlefleet Gothic! You can wrap up your week of gaming on the Sunday League night with a game of Warhammer! Also, every night you can walk in for open gaming, and there is no shortage of tables in their super huge game room!

In addition to all the crazed gaming that goes on, you can get a demo of any of the Games Workshop games on any of the league nights. Just ask! Don't forget, the 2nd Saturday of every month the War Room holds a painting seminar so you can get your forces looking hot!

For more information or directions to the War Room give the guys a call: 770-729-9588. Don't forget to ask them about the NATO gaming convention that they'll be hosting!

Located in the heart of the Bluegrass state (that's Lexington, Kentucky for those that don't know), The Rusty Scabbard is a great place to get in an exciting game of Warhammer, Warhammer 40,000 or Battlefleet Gothic.

By the time you get this the Rusty Scabbard should be well into their Warhammer 40,000 league, but that doesn't mean it's too late for you to get into the action! The end of August will kick off the Warhammer league so make sure your regiments are ready to go!

For more information give The Rusty Scabbard stuff a call at: 606-278-6634. They waiting to hear from you!
DREAMLAND

If you are lucky enough to be vacationing or living in sunny Puerto Rico and you play Games Workshop games, Dreamland will be the icing on your cake! Everyday you can walk in and get in on a game of Warhammer or Warhammer 40,000. Plus, you can get in a game of Battlefleet Gothic everyday! There is always a table set-up where you can paint your miniatures (or get tips!), and if you want a demo of that new game - just ask! Dreamland always has a tournament going on, and just so you can get your army ready ahead of time, they will be holding their huge Warhammer and Warhammer 40,000 tournament on October 28th and 29th! For more info give Dreamland a call at: 787-832-6385!

LIBRAIRIE DONJON

Last month we featured Librairie Donjon! Here are a few more shots that we couldn’t cram into the pages, As you can tell there is always something exciting going on there! Whether it’s a league, tournament, or a day of open gaming you can get it all here! If you want to get the latest on the events at Librairie Donjon or find out if that release you’ve been waiting has come in then make sure you give them a call!

Montreal, 514-596-1171
Quebec, 418-523-1511

HOW TO GET IN TOUCH WITH US

Do you frequent a store that you think should be featured in White Dwarf magazine? If so, drop us a line and let us know.

Write to us at:
Games Workshop
Attention: Rogue Trader
6721 Baymeadow Drive
Glen Burnie, MD 21060

In Canada write to:
Games Workshop
Attention: Rogue Trader
1645 Bonhill Road Unit 11
Mississauga, Ontario L5T 1R3
They’ve been a long time coming, some would say too long, but they’re here at last – a brand new range of novels from Games Workshop Publishing. Over the next year or so we plan to publish ten great, all-action adventure novels set in the worlds of Warhammer and Warhammer 40,000. We’ve got a pretty equal mix between fantasy and science fiction, and an even balance of brand new characters and returning old favorites.

Gotrek and Felix are back, in a trilogy no less, with Trollslayer, Skavenslayer and Daemonslayer, all from arch-heretic William King. If you are looking for epic tales of death and adventure, from the sewers of Murl to a long-lost Dwarf hold in the Chaos Wastes, then the Trollslayer saga is your kind of read.

Then we have two Gaunt’s Ghosts novels from Dan Abnett, as the fated Imperial Guard of Tanith fight battle after bloody battle across the hell worlds of the Sabbat campaign. As if that’s not enough, they have politics and backstabbing from within their own high command to deal with, so the Ghosts are in for a very rough ride.

Following on are Space Wolves, Rogue Traders, White Wolves, Chaos and loads of other nail-biting novels throughout the year. For now though, it looks like I’ve run out of space, so I’ll leave you with extracts from our first two books. They’re out in August, so make sure you get your copies!

Andy Jones – Black Library Inquisitor

ABOUT THE AUTHORS

Dan Abnett is renowned for his work in the comic industry, having embraced everything from the Punisher to Rupert the Bear, by way of Batman, Conan and Mr Men. Having written numerous short stories for Inferno!, First & Only will be the first in a series of novels starring Gaunt’s Ghosts.

William King is an old hand at writing Warhammer fiction, with his Gotrek and Felix characters being his most famous. William still resides out on the Eastern fringes, in Prague in the Czech republic, where the beer is rumored to be cheap enough to bathe in.

BLOOD & DARKNESS

a small slice of carnage and mayhem from the first Gotrek & Felix novel by William King

What is your name?’ Justine asked. The bearded man whom her scouts had captured spat at her. She nodded to Malar. The Beastman brought his fist forward. There was a crack as ribs broke. The man slumped. If it had not been for the two Beasts supporting him he would have fallen.

‘What is your name?’ The man opened his mouth. Blood trickled down his chin and onto his leather jerkin. Justine reached out and took some on her fingertip. When she tasted it, it felt warm and salty, and strength flowed through her.

‘Rolf,’ he said eventually. Justine knew then that he would tell her whatever she asked. She knew that it had not been the foresters who had killed Tryell’s band. The tracker who had survived the assault on the camp had told her about the girl’s guardians.

‘There is a Dwarf and a blond-

NUBILA REACH

An extract from Dan Abnett’s forthcoming novel: FIRST & ONLY

The two Faustus-class interceptors swept in low over a thousand, slowly spinning tonnes of jade asteroid and decelerated to coasting velocity. Striated blurs of shift-speed light flickered off their gunmetal hulls. The saffron haze of the nebula called the Nubila Reach hung as a spread backdrop for them, a thousand light years wide, a hazy curtain which enfolded the edges of the Sabbat worlds.

Each of these patrol interceptors was an elegant barb, about one hundred paces from jutting nose to raked tail. The Faustus were lean, powerful warships that looked like serrated cathedral spires with splayed flying buttresses at the rear to house the main thrusters. Their armored flanks bore the Imperial eagle, together with the green markings and insignia of the Segmentum Pacificus Fleet.
The Astropath's brain was constantly surveying and processing the vast wave of astronomical data that the ship's sensors pumped into it, and psychically probing the warp beyond. Small patrol ships like this, with their Astropathic cargo, were the early warning arm of the fleet. The work was hard on the psyker's mind, and the odd moan or grimace was commonplace. There had been worse. They'd gone through a nickel-rich asteroid field the previous week and the psyker had gone into spasms.

'Flight check,' LaHain said into the intercom.

'Tail turret, aye!' crackled back the servitor at the rear of the ship.

'Flight Engineer ready, by the Emperor!' fuzzed the voice of the engine chamber.

LaHain signalled his wingman. 'Moselle... you run forward and begin the sweep. We'll lag a way behind you as a double-check. Then we'll pull for home.'

'Mark that,' the pilot of the other ship replied, and his craft gunned forward, a sudden blur that left twinkling pearls in its wake.

LaHain was about to kick in behind when the voice of the Astropath came over the link. It was rare for the man to speak to the rest of the crew.

'Captain... move to the following co-ordinates and hold, I am receiving a signal. A message... source unknown.'

LaHain did as he was instructed and the ship banked around, motors flaring in quick, white bursts. The observer swung all the sensor arrays to bear.
you the hearts of the Dwarf and the man if they try to protect her.'

‘Best kill them quickly. They are a fell pair, ruthless and deadly. The Dwarf carries a weapon forged in ancient days to be the bane of gods. They are both killers without mercy.’

‘They are both as good as dead. I stand armored in your prophecy. No warrior will ever overcome me in battle – if what you have spoken is the truth.’

‘Search your heart, beloved. You know I have never spoken anything but the truth to you. And know you this also – if you do this thing, immortality and a place among the Chosen will most certainly be yours.’

‘It will be done.’

‘Go then with my blessing. Spread chaos and terror and leave none of your chosen prey among the living.’

The sense of presence ended. The corpse fell headlong into the earth. It was the bane of gods. They are both as good as dead. LaHain swallowed. A routine day had just become very un-routine. He knew he must gather it and relay it to Fleet Command.

‘What is this?’ LaHain asked, impatient. Unscheduled maneuvers off a carefully set patrol sweep did not sit comfortably with him.

The Astropath took a moment to respond, clearing his throat. ‘It is an Astropathic communiqué, struggling to get through the warp. It is coming from extreme long range. I must gather it and relay it to Fleet Command.’

‘Why?’ LaHain asked. This was all too irregular.

‘I sense it is secret. It is primary level intelligence. It is Vermillion level.’

There was a long pause, a silence across the small, slim craft broken only by the hum of the drive, the chatter of the displays and the whirr of the air-scrubbers.

‘Vermillion...’ LaHain breathed. Vermillion was the highest clearance level used by the Crusade’s cryptographers. It was unheard of, mythical. Even main battle schemes usually only warranted a Magenta. He felt an icy tightness in his wrists, a tremor in his heart. Sympathetically, the interceptor’s reactor fibrillated. LaHain swallowed. A routine day had just become very un-routine. He knew he had to commit everything to the correct and efficient recovery of this data.

‘How long do you need?’ he asked over the link.

Another pause. ‘The ritual will take a few moments. Do not disturb me as I concentrate. I need as long as possible,’ the Astropath said. There was a phlegmy, strained edge to his voice. In a moment, that voice was murmuring a prayer. The air temperature in the cabin dropped perceptibly. Something, somewhere, sighed.

LaHain flexed his grip on the rudder stick, his skin turning to goose-flesh. He hated the witchcraft of the psykers. He could taste it in his mouth, bitter, sharp. Cold sweat beaded under his flight-mask. Hurry up! he thought. It was taking too long, they were idling and vulnerable. And he wanted his skin to stop crawling.

The Astropath’s murmured prayer continued. LaHain looked out of the canopy at the swathe of pinkish mist that folded away from him into the heart of the nebula, a billion kilometers away. The cold, stabbing light of ancient suns slanted and shafted through it like dawn light on gossamer. Dark-bellied clouds swirled in slow, silent blossoms.

‘Contacts!’ the observer yelled suddenly. ‘Three! No, four! Fast as hell and coming straight in!’

LaHain snapped to attention. ‘Angle and lead time?’
Felix tried to estimate the number of Beastmen in the forest but could not. They kept too well out of sight, knowing that lack of knowledge of their numbers would frighten the defenders even more. Fear of the unknown was another weapon in their armory. Felix felt his heart sink.

‘Maybe we should sally forth and spike the cannon,’ Felix suggested.

‘That’s just what they’re waiting for. The killing ground out there will work just as well for them as it would for us.’

‘Do they have bows, though? They’re Beasts.’

‘Doesn’t matter. There’s too many traps out there for com foil. Someone would be bound to blunder into them.’

‘I thought you wanted a heroic doom?’

‘Manling, if I just stand here and wait, it will come to me. Look!’

Felix glanced in the direction indicated by the Dwarf’s stubby, outstretched finger. He saw the black-armored Chaos Warrior ride up to beside the huge cannon. He could see now that a horde of bestial faces glared out from under the edges of the trees. As he watched, a veritable tide of horned figures flowed out from under the eaves of the forest, and began to form up in units, just out of bow-shot. Somewhere deep in the forest a huge drum began to beat. It was answered by the blast of a horn and the beating of another drum somewhere off to the south. A chorus of screams and bellows filled the night. Somehow, within the rhythmic cadences of the strange words he began to sense a meaning. It was as if the understanding had been bred into his ancestors in ancient times, and it had taken this event to waken it. Blood for the Blood God. Skulls for the skull throne. He shook his head to clear the hallucination but it did not matter. Whatever he did, it seemed like the thread of understanding would come back. The noise reached a crescendo, fell silent for a

The observer rattled out a set of co-ordinates and LaHain steered the nose towards them. ‘They’re coming in fast!’ the observer repeated. ‘Throne of Earth, but they’re moving!’

LaHain looked across his over-sweep board and saw the runic cursors flashing as they edged into the tactical grid.

‘Defense system activated! Weapons to ready!’ he barked. Drum autoloaders chattered in the chin turret forward of him as he armed the autocannons, and energy reservoirs whined as they powered up the main forward-firing plasma guns.

‘Wing Two to Wing One!’ Moselle’s voice rasped over the long-range voxcaster. ‘They’re all over me! Break and run! Break and run in the name of the Emperor!’

The other interceptor was coming at him at close to full thrust. LaHain’s enhanced optics, amplified and linked via the canopy’s systems, saw Moselle’s ship while it was still a thousand kilometers away. Behind it, lazy and slow, came the vampiric shapes, the predatory ships of Chaos. Fire patterns winked in the russet darkness. Yellow traceries of venomous death.

Moselle’s scream, abruptly ended, tore through the voxcast.

The racing interceptor disappeared in a rapidly-expanding, superheated fireball. The three attackers thundered on through the fire wash.

‘They’re coming for us! Bring her about!’ LaHain yelled and threw the Faustus round, gunning the engines. ‘How
moment and then started again. It grated on the nerves and set butterflies fluttering in Felix’s stomach. Looking out, Felix could see that the chanting served a dual purpose. It worked to undermine the morale of the Beastmen’s enemies and it helped work the followers of Chaos up into a frenzy. He could see them clashing their weapons against their shields, gnawing the edges of their blades, slashing themselves. They danced insanely, raising their legs and then stomping the earth as if they were crushing the skulls of an enemy beneath their hooves.

‘I wish they would just come on and get it over with.’ Felix muttered.

‘You’re about to get your wish,’ Gotrek said.

The Chaos Warrior raised her sword. The horde fell suddenly silent. She turned and spoke to them in their own bestial tongue and they answered her with cheers and growls. She turned to the armored figures atop the siege engine and gestured with her blade. One of them capered for a moment, then lit a fuse. After five long, silent heartbeats the mighty war engine spoke with a voice of thunder. There was a loud whistling sound and then a section of the wall near to Felix exploded, sending fragments of wood, torrents of earth and gobbets of flesh erupting into the air. The Beastmen cheered and howled like the hordes of hell unleashed from torment.

Felix flinched as the cannon’s barrel began to traverse on its mount. He could see that there was no way these wooden walls could withstand the sorcerous power of that awful weapon. They had just not been built to stand up to anything like this sort of punishment. Perhaps the best thing to do would simply be to leap down from the wall and take cover deeper within the township.

Gotrek seemed to sense his thoughts, ‘Stay where you are, manling. They will hit the watchtower next.’

‘How can you be so sure?’

‘I have worked with cannons in my time, and this one is no different from any other. I can tell the trajectory they are shooting at.’

Felix forced himself to stand where he was, despite the way the flesh crawled down his back. He felt certain that he was virtually looking down the muzzle of the weapon. It spoke once more. Flame and smoke gouted from the barrel. Once more the whistling noise sounded. One of the legs of the great, wooden watchtower was blasted away as the shot smashed a hole in the palisade in front of it. The tower teetered backwards and fell. One of the sentries fell from his post, arms wheeling, to crash to the ground below. His long wailing cry, audible even above the noise of the Beasts, was cut off by his sudden impact on the earth below.

Felix smelled smoke and heard the crackle of burning from behind. He cast a glimpse over his shoulder and saw that one of the buildings and the remains of the tower had started to blaze. He could not tell whether it was as a much longer?’ he bellowed at the Astropath. ‘The communique is received. I am now... retying...’ the Astropath gasped, at the edge of his limits.

‘Fast as you can! We have no time!’ LaHain said.

The sleek fighting ship blinked forward, thrust-drive roaring blue heat. LaHain rejoiced at the singing of the engine in his blood. He was pushing the threshold tolerances of the ship. Amber alert sigils were lighting his display. LaHain was slowly being crushed into the cracked, ancient leather of his command chair.

In the tail turret, the gunner servitor traversed the twin auto-cannons, hunting for a target. He didn’t see the attackers, but he saw their absence: the flickering darkness against the stars.

The turret guns screamed into life, blizzling out a scarlet-tinged, boiling stream of hypervelocity fire.

Indicators screamed shrill warnings in the cockpit. The enemy had obtained multiple target lock. Down below, the observer was bawling up at LaHain, demanding evasion procedures. Over the link, Flight Engineer Manus was yelling something about a stress-injection leak.

LaHain was serene.

‘Is it done?’ he asked the Astropath calmly.

There was another long pause. The Astropath was lolling weakly in his cradle. Near to death, his brain ruined by the trauma of the act, the Psyker murmured, ‘It is finished.’

LaHain wrenched the Interceptor in a savage loop and presented himself to the pursuers with the massive forward plasma array and the nose guns blasting. He couldn’t outrun them or outfight them, but by the Emperor he’d take at least one with him before he went.

The chin turret spat a thousand heavy bolter rounds a second. The plasma-guns howled phosphorescent death into the void. One of the shadow-shapes exploded in a bright blister of flame, its shredded fuselage and mainframe splintering out, carried along by the burning, incandescent bow-wave of igniting propellant.

LaHain scored a second kill too. He ripped open the belly of another attacker, spilling its pressurized guts into the void. It burst like a
result of the blast or not. Somewhere in the distance someone started shouting to others to bring water.

He cast a glance along the wall, where what seemed like a pitifully few defenders waited with their bows clutched near at hand. He exchanged glances with the nearest, a lad of not much more than sixteen years, his face white with dread.

Felix stared out desperately in the gloom, wondering how much longer this could go on, before either the morale of the defenders was broken or the town was reduced to a flattened ruin.

Justine watched as the great cannon smashed a third gap in the town’s wall. It was enough, she judged. They needed to save powder for the next fortress they came to. The gaps were large enough for her force to flow through. The defenders were tired and rattled. It was time. She gestured to her trumpeter. He sounded the call to advance. Marching in step to the beat of their human-skinned drums, the Beastmen started forward.

Justine felt the bloodlust grow within her, and her desire to offer souls to the Blood God along with it. Tonight she would make him a mighty offering...

swollen balloon, spinning round under the shuddering impact and spewing its contents in a fire trail behind itself.

A second later, a rain of toxic and corrosive warheads, each a sliver of metal like a dirty needle, raked the Faustus end to end. They detonated the Astropath’s head and explosively atomized the observer out through the punctured hull. Another killed the Flight Engineer outright and destroyed the reactor interlock.

Two billiseconds after that, stress fractures shattered the Faustus class interceptor like it was a glass bottle. A super-dense explosion boiled out from the core, vaporizing the ship and Lahrain with it.

The corona of the blast rippled out for eighty kilometers until it vanished in the nebula’s haze.

Intrigued? You’ve just read the start of a fantastic new novel featuring Commissar Gaunt and his elite Imperial Guard regiment known as The Ghosts, called
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Available at all good bookshops & Games Workshop stores across the globe.

ON SALE: AUGUST
The secret order of the Witch Hunters is the sworn enemy of all who are evil, whether they be Chaos Cultists or Mutants. Some of their oldest adversaries are the dreaded Vampires. There are many tales of Witch Hunters encountering these most foul of beasts and here we present a handful of these dark tales...

Aristocracy of the Night

Witch hunters came to the town. The Elector Count, weary of the incessant reports of strange happenings, unaccountable deaths, apparitions and such like, and fearing the hysteria of the mob, finally sent for them. They were given the edict of authority and carried the Theogonist’s seal. With the haste and zeal that is typical of them, they set to work at once. Some wretches were rounded up quickly by the torch-bearing mobs that followed the witch hunters from village to village. Who knows how many of those summarily dispatched by the sword, the stake and the flame were really Vampires or sorcerers? These witch hunters are not reasonable men, and they thrive on the superstitions of the ignorant.

Having purged the countryside, the witch hunters turned their attention on the nobility. Wealth, luxury and decadence were denounced in the public square, and the mobs began banging and baying at the doors of rich households. Even the Count was alarmed at this turn of events and chose this moment to visit Altdorf with his entire household, so as to be safely out of the way. The strange Zmada family, merchants from Ostland, also vanished overnight, leaving their huge, ornate and creaking timbers mansion deserted in the center of the town. It was not long before the leader of the witch hunters, Lars Tonowe, broke in, with the usual mob behind him. As soon as he saw the splendor of the mansion and had decided for himself that the Vampires had fled (for there was no doubt in his mind that is what they were), he commandeered the house as his headquarters for the duration of the purges.

That night Lars dined in the mansion with the other two witch hunters. There was nothing to light the room except flickering candles. They drank the good wine of the Zmada cellars and ate food from their larder. They did not pause from their meal long enough to reflect that Vampires do not need to eat ordinary food. Instead the conversation revolved around estimating the value of the ornaments and paintings in the great hall, and how they could be turned into funds for the holy cause.

The paintings were indeed very fine. Portraits of several generations of the Zmada family hung above the witch hunters on the walls, dimly lit by the candlelight. The females of the family were particularly striking, with their pale white faces and long dark hair, bedecked in jewels. There seemed to be no end to the wine and the flagon hardly needed refilling each time it went round the table.

The next day the mob burst into the mansion again, vexed by the fact that the witch hunters had not made an appearance for most of the day. They found Lars and his companions slumped in their chairs, their faces on the table and blood dripping from the wounds in their throats. The mob recoiled in fear. Then someone pointed at the Zmada family portraits. Red paint was running down the walls from the finely curved lips of the Zmada ladies. But it was not paint, it was blood. The mob fled in terror, screaming and making the sign of Sigmar. That night they burnt the mansion to the ground.
For the eyes of the most benevolent Grand Theogonist, Volkmar of Altarod.

21st of Sigmarzeit

Your Holiness,

According to your wishes, I have travelled to the tainted land of Sylvania, crossing the border on 21st of Sigmarzeit, to investigate the rumors of the resurgence of the most vile Undead, in this province known for the activity of the restless dead. We have heard claims that a minor Necromancer has taken residence in Drakenhof Castle, and I have gathered a force of forty men from amongst our order, including Klaus Kriegersburg, a warrior-priest in the service of the most holy Sigmar. I am confident that we shall finish this quest quickly and efficiently.

It has been a long journey and a hard one, and I am pleased to inform you that during my travels I had to put two villages, Lichenheim and Fulburg, to the torch, due to the unmistakable blasphemous rites in which the peasants of said villages hung bundles of garlic and witchstake to ward off evil. Me and my men acquired confessions of witchcraft, daemon-worship and unnatural practices from the villagers, and I ordered the ultimate sanction. There were no survivors in either place. We cannot tolerate such open displays of black sorcery in our most holy Empire, and we must show the righteous wrath of Sigmar to these wretches.

Now, after spending three weeks on the accursed roads and paths of this, the most dive of the provinces, my men and I can see the ruins of Drakenhof Castle on the horizon. Sigmar willing, we should be able to reach them before dusk-time tomorrow.

Coming upon the Castle, my suspicions were immediately raised, as the ruined battlements were restored, and a banner bearing the device of a snarling wolf was flying from the topmost tower.

We first encountered resistance when we approached the gate of the castle itself. Five huge wolves, their eyes gleaming in the dark, attacked from nowhere. My own four warhounds, brave beasts though they are, whimpered in terror and refused to attack them. Three of my men died fighting against these hounds from hell, for even after they were mortally wounded, these ghastly creatures refused to die. We had to cut them to pieces, and even then the bodies continued to twitch, long after any natural animal would have given up its life.

We decided to camp in the ruins of the hamlet of Drakenhof, and I set a strong watch for the night. Despite this, I felt uneasy and my sleep was plagued by nightmares.

Unknown day

I beg forgiveness from your Holiness, for I have not been able to write for several days. I am hiding somewhere in these accursed woods, and my lifeblood is slowly draining away. There is little time, and much to tell.

The following morning I found my sentries dead, their faces ash in terror, their hair white as if they had aged fifty years in a single night. One of my men wished to abandon our mission, and I was forced to shoot him as he tried to run. There is no room for cowards in the ranks of our order. The rest of my men saw the sound reasoning of my argument, and followed me to the gates of the castle.

We entered the gates unopposed, and made our way through the dimly lit corridors of the castle. Torches and braziers illuminated the halls and chambers, a further proof that someone occupied the castle. We made our way all the way to the great banquet hall before meeting anyone or anything.

On the table, laid out on a red silk tablecloth, was a hideous parody of a nobleman’s feast. Carcasses of men and women were laid on the plates, still dripping blood, and the golden goblets were filled with red liquid. I have smelled blood before, and I knew that men had given up their lives so those who gathered around this table could drink.

At the head of the table sat a tall, gaunt man, dressed in the fashion of noblemen of old. When we entered, he stood up, and smiled, revealing long, canine teeth. He spoke to us, confirming my fears.

“I am von Carstein. Welcome to my house. I hope your stay here will be long. Very long.”

I immediately gave the command to attack. Dieter, my adjutant, charged the man claiming to be von Carstein, but was flung aside, his skull crushed by the force of the blow. I didn’t even see when the man struck, so swift was his hand.

The man claiming to be von Carstein drew a sword with a wolf-head guard, and in an instant was in our midst. He had killed two before the rest of us could draw our weapons. The blade of Hans, my best swordsman, took him in chest, and yet he did not go down but gutted the brave Hochlander with a deadly riposte.

Klaus, the warrior-priest, lifted his warhammer with a prayer to Sigmar in his lips, but the Count turned his red eyes on the holy man, and spoke a single word. To my horror I saw the flesh ripped from Klaus’ bones, and his skeleton collapsed on the floor.

I knew then that we could not stand against such horror alone, and ordered a retreat. As we ran, we could hear the mocking laughter of the Vampire Count following us.

There is little else to tell, for we fled through the Sylvanian woods and my men were taken one by one by the pursuers. The Count sent us after us: walking corpses...
huge, blood-sucking bats and great Undead wolves. Now only I remain, and I am mortally wounded. There is no doubt in my mind – the dread Count has returned to his abode and even now he prepares his armies to wreak a terrible revenge on the Old World. All of my men are dead, or worse, and I can hear my pursuers closing in. The howling of the great wolves fills the air, and it can be only a short while before they find me. There is little time left for me before I go before Morr, in the land of the dead.

I will tie this scroll to the collar of my last warhound, Stein, and hope that it somehow reaches the capital and finds its way to your presence. I urge your Holiness to alert His Majesty the Emperor to the danger. If I am right, we are all in dire peril, and it will be only a matter of time before the armies of the vile Undead strike west against Stirland and Ostland, as they did three hundred years ago. Even in death I remain your most humble servant.

Gunther Stahlberg, Witch Hunter Captain of the Secret Brethren of Sigmar.

My lord von Carstein, we recovered this letter before it could reach the safety of Stirland. I felt that you lordship would find it amusing.

When darkness descends and even the gods fall asleep, our time begins. We are the rulers of the dark. We are the predators of the shadows. We are the aristocracy of the night.

Mannfred Von Carstein

I say you can find out the servants of Death and tell them by their Mark. No man is born so unnatural that his body does not revolt at the foul pollution of Undead blood.

And by these Marks can you tell them. By the fangs of the predator, for their thirst for blood is the thirst of a fanged fiend. From their porcelain-white skin, cold to the touch and unnatural to the eye. From the glow of their eyes behind which lives the Hunger.

Johann van Hal, Witch Hunter General
Chapter 10: Being a Description of the Diverse Artifacts with which the Righteous shall equip themselves against the Undead.

The Stake
Seek the holy tree of Sigmar and from its staves, cut thee sturdy stakes. And the length of the stakes shall not be less than two hands breadth. Then sharpen thou the stake with an axe of iron of the Dwarfs. Shun thee the iron that rusts. Harden then the spike in the holy flame, while reciting the words of banishment. And ye shall prepare not less than three such stakes and carry them with thee always.

The Hammer
Take thou thine hammer, like unto that which holy Sigmar wielded on his day of valour. Let it be graven with his holy sigil, against which nothing that is unclean may prevail. And its head shall be of the iron of the Dwarfs, which rusteth not. Let the handle be hewn from the hard oak of the Forest of Lorelor, that shall faileth not on the day of striking. And know ye that the unclean shall be dispatched with but three strikes of the hammer upon the stake. And the stake will penetrate the heart of the evil one and accomplish the banishment for all eternity. And when thou striketh, say the prayer of Sigmar.

The Book
Keepeth thou the sacred book with thee always, so none that are unclean may come nigh unto it. And its pages shall be of vellum, inscribed in the high tongue. And the leather bindings shall be graven with all the marks of Sigmar. When thou reciteth from the book, speakest thou with authority, that the evil-doer may tremble at thy words and shrink back from thee, for they cannot show their faces to righteousness.

The Mirror
Take thou a mirror of polished silver which cometh out of the Dwarf realms and tarnisheth not. Behold it is incorruptible metal and revealeth the souls of men. Keep it discreetly and let not anyone see it in the palm of thine hand. Whosoever shall have no reflection in the mirror ye shall deliver unto them the holy stake of banishment.

The Sacred Water
And thou shalt have with thee a phial and the sacred water of the well of Sigmar shall be within it. Draw thou this from the holy temple upon his feast day. Behold the sacred water burneth the flesh of the Undead and causeth them to recoil from thee.

The Sign of Sigmar
And this shall be the mark of the witch hunter. He shall wear the sign of Sigmar which is the Hammer. By this sign his foes may know that the power of holy Sigmar is with him. And none shall withstand the wrath of holy Sigmar, who cometh to save the righteous from the depredations of evil. And whosoever maketh the sign of Sigmar with his hand, he also shall be protected.
A horde of Night Goblins are no threat to the forces of the Undead.
Mannfred was always the most cunning of the von Carsteins. He is the only Vampire of that cursed bloodline that still survives to this day.

Mannfred is a great Necromancer, fully capable of matching any mortal practitioner of Necromancy. Using his dark powers, Mannfred has summoned his army from the battlefields that litter the cursed land of Sylvania.

Vampire Bats and Bat Swarms have made their nests in the many ruined castles of the von Carsteins, so can easily be summoned by Mannfred, a powerful practitioner of the dark arts.

The army of Mannfred von Carstein advances from Drakenhof Castle to wreak revenge on the land of the living.
Of all the Vampires ever known, the bloodline of the von Carstein family is the most infamous. There have been many Vampires from this cursed bloodline, but Mannfred von Carstein was always the wisest and most cunning.

In the legends of the Empire, the names of the Vampire Counts of the von Carstein bloodline are still remembered and hated. There have been many: Vlad and Isabella; the first undying rulers of Sylvania; Pieter and Emmanuelle von Carstein, who slaughtered a hundred maidens in a single night to slake their thirst; Fritz von Carstein, the One Without Pity; Konrad, the insane Count of Blood and Mannfred von Carstein, the wisest and most cunning, a twisted genius and the greatest of the Vampires in his mastery of the art of Necromancy.

Mannfred von Carstein is the only member of the doomed aristocracy of Sylvania that still survives to this day. Following the death of Vlad and Konrad von Carstein, it was Mannfred who finally emerged as the sole ruler of Sylvania.

Mannfred was described as a handsome, tall man, with deep set eyes and long black hair. He was always courteous and lordly, as belies one from such a powerful family. He was also a masterful tactician as well as being a great general, and attacked the Empire in the infamous Winter War of 2151, coming close to victory. However, over a century of warfare had taught the leaders of the Empire how to deal with the forces of the Undead, and in the end Mannfred was defeated and his army annihilated at the Battle of Hel Penn.

Mannfred was not, however, destroyed. Now he is gathering his strength in order to wreak his revenge on the descendants of those who defeated him all those centuries ago. Many Witch Hunters have sought out this lord of the Undead but he has always been too clever. It can only be a matter of time before an army led by the last of the Vampire Counts once again marches on the Empire.
Games Workshop North American Retail is in the process of expanding in order to introduce more stores across the continent! With so many Hobby Centers opening soon, it’s going to be difficult deciding which one to visit!

Be sure to keep your eyes on the Hobby Center pages of White Dwarf magazine to find out more about our future stores. As soon as we have phone numbers and addresses, we will list them for you. In the meantime, those of you in New Jersey have your first Games Workshop Retail store, so gas up your Rhino transport, plot a map course for Cherry Hill, and check out the new store today!

OPEN NOW!

Cherry Hill
2000 Rte 38, #1200
Cherry Hill, NJ 08002
(856) 663-3303

AND COMING SOON

Mapleview
Shopping Centre
Burlington, Ontario

Glendale Galleria
Glendale, California

Concord Mills
Concord, North Carolina
Whether you've just picked up your first issue of White Dwarf or you're a veteran hobbyist, our Games Workshop retail stores have something for you. Our stores offer demonstration games to anyone interested in getting started in the Hobby and all you have to do is walk in the doors of the Games Workshop Hobby Center nearest you. If you've never tried one of our games before, then a demonstration battle is just what you need to show you how exciting the Hobby can be. For those of you who have tried one of them out, utilize our expert staff to help you get started in the next game you wish to tackle.

**PAINTING AND SCENERY LESSONS**
Games Workshop Hobby Centers aren't just about carrying the vast and expansive line of our miniatures and games. They're staffed with some of the most dedicated hobbyists we could find who exhibit a great wealth of knowledge akin to the great techpriests of Mars. All you have to do is stop by and ask our expert team members about all your hobby needs, like painting tips or scenery-building advice. If you want it, they'll help you figure it out.

They'll guide you along the path to developing the skills you need to thoroughly enjoy the Hobby. But what is there left to do once you complete painting your army? Each Hobby Center hosts Veteran Nights, where people can bring in their own painted battleforces and test their talents as a general against other hobbyists in their area. So what are you waiting for? Visit the Hobby Center nearest you today!

**STOP THE WAAAGH!!!**
Games Workshop Hobby Centers feature frequent events that anyone who has an army can come and attend. Coming in October, every Games Workshop store across North America will host Stop the WAAAGH!!! You guessed it, this major battle will pit the forces of the Emperor against a massed WAAAGH!!! army, the likes of which have never been seen. Look for more information in next month’s issue of White Dwarf magazine.
HOBBY CENTER LOCATIONS

CANADIAN STORES

ALBERTA
SUNRIDGE MALL
2525 36th Street, #284
Calgary, AB T2Y 5T4
(403) 590-7731

WEST EDMONTON MALL
8882 170th Street
Edmonton, AB T5T 4J2
(780) 486-3332

BRITISH COLUMBIA
METROTOWN CENTRE
4800 Kingsway
Burnaby, BC V5H 4J2
(604) 435-0111

VICTORIA
625 Johnson Street
Victoria, BC V8W 1M5
(250) 361-1499

PARK ROYAL SHOPPING CENTRE
2010 Park Royal South
West Vancouver, BC V7T 2W4
(604) 925-3440

ONTARIO
MAPLEVIEW SHOPPING CENTRE
Burlington, ON

WHITE OAKS MALL
1105 Wellington Rd. S.
London, ON N6E 1V4
(519) 668-3713

BAYSHORE SHOPPING CENTRE
100 Bayshore Dr. Unit T-59
Nepean, ON K2B 8C1
(613) 721-9604

SQUARE ONE SHOPPING CENTRE
100 City Centre Drive
Mississauga, ON L5B 2C9
(905) 281-8695

SCARBOROUGH TOWN CENTRE
300 Borough Drive, #80B
Scarborough, ON M1P 4S5
(416) 290-0041

EATON CENTRE
218 Yonge Street
Toronto, ON M5B 2H6
(416) 977-4683

UNITED STATES STORES

CALIFORNIA
GLENDALE GALLERIA
Glendale, CA 91210

CONNECTICUT
WESTFARMS MALL
500 Westfarms Road
Farmington, CT 06032
(860) 521-2290

ILLINOIS
GURNEE MILLS MALL
6170 Grand Avenue
Gurnee, IL 60031
(847) 552-3150

PARK ROYAL SHOPPING CENTRE
999 Elmhurst Road, #3030
Mt. Prospect, IL 60056
(847) 797-9957

MARYLAND
ANNOPLIS HARBOUR CENTER
2455 Solomon's Island Road
Annapolis, MD 21401
(410) 571-6222

GLEN BURNIE HEADQUARTERS
6721 Baymeadow Drive
Glen Burnie, MD 21060
(410) 590-8675

ST. CHARLES TOWNE CENTER
11110 Mall Circle
Waldorf, MD 20603
(301) 645-4749

THE AVENUE AT WHITE MARSH
8137-A2 Honeygo Boulevard
White Marsh, MD 21236
(410) 993-2008

MICHIGAN
GREAT LAKES CROSSING
4340 Baldwin Road, Suite 722i
Auburn Hills, MI 48326
(248) 454-7708

NEW JERSEY
CHERRY HILL MALL
2000 Route 38, #1200
Cherry Hill, NJ 08002
(856) 663-3303

NEW YORK
WALDEN GALLERIA MALL
1 Galleria Drive, #217
Cheektowaga, NY 14225
(716) 651-9440

GREENWICH VILLAGE
54 East 8th Street
New York, NY 10003
(212) 982-6314

NORTH CAROLINA
MUSKINGUM MALL
1893 Franklin Mills Circle, #211
Philadelphia, PA 19154
(215) 501-0230

PENNSYLVANIA
FRANKLIN MILLS MALL
1893 Franklin Mills Circle, #121
Philadelphia, PA 19154
(215) 501-0230

VIRGINIA
POTOMAC MILLS MALL
2700 Potomac Mills Circle, #164
Woodbridge, VA 22192
(703) 492-4555

SPRINGFIELD MALL
6385 Springfield Mall
Springfield, VA 22150
(703) 719-9300

WASHINGTON
SUPERMALL OF THE GREAT NW
1101 Supermall Way, #358
Auburn, WA 98001
(253) 288-3904

ALDERGROVE MALL
3000 184th Street S.W., #378
Lynnwood, WA 98037
(425) 640-5155

Be sure to stop by these Games Workshop Hobby Centers for everything you require. Don't forget about all the informative training sessions we offer for those interested, such as painting lessons, scenery design classes, as well as demonstration games for those new into the hobby. Call your nearest Games Workshop for store hours and more details!
OftKV TAKTIKS?
By Andy Chambers, with comments from Adrian ‘Grand Warlord’ Wood.

Right, OK, tactics. For Orks. Erm... isn’t it just “GET THEM!” (plan A as I like to think of it)? Well broadly yes it is – the Orks are the close combat kill-machines of Warhammer 40,000. But Tyranids, Blood Angels, Chaos and Dark Eldar all have claims to that title too. Sometimes you need to be that bit more cunning...

Some sort of meaningful firepower, you’re inviting your opponent to form up his favorite firing line and shoot you to pieces before you get anywhere near the enemy.

Shoota Boyz

U)ot dea f re best at; Blasting anyting dat might give da Slugga Boyz some trouble, blowin' up speeders an' flyin' stuff.
Favorite place: Up front, or anywhere dey can shoot.
Watch out fer: Standin' too close togever an' gettin' fragged.

Overall tactics are discussed in the Ork Codex, so I’m hoping to shed some light on fine-tuning your army so that it can achieve the best results. Fine tuning is a vast subject, rather too vast to cover here, so I’m writing this in the light of personal experience of doing battle using my Ork warband, mainly against Space Marines and Blood Angels. Hopefully the lessons which have been bought at the cost of piles of dead Orks will be of some use to you aspiring Warbosses out there.

On the Codex, it’s said that you should choose your Ork Boyz in a certain way, under a certain number and with certain weapons. But do you really?

Da Grand Warlord sez

Everyone has their own favored tactics, such as standing back and shooting (really boring!), but the one thing you must do when fighting with the Orks is... Forget the lot! Orks fight a certain way, and any attempt at any other tactics simply will not work. Get in character, paint your skin green, you have to, but fight like an ORK!

Gunz

First of all, let’s talk gunz. Not just big gunz but everything that shoots in an Ork army. Let’s face it, Orks aren’t good shots – they’re Ballistic Skill 2, which means they need a 5 or 6 on a D6 to hit. Now this doesn’t mean that it’s unimportant what guns you take, in fact it’s more important to pay attention to armament because whatever the Orks are firing needs to have an effect despite their poor accuracy.

What I’ve found is that if you give up on being able to shoot with your army, you’ll surrender the initiative to the enemy – they can do what they like in terms of hanging back, clumping together and standing around in the open where it suits them. Without some sort of meaningful firepower, you’re inviting your opponent to form up his favorite firing line and shoot you to pieces before you get anywhere near the enemy.

The best example of this is mobs of Ork Boyz. They can be armed with either sluggas or shootas, and it’s tempting to just say, “To hell with shootas, I’ll arm all my Boyz with sluggas so that they’re better in close combat!” However, shoota-armed Boyz are cheaper in points and just as good at ripping apart light troops like Imperial Guardsmen or Eldar Guardians in close combat, against whom Slugga Boyz are simply overkill. More importantly, having some mobs of Shoota Boyz gives you the potential of shooting up to 24”.

In some scenarios (like Take and Hold for example) you need troops who can hold their position and fight, not just charge off towards the nearest enemy in the hopes of getting into close combat.

Aside from the issues of how to arm your teeming mobs of Boyz, is which heavy weapons to give them. Orks have just three kinds: big shootas, rokkit launchas and burnas. Each of these has pros and cons depending on the kind of enemy you’re up against.

Big shootas form the benchmark – three shots at...
**Tankbusta Boyz**

**Wot dey’re best at:** Blowin’ up tanks and Marine-boyz.

**Favorite places:** Round da sides of tanks to shoot at da squidgey side armor.

**Watch out fer:** Gettin’ shot up by ‘eavy weapons.

Strength 5 and it’s an assault weapon to boot! The number of shots means that you can guarantee a few hits each turn, and against lightly armored opponents the casualties soon mount up. Unfortunately, against heavily armored opponents you have to rely on getting lots of hits or your opponent being unlucky on their armor saves.

When it comes to cracking armor, you need some Rokkit launchas. A high Strength and good Armor Penetration make them useful against tanks and armored troops (a hit from one will kill a Space Marine stone dead). However rokkit only get one shot a turn, so you need to fire several at once to guarantee hits, which means putting several in the mob and having less big shootas.

To prevail against well armored opponents who want to close in for assaults (like Chaos or Blood Angels), burnas are the key weapons. They can be fired as flamers or used in close combat with the same effect as power weapons. It’s tempting to ignore the flamer effect and simply treat burnas as power weapons, but occasionally a gout of flames is useful for opening up some gaps in an enemy unit before an assault (so more Boyz can crowd into base-to-base contact), or clearing opponents out of cover. Here’s an example from a recent game, to show what I mean.

A mob of Skarboyz were attempting to counter-attack the objective in a Sabotage mission, in order to prevent the Space Marines attaching demo charges. A Space Marine squad had been placed to screen the objective and the Skarboyz couldn’t get past them without assaulting them. Foolishly I opted to use the burnas in close combat. The Skarboyz easily defeated the Space Marines, but didn’t reach the objective in time. The automatic hits which would have been caused by the burnas’ templates if I had shot with them instead could have opened up a route to the objective and made all the difference.

So, what’s the answer to what gunz to take? A good mix, but with a predominance of big shootas because everything counts in large amounts. Use burnas for dedicated close combat mobs like Skarboyz and Slugga Boyz. Always take some rokkit but if you are fighting an opponent with a lot of tanks and/or power armored troops, be prepared to take more. It’s interesting to note that one of the first Shoota Boyz mobs I painted included two rokkit and one big shoota, but I later changed this to three big shootas because I didn’t think it was dedicated enough. My most recent Shoota Boyz mob (put together after many more battles and much deliberation) includes two rokkit and one big shoota...
**Burna Boyz**

*What you’re best at:* Burnin’ up blokes in cover. Cuttin’ up blokes in armor.

*Favorite place:* Up close where dere’s loads of fings to ‘ide behind.

*Watch out fer:* Fings wot are quicker in a fight and chop ‘em before dey can fight back.

---

**MOB SIZE**

Mob size has special significance for the Orks because their morale is so dependent on it — big mobs of Boyz can keep going despite horrendous casualties. However, the amount of big shootas etc you can include in a mob is the same whether it’s ten strong or thirty strong, and very big mobs are difficult to deploy, move into cover and keep together in a cohesive way. A mob always needs a certain amount of elbow room on the battlefield, and using a few big mobs tends to create a very inflexible and clumsy army.

The compromise I’ve come to for my own Ork warband is mobs which are twelve to sixteen strong. Sixteen strong mobs take up the forward positions where they are most likely to get shot at, while the smaller mobs bring up the rear and get swelled in size by the remnants of larger mobs falling back after absorbing the enemy’s firepower.

The biggest advantage this gives is that the mobs cost between 150 and 200 points, so you can fit lots of them into an army. It’s important to underline that basic Ork Boyz are some of the most cost-effective things in the army. Any warband which doesn’t include forty plus Boyz isn’t worthy of the name!

---

**Newly released this month are the Killer Kans.** Although more lightly armored than Ork Dreadnoughts they still retain the deadly close combat abilities (namely hack, saw, stomp and squish) to destroy anything in their path.
**THE WARBAND**

I’m dreadful when it comes to putting together an army to a plan or with a specific tactic in mind. What I tend to do is start by painting up a load of cool-looking stuff for my army, and then weld it into some sort of cohesive whole once I’ve fought enough games to see where its strengths and weaknesses lie. For most armies this is a case of finding out which units actually do damage to the enemy, and then working on the best ways of getting them into position to do that damage without being blown to pieces in the process.

In the case of the Orks I’ve tended to find that the most deadly bits are as follows:

a) The Warboss and his bodyguard
b) Dreadnoughts and Killer Kans
c) Boyz mobs

Admittedly this is against Space Marines; versus other opponents which don’t have such a princely armor saving throw, other Ork units would prove just as effective. When the warband deploys, these elements are committed to an attack which (if properly timed) will put the enemy under threat from all of them at once. The Boyz and Dreads advance together, while the Warboss lurks around in his trukk with the bodyguard, ready to lunge forward at the appropriate moment (ie when the trukk won’t be turned into a burning wreck and leave the Warboss and co. well short of their target).

Other elements are more useful for winning games by seizing objectives instead of killing things. For example my faithful wartrak squadron has won several games for me by occupying table quarters at a critical moment in a Cleanse scenario or stealing the objective in a Rescue. This goes to show that it’s important to maintain a flexible approach, because many of the scenarios are not won by destroying the enemy. An army which is magnificently honed for committing mayhem and nothing else may well find itself outmaneuvered.

To sum up, tactics you use start with the army you choose. The tactics your army embraces need to be flexible enough to respond to differing opponents and situations. An army that is geared up to killing tough opponents like Space Marines will probably not fair as well against Imperial Guard. Part of the fun of collecting and gaming an army is developing tactics for it as you go, discovering your army’s weaknesses and opponent’s strengths, and selecting troops and tactics to compensate for them.
**BURNA BOYZ**

Burnas are cutting torches used by Mekboyz and their assistants for cutting up vehicle wrecks into useable chunks. However, a quick twist of the valve and WHOOOSH! the burna spits out a blast of incinerating flame. Often seen on the battlefield firing gouts of flame over lightly armored enemies or cutting down heavily armored opponents in close quarter fighting, burnas are a favorite Ork weapon.

**STIKK BOMMAS**

The Stikkbomb is an Ork version of the grenade, used for attacking enemies in cover or as a high explosive for taking out vehicles. Stikk Bommamas are special among Ork society for one reason—they know that when you pull the pin out of a stikkbomb, you throw the bomb not the pin! This unique ability means they are frequently the first Orks sent on special missions to sort out well dug in defenders or to destroy vehicles and bunkers.
MEGA ARMOR

Mega armor is the ultimate in personal protection for an Ork. Mega armor is literally a suit of massively thick armor plates, over a powered exoskeleton, with built-in shoota and power claw. Fortunately for enemies of the Orks, Nobz and Warbosses are the only Orks ever seen wearing mega armor.
The dust has finally settled from another campaign of tough battles, and this year’s US Grand Tournaments have all come to a close.

The war books now hold another round of heroic stories, bitter defeats and hard-won victories that will surely be talked about for months to come. Of course, that’s until the next season starts. But before we get to that, let’s find out exactly what happened in 1999!

With this being the third year of Grand Tournaments, most people know about how things run. So, without further ado, here’s just a small selection of the excitement that took place at this year’s US Grand Tournaments.

The Grand Tournament in Baltimore has become a hotspot for GT veterans. Every year brings back all the hardcore gamers along with a new group ready to bloody their swords and test the aim of their bolt guns. Being the closest to the headquarters allows us to bring in all kinds of cool things, like new releases that won’t be seen for months, a huge Mail Order booth complete with hordes of “Bitz,” and perhaps even a visiting UK personality (this year Rick Priesley managed to sneak in!)

Baltimore also marks the first GT of the year, and it managed to sell out in a matter of days! If you plan on playing there next year, make sure you enter as early as possible!
This year also marked the first time the Grand Tournament made it out to the fair city of Seattle, Washington! Much to the chagrin of many West Coast natives, it too sold out in record time. But for those that made it in, it was a rollicking good time (and it meant they didn’t have to fly out to a different coast!). At right is a glimpse of the widely popular Pub Quiz held on Saturday night.

Below: Why do these people have their heads buried in rulebooks? They’ve been subjected to another staple of the US Grand Tournament - the very evil Knowledge Test! Even though it’s an open book test, and the answers to the questions can be pulled right out of the books, only a handful have ever earned a perfect score!

The third Grand Tournament took place in Chicago, and marked the second year that Games Workshop has gone there. Chicago is becoming a fast favorite of the tournament circuit, with a large gaming hall, and a great lounge / sports bar to socialize in afterwards. What more could a gamer ask for? How about that Gino’s pizza? We’ve considered taking up permanent residence in Chicago just so we could get our hands on a constant supply of that amazing stuff!

Chicago lured back some of the same veterans that played there last year, but for the most part, there were a ton of new faces and armies to meet and compete against!

Without a doubt, every year the Grand Tournaments grow bigger, attract even cooler armies, and get more exciting (is it possible?). Let’s take a look at what made each Grand Tournament so cool, and of course take a peek at just a few of the spectacular armies that appeared!
Every year the GT gets tweaked a little; a rule change here, a requirement there, but it all goes toward making the event that much better, and this year proved that everything was indeed at its best. What really helped to set this year’s GT apart was the release of the new Warhammer 40,000. With a clear cut rules system, the Warhammer 40,000 action was fast, furious and held few rules questions! Of course by March, already opinions were forming about which army would take the Overall title. Boy, were they wrong....

Send in the bugs!
For months leading up to the Grand Tournament we’d heard people saying that only armies with a released Codex would win, or that the Tyranids wouldn’t stand a chance. As it turned out, not only did an army without a Codex win the Overall, but it was indeed the Tyranids! And their Hive Mind, Mark Parker did it without even losing a game! Think about that the next time you believe an army has no chance of winning or competing.

An accent at the Pub Quiz
Having the tournament near the GW headquarters always guarantees something exciting and this time around it just so happened that Rick Priestley was in the area. He stopped by to take a peek at the armies and we convinced him to hang out for the Pub Quiz and give us a hand. Of course, he was also answering questions about Warhammer 40,000 and secret upcoming projects that he was working on back at the mines, err... I mean the Studio.

What’s new in ‘99?
This year’s Grand Tournament was full of new surprises for those that came back for another year of fun and games. One of the big changes was the super-cool new trophies! It’s always fun to have a trophy for winning something, and nothing looks better than a case full of ’em. They are a reminder that you rose above the rest and accomplished something great (and they make for good stories when people come over).

However, anybody can get a run-of-the-mill bronze statue type trophy. That’s why we went out of our way to make the Grand Tournament trophies that much neater! If you think that bowling trophy will make for good conversation, then just think how your company will react when they see that skull with “REPENT” written across it sitting on your mantle or desk! Now that’s a conversation piece.

Next to Games Day, the Grand Tournaments are the place to come and see awesomely converted and painted miniatures like these Thousand Sons Chaos Space Marines by Pat Marshall.

This year’s Grand Tournament trophies that you could have won if you would have attended the Grand Tournaments this year.

Next year’s trophies will be just as cool if not better so get working on your armies now!

Believe us when we say it’s never to early to start, since most people end up finishing their forces the night before the tournament starts! Be the first to break the habit!

For the third year in a row, one hundred and twenty Commanders gathered at the BWI Holiday Inn. They came from all over the globe, mustering their forces for this titanic onslaught!
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Above and right: Dave Handy captured Best Army honors with his amazing Slannesh Chaos Space Marine army, led by lead singer Helm!}

As we mentioned earlier, the best thing about the Grand Tournaments are the people and their armies! While we can’t even begin to show all the cool armies, paint jobs and conversions that we saw (that would fill a couple White Dwarfs on its own), we did try to cram in as much as possible. Every year the painting and converting gets better, and it continues to blow our minds! We can only imagine what awaits us at the Grand Tournament 2000 in Baltimore next year!

Below: Jason Russell showed up with an amazing Khorne Daemons army. Check out these Spawn conversions!
For the longest time, most people here at GW Headquarters thought the West Coast was only a thing in story books. When the plane landed though, we actually got to glimpse the fabled snow capped mountains, lush evergreen forests, and the cool West Coast air.

Unfortunately, Grand Tournaments don’t leave us much time for goofing off. Thus our tour of Seattle was limited to the hotel’s wonderful all-glass elevators. The view you could get from the penthouse floor was wonderful!

A LONG WAY FROM HOME!

Seattle was full of new faces and a handful of GT veterans that have always flown into Baltimore from the West Coast. Seattle also provided us with some logistical challenges - it’s over 2,700 miles away from our headquarters! However, we still managed to pull it off without a hitch and proved to ourselves that we can put on a GT thousands of miles away from home. What does this mean for you? More Grand Tournaments all over North America! Hurray!

Sensational Seattle

Cool armies and great players make the day, and Seattle didn’t let us down. Whether it was leather clad Dark Elf players, or pirate raidin’ Orks, the hall was always full of excitement. There was even a whole Arbites army complete with paddy wagons (converted Chimeras) that had working lights!

Here are some of the Pub Quiz questions!
1. What was Alric the Mad’s middle name?
2. How did the Tyranids get their name?
3. Why did the Black Legion change their name?
4. In which White Dwarf do the full rules for Squig Hopper Racing appear?
5. How many X’s appear on Bagman’s most popular brew?

Below: Some of Phillip Valdez’s extensively converted tanks and a spider-like Sentinel too!
Left: Two of the winners at the Seattle GT! On the left is Dogs of War General Sean Zern (you can check out his army on our website!) and on the right is Imperial Commander Phillip Valdez. Sean not only amazed us with his painting, but his outstanding sportsmanship too. We all want a game with him!

Phillip took Best Army for Warhammer 40,000 with his outstanding conversions, great paint jobs and his magic goatee (he claimed it helped him roll all 6’s to hit throughout the tournament!). It's not surprising that both of these great gamers work for Games & Gizmos in Washington state!

You've seen those creepy flying skulls all over the place in Warhammer 40,000 rulebooks, and now they're on the tabletop!

Left and above: Just a handful of the amazing conversions that were part of Phillip's army!

You've seen those creepy flying skulls all over the place in Warhammer 40,000 rulebooks, and now they're on the tabletop!

Da Winners of Seattle '99

**Warhammer 40,000**
Overall - Adam Cohen, Space Marines
Best Army - Phillip Valdez, Imperial Guard
Best Sportsman - Chris Mabbutt, Dark Eldar
Best Composition - Mo Flores, Imperial Guard
Best Painted - Ben K'ash, Space Marines
Best General - Grant Collier, Space Marines

**Warhammer**
Overall - Tony Ordonez, Chaos Daemons
Best Army - Hill Bullock, Ores & Goblins
Best Sportsman - Zap Riecken, Ores & Goblins
Best Composition - Mark Havener, Lizardmen
Best Painted - Sean Zern, Dogs of War
Best General - Karl Johnson, Chaos Warriors

Seattle's new faces came out swinging. Players like Mo Flores took Best Composition with his outstanding Imperial Guard army. What made it so cool? How about 3 tanks and well over 100 foot troops! Now that's an Imperial Guard army! On the same foot was Mark Havener's all Skink, aquatic themed army. A wonderfully composed and beautifully painted army to boot!

Above: The wild Warhammer players take a moment to pose for the camera!

Left: With a little prodding and a pirate yell, we got the Warhammer 40,000 players to gather together for this shot.

Overall, everybody was excited about the Seattle GT and vowed to return next year for round two of this raucous event! We hope to actually get out of the hotel this time and see a little bit of Seattle!
All aboard for...

![Image]

**CHICAGO**

It's been a year since the windy city saw a storm like this. One hundred and twenty assorted Generals flew in and assaulted the Raddison Hotel at O'Hare. Latest word is that the staff are still recovering...

Every Grand Tournament leaves us something to remember it by; whether it's a bunch of scarred veterans come back for yet another crack at the title or an amazing new comer that beats all the odds. What made Chicago stand out this year was the sheer amount of amazing armies.

**A LESSON IN CONVERTING**

We thought we had seen it all, then the Chicago players broke out their armies. Wow! From fully converted Plague Marine armies (see the article about Mike Butcher in this White Dwarf) to a Halfling Wizard on a "death chicken" (you had to be there...), we saw it all! There were more scratch built models, and completely converted armies than we've ever seen in one spot before.

**EVEN MORE INTERESTING PLAYERS!**

Even better than the armies are the players' wild personalities that make these Grand Tournaments fun. From the Empire player complete with a bugle to play "taps" on (and the occasional "Charge!") to the Dark Angels player that not only had amazingly converted vehicles but a full-size Bolter as well! Now if only he could get it to work!

**EXPANDING FOR NEXT YEAR**

The only thing better than a Grand Tournament is a bigger Grand Tournament! As all those who attended know, the hall in Chicago could easily pack in a couple dozen more players. So, if you think you'd want to play in a Grand Tournament, but don't think you can get in because they sell out quicker than you can blink, worry no longer! We'll have an extra slot with your name on it!

**Above: Our Grand Tournaments couldn't never work without the selfless dedication of our Outoiders. These guys volunteer a whole weekend to come out and help set up, judge, ferry scores back to the data entry guys and more! Thanks a million to all the Outoiders that helped out at all our Grand Tournaments this year!**

**Above and right: What Grand Tournament would be complete without the group shot? Above we have all the terrific Warhammer 40,000 players that astounded us with amazing conversions and paint jobs. On the right we have all the great Warhammer players who brought some truly amazing armies, huge Empire forces (with no magic, so it had hordes of troops) Undead Orks & Goblins and Undead Skaven forces (you can imagine the conversions there!) and some beautiful Wood Elf and Chaos forces! We can't wait to see what people have in store for us next year.**
Da Winners of Chicago ‘99

Warhammer 40,000

Overall - Mark Henry, Space Marines
Best Army - Mike Butcher, Chaos Space Marines
Best Sportsman - Joseph Ortexa, Space Marines
Best Composition - Nathan Comanse, Space Marines
Best Painted - James Korisell, Space Marines
Best General - Colonel O’Neil, Chaos Space Marines

Warhammer

Overall - Jerry Paige, Chaos Marauders
Best Army - Mike Wood, Empire
Best Sportsman - Kent Baker, Empire
Best Composition - Jeremy Osteen, Empire
Best Painted - Bob Woodhouse, Chaos Daemons
Best General - John Webb, Skaven

The End for ‘99?

If you want to read and see some more of the 1999 Grand Tournaments then be sure to checkout the GW website (www.games-workshop.com) and see what the web boys had to say about these events. But, the only way to really be able to see all the cool armies and catch all the excitement is to be at the Grand Tournaments yourself! Don’t feel pressured that you have to come and win - not everyone can walk away with a trophy, but everyone can meet and play against some great hobbyists, fun gamers, inspirational armies, and have plenty of chances to yell Waaagh!!!

Some people have been wondering if we might decide to squeeze in one last tournament before the end of 1999. While this has been looked into, it just doesn’t seem like it is going to happen (however if a miracle occurs you’ll read about it here first!). This means that now you have more time to get your forces together and ready for next year! We look forward to seeing all of you and your armies, until then get painting!
In this technologically advanced age, you can find any information you are looking for with the simple click of a button. However, looking up obscure recipes and sending virtual greeting cards gets stale quickly. What you really need is a potent dose of the Games Workshop Hobby. Use the Internet to bring the best games and miniatures straight to your door and get closer to the 41st Millennium than anyone on your block!

**SNARED IN A WEB**

For over three years now, the Games Workshop website has been evolving to continually offer more to assist you in the Hobby. When the site first opened its doors, we had nothing but information on the games to help you along. Then we added our Mail Order Online store and suddenly not only could you get the models you wanted at the touch of a button, but you could order bitz to construct your own personalized conversions. We'll never stop improving on the site because our web guys don't sleep and love perfection.

The most noticeable change in the past few months has been the change in format for the News and Information page. We've added a side bar for ease of surfing and finding what you want. However, the look isn't the only thing that is different. We've added a new section in there as well. The **How To:** section is dedicated to showing anyone who is interested just how to accomplish many of the different aspects and techniques you can find in our Hobby.

You've never been to site and seen the **How To:** section? Well, here's your chance to see what it's all about. Here are some highlights, so you can check out what you're missing.

**MONSTER MAKER 101**

Scenery Master Kenny Goodman made us these fabulous space monsters for Battlefleet Gothic in his spare time. He scrounged around his workshop to find odds and ends bitz to assemble the stunning beast to the right. He used a miscast Forest Dragon Head for the body and then stuck on various bitz from Epic 40,000 Tyranid Bio-Titans to finish his ghastly construction. A quick paint job later and we had one of the nastiest conversions we had ever seen!

The job then became to create some house rules in order to incorporate him into a scenario in the cold battlefield of space. This is almost as much fun as creating the model. With all those claws, pincers, and tentacles, you can be sure a model like this would be a deadly opponent for a cruiser to tackle.
I'm not that hard to paint it!

William "Goat Boy" Stilwell is our resident Ork fanatic. In fact, his Orc Boyz took second place in the Golden Demon competition in 1996 (back before we foolishly hired the maniac). He's not always right in the head, but he certainly knows how to paint the flesh on his favorite greenskins, so we asked him to help us write a How To, and here is what he advised.

First you must undercoat your models with black spray paint followed by a Dark Angels Green basecoat. This will give you a deep green skin tone that you simply cannot achieve if you highlight green over the black primer. It will make them look a bit haphazard when finished. Next, mix an approximately even amount of Dark Angels Green and Goblin Green and go over everything except the areas you're planning on blacklining later. Areas like separations between clothing or equipment (like gunz!) and the greenskin flesh are good places to keep dark. Also, since Orks are normally heavily muscled (Cuz deyz ded 'ard!), you may want to keep the defining lines between the largest muscles dark as well. This will make your Orks look super-ripped later on and really turns them into the alien combat monsters they were meant to be.

Now to highlight, go over the areas you just painted with your midtone (the Dark Angels Green and Goblin Green mix) with your first highlight of Goblin Green. Make sure this covers a smaller area than your midtone for a proper layered effect. For the next highlight, William mixes Bilious Green with Goblin Green and paints it over an even smaller area than the highlight of Goblin Green. With one last coat, straight Bilious Green is used to finish off the flesh. This technique really makes the Ork flesh look smooth and lifelike.

William has taken us to his workshop again and given us a peek at how he puts his Orks together. Witness the green skin madness as he turns his models from mack primer to a work of art!

Using a Redemptionist Zealot model from the Necromunda line, Outrider Coordinator Jason Buyaki created this fanatic for the battle tour. He actually got the idea from the old Codex: Sisters of Battle proving you never know where inspiration will strike!

The Hunt for the Fallen summer battle tour had its kick-off at Games Day this year. But we’ve been touring all over the country bringing the excitement of the 41st Millennium to local hobby shops near you.

Our insane web fiends have been busy posting updates on some of the different stops made by the tour. Find out what stores have succumbed to the evil forces of Chaos and how many of the despicable Fallen have been found and converted back into the graces of the eternal Emperor.

The Web guys were so inspired by some of the Fallen models created that they made a few of their own. You can check out their models and some of the others for details on how to construct your own hideous creations. From traitorous Dark Angels to mutated scum, we’ve converted a little bit of everything. See for yourself who some of the most wanted beings in the galaxy are!

Just as the rest of the website is always changing, the How To: section is constantly being added to. What can you expect to see in the future? We’ll be adding articles like How To: run mini-campaigns and leagues, How To: season your tanks by painting on details like mud, rust, and battle damage, and perhaps even a section on How To: write a White Dwarf article and submit it to us.

If there is something you would like to see us work on and include in the How To: section, jot down your ideas and email them to us at Techpriest@games-workshop.com and we will see what our masterminds can come up with. In the meantime, try out some of these techniques and get back to surfing our site!
It carries six fully armed Space Marines into the heaviest fighting and is capable of destroying any tank on the battlefield. It's the Razorback and it's brand new this month! Lain Compton looks at this unique vehicle and finds out why every Space Marine player will want one (if not two or three!).

Most Space Marine players tend to look enviously at the troop transport options available to other races. Eldar Falcons and Dark Eldar Raiders both have a lot of advantages over the basic Space Marine Rhino. Even the Imperial Guard get carried into battle in a Chimera! It begins to make the humble Rhino look a bit outdated. Luckily help is at hand. This month sees the release of the new Space Marine Razorback – a Rhino that bites!

It's true that you sacrifice a little transport capacity (only being able to carry 6 Space Marines rather than 10), but just look at the trade-off – you get serious firepower in the turret! Two turret variants have been released (you get both in the box), allowing you to fit your Razorback with either twin-linked lascannons for tank-busting or twin-linked heavy bolters to clear away enemy troops. In addition to this, the original version with a single lascannon and twin-linked plasma guns is still available from Mail Order (or the online webstore), giving you more choice than ever before.

Due to its reduced transport capacity, the Razorback will be ideal for ferrying small squads such as command squads or even smaller assault squads. In fact, the Razorback makes a perfect complement to an assault squad, as it can provide a lot of heavy support once it has dropped off the Assault Marines.

Razorbacks also work well alongside Predators in an armored spearhead. Break a hole in the enemy lines with a concentrated mass of tanks, then have the Razorbacks unload Space Marines into the midst of the enemy’s position. Faced with the Emperor's finest rampaging freely through their deployment zone and backed up by some seriously heavy armor, most foes will be completely overcome and victory will be yours.

The only problem now is just how to shoehorn as many Razorbacks as you can into your Space Marine army!
This Crimson Fists Razorback has the standard weapons fit of twin-linked heavy bolters.

Self-elevating weapon system for mobile firing (gyrognomic).

Chapter marking.

Dual-link auxiliary power cells (main cells located within hull).

Army and unit identification markings.
Contents and components may vary from those illustrated. Models supplied unpainted and unassembled. Glue and paints not included.
There is no time for peace.
No respite.
No forgiveness.
There is only WAR!

Warhammer 40,000 is a tabletop wargame for two or more players where you command the forces of the Imperium or one of its deadly enemies. The game provides you with all the rules, scenarios and army lists you need to fight a battle, and guides you through how to paint the detailed plastic Citadel Miniatures in the box and then how to collect together your own army.

The Warhammer 40,000 Boxed Starter Game contains:
- 10 plastic Space Marines
- 1 plastic Land Speeder
- 20 plastic Dark Eldar Warriors
- 288 page Rulebook
- 2 Card Playsheets
- 1 set of Gothic Ruins
- 3 Plastic Weapon Templates
- 7 Assorted Game Dice
- 2 Range Rulers
- 4 complete Jungle Trees
- Assorted Barricades
By Mike Walker

Mighty machineries of destruction or a bit of free target practice for the enemy? Regular contributor Mike Walker turns his attention to the problems faced when using chariots in games of Warhammer.

The deadly glint of the razor sharp scythes, the wicked crack of the driver’s whip and the motionless bodies of the freshly shot animals. All of these things will be familiar to players who use chariots as part of their tabletop force.

I can sum up why I like chariots so much in two words: Impact Damage.

A quick flick through the Warhammer Armies books reveals the fact that there are seven different types of chariot, as follows:

1. Two small, terrified, crazy, foul mouthed and green creatures, clinging desperately to a very rapidly moving, wolf-powered vehicle; the Goblin chariot.
2. Much slower, much bigger and pulled by creatures even more savage (but with a crew just as green, if slightly more inventive with the expletives); the Ore chariot.
3. It’s very tough, very solid, dead hard and very smelly; the Beastman chariot.
4. Dark, dangerous and horrendously spiky; the Chaos Warrior chariot.
5. Dark, unsafe and not quite so spiky; the Chaos Marauder chariot.
6. Magnificent and shiny, drawn by beautiful white horses and driven by a crew with pointed ears and perfect teeth; the High Elf Tiranoc chariot.
7. The well camouflaged, practically invisible and possibly almost extinct Wood Elf chariot.

This converted Chaos Marauder chariot is from the army of Warhammer World’s Andy Foster.

Phil Yip from Warhammer World loves chariots so much that he has no less than nine of them in his huge Beastman army! You can see the rest of Phil’s army by visiting the Warhammer World store at Games Workshop HQ.
This article concerns the delights and problems of using these highly mobile engines of war on the tabletop. I will briefly discuss tactics and then give them all a test drive to measure and report on their battlefield performance.

So why do I like using chariots? Is it the brilliant models, full of a sense of speed and power? Is it the excuse when advancing them, to mime the action of the driver cracking a whip (and if I get really carried away to simulate the sound as well)? Nope, it's neither of those things. I can sum up why I like chariots so much in two words: Impact Damage.

Why is impact damage so good? Well, the hits are automatic, and there can be up to eight of them. The hits are nearly always Strength 7, able to inflict a whole world of hurt on most troop types. It also happens before the enemy can strike, so any opponent(s) killed ain't gonna fight back.

If impact damage is the good side of using chariots, then the major down side is the propensity of the beasts pulling the chariot to snuff it at the first twang of a bowstring. To use chariots properly you need to follow the three golden rules of charioteering:

THE GOLDEN RULES OF CHARIOTEERING

1: ALWAYS CHARGE

Charging is everything. If you fail to charge with your chariot, it will have all the combat effectiveness of a shopping cart with a wobbly wheel, that always seems to veer off to the left.

Chariots that do not charge, or are fighting in the second round of combat, are not going to win. They are simply not going to do enough damage to overcome enemy bonuses for ranks and standards.

2: MAXIMIZE THE DAMAGE

You must always maximize the damage you cause upon contact. Your only real chance for victory is to break your opponents as you wallop into them. When buying upgrades for a chariot, select the options that improve the chances of damaging the enemy. An extra twenty points on scythes makes sense for nearly all chassis. More crew members and weapons of improved nastiness are also good.

Boosting the protection of crew and animals does not always pay off quite so well. If you are going to be successful in routing the opposition, most of the troops that could fight back will be killed by impact, animals and crew. Therefore the number of return attacks needing to be deflected by heavy armor should be minimal.

3: TAKE CARE OF THE ANIMALS

Animals get half of all the firepower aimed at the chariot. As soon as the nose of a pulling animal is in range, you can expect to see more arrows than at a motorway diversion plunging towards it. So here are a few ideas for getting into contact with the enemy, without unnecessary animal annihilation.

ADVANCE YOUR CHARIOTS BEHIND THE COVER OF SKIRMISHERS. Since chariots get no march move, even foot skirmishers can keep ahead of them. This way, despite the fact that chariots are large targets, unless the enemy is on a hill, they cannot aim missile weapons at the war engines through the troops screening them.

FURTHER THOUGHTS

There is a question, a much pondered and critical question, that must be resolved before any chariot can take to the tabletop. Every Warhammer gamer that has ever wanted to use a chariot has wrestled with it. The answer is not in anything ever published by Games Workshop. It's up to the individual player to consider, worry over, cogitate and finally to decide on an answer that suits them. That question is: how big do I make the base?

To gain maximum gaming advantage, I guess the answer is as small as possible.

Some gamers know use the most suitable plastic movement base. Others choose a cardboard base in a size that looks right. Some make the base big enough to take accessories, such as a wheel mangled corpse that has burst open, a rotting lump of person or a clump of delicate bluebells.

A mean, green slaying machine! This Orc chariot belongs to Paul Robins, a previous Golden Demon winner.

Most obviously, direct your chariot attacks against units without missile weapons. Approach from the flank or rear. Troops that can move and fire can still turn and deliver a volley at you, but they will suffer a penalty for moving if they do so.

This fantastic Wood Elf chariot is part of Russ Charles' army. This conversion has made liberal use of quite a few bitz!
ALESSIO HAS A WORD

Games Developer Alessio Cavatore recently came across a situation involving chariots during a game between Paul Sawyer's Beastmen and Matt Nicholl's Orcs & Goblins, and being a helpful chap has decided to share with us the way in which he resolved it.

"According to the rules on chariots and challenges, characters on chariots fight their challenge from the chariot and the creatures pulling it will take part in the duel. The remaining crew's attacks and the impact hits caused by the chariot will hit the other models in the unit. Note that if a character on his own is charged by a chariot, the impact hits will hit him anyway. You can't avoid them just by challenging your opponent!

These rules can generate a complex situation: the character involved in the challenge will roll to hit against the character on the chariot's WS and his hits will be allocated normally, using the table on page 76 of the Rulebook. A result of 4-6 on the table means that he has hit the character.

Meanwhile, the fight between the crew and the other models in the enemy unit will continue. When the rank-and-file troopers attack the chariot, they will roll to hit against the crew's WS, because the character is fighting in the challenge. Their attacks will hit the chariot body on a 1 or the crew on a 4-6, but you will have to re-roll any bit on the creatures, because they are involved in the challenge.

Clearly this is an overly complex nightmare, especially if the poor guy in the challenge is facing a Chaos Hero on his chariot pulled by two Juggernauts! Another problem is caused by Stegadons. It's easy to understand that Lizardmen players would like to count the Stegadon as a chariot and support their Skink Shaman with the huge dinosaur during challenges! In a previous Q&A there has been a wonderful suggestion on how to solve this problem.

Simply imagine that your character jumps down from the chariot and starts fighting the enemy on foot (no need to allocate hits, straightforward and much quicker), while the rest of the chariot's crew and the steeds deal with the rank and file troopers as normal. I strongly encourage players to adopt this 'easy way' in friendly games and when ever both players agree on it. I'm fully aware though that this may unbalance a competitive 'tournament' game, in which players will probably decide to go through the more complex and detailed system – that's up to them!

A slightly different motivation dictates the size of the bases I now use. I am absolutely fed up with having to repaint chipped scythes and repair bent banners. For that reason I now base my chariots so that no part of the model extends over the base edge. This has greatly reduced damage and actually looks pretty good.

Probably the best compromise, and a good rule of thumb, is to make the base as wide as the total base widths of the draught animals and as deep as it needs to be to include the whole model, beasts and all.

Once based, your chariots are ready to fight, and one possible opponent to especially look out for is cavalry.

Cavalry units, because they are generally found in small numbers, tend to make excellent targets for chariot charges. Of course, the problem with trying to attack cavalry is that they can often charge as far as you can. As soon as your chariot moves into range, they dig in their spurs, charge and then smash it to pieces in a flurry of lance strikes.

I have developed a little tactic for using chariots against cavalry (or any fast moving troops). It requires two chariots so I call it Double Jeopardy.

Move one of your chariots into charge range of the cavalry. Leave the second chariot a few inches behind the first, but outside of the reach of the cavalry. If the cavalry charge, flee with the first chariot (if they don't charge, attack them with the first chariot). The cavalry (unless you make a really rubbish rout distance on the dice) will be unable to catch the first chariot and end up making a normal move forward. The second chariot should now be in range of the cavalry and can launch an attack in your next turn. This tactic requires a keen eye for judging distances and careful positioning of your general to help with rallying the first chariot.

Other good targets for chariots include small, elite units, characters wandering about all by themselves (very careless) and even artillery.

I like to crash cheap and expendable chariots into Skaven Censer Bearers.

I like to crash cheap and expendable (in other words Goblin) chariots into Skaven Censer Bearers. With their hatred you are unlikely to rout them, but even as they gas your animals to death, impact damage will probably kill enough Rat creatures so that they lose the melee and get the frenzy knocked out of them.

Now a concern about leadership. Since they are manned by normal troopers, the Leadership values of Orc, Beastman, Chaos Marauders and especially Goblin chariot crews are not good. This leads to an alarming number of failed Panic tests and refusals to charge anything the least bit scary.

The obvious solution would seem to be keeping your general within twelve inches of your...
chariots, so they can benefit from his Leadership. This is not always practical. If your chariots must survive without enhanced Leadership you need to use them carefully.

Spread the chariots out when they are attacking, so if one breaks it will not cause too many Panic tests amongst the rest of your attackers. If any chariots get locked into a second round of combat, hold the rest of your troops back so they will not be in range of all the running away that is going to happen.

Which brings me to my last subject for this bit. Setting up and moving your chariots.

When you place your chariot on the tabletop, you want a nice, solid enemy unit to crash it into, preferably one without ranged weapons. You need to avoid difficult terrain (moving into this can cause terminal amounts of damage) and skirmishers (who will either manage to get out of the way of your chariots or go and hide in difficult terrain).

If you mess up your deployment (and find yourself facing a unit of Wood Elf Scouts in a wood), avoid dithering and move decisively forwards anyway. If nothing else, it will force your enemy to stay put and take you on. It takes a long time (due to a lack of inarch moves) to reposition a chariot. If you never get to attack with it, you might as well have left it at home.

Okay I can see the chariots starting to assemble so it must be time for...

THE TEST DRIVE

As I mentioned in my introduction, there are seven normal types of chariot. I must now confess to only having six available for this test.

The missing chariot is that of the Wood Elves. I have a real problem with this vehicle. I find it difficult to see its role in the Loren army as I believe the word 'Elves' has always been missing from the saying "You can't see the wood for the trees."

My Wood Elf army spends most of its time hiding in, advancing through, setting traps and picnicking in woods. A war machine that cannot go into woods would not be very useful to the way I play, so it is not a part of my Wood Elf army. I would have a hard time justifying it in my force - it would be like a unit without facial hair and beer-flavored breath being present in my Dwarf army or a creature that uses mouthwash being found in my Beastman horde.

Just to remind you then, the six participants are: Goblins, Ores, Beastmen, Chaos Warriors, Chaos Marauders and High Elves. I could easily expand the definition of a chariot to include things like Stegadons, War Wagons and the like, but for the purposes of this test, I will stick to the original six.

All the chariots have scythes and two animals pulling them, except the Goblin chariot which has three and the High Elf Tiranoc chariot with four. There are two crew in each chariot, except for the Orc chariot with three and the Goblin chariot with four. All the crews are using hand weapons except the High Elves who have spears, the Chaos Marauders with flails and the Beastmen and Chaos Warriors with halberds.

No expense was spared arranging this test drive. Two mercenary units have been hired to test the vehicles. Twelve confident looking Bretonnian bowmen and twenty worried Empire spearmen. I will now spend an afternoon smashing the chariots into them.

* A chariot starts with more than five Wounds, so it does cause other troops to panic when it breaks.
The Ore chariot costs about the same as the Chaos Marauder chariot, but I rate it higher as the War Boars have a little more survivability with their improved Toughness of four and have a hefty Strength of five when charging.

points it costs fifty points more than my Goblin chariot and only averages one extra fatality when it charges – though admittedly the Chaos Warrior crew can sometimes survive a second round of combat. Ultimately though, the Chaos Steeds – despite a Toughness of four and hardiness – fare little better against missile fire than much cheaper machines.

The Chaos Marauders are forty points cheaper, but end up with dead Warhorses faster than you can say ‘pin cushion’. Both Chaos chariots would be vastly improved by the option to have more creatures pulling them.

In third place is the Tiranoc chariot. The reason I love it is its speed. With four horses (a reasonably simple conversion, requiring two yokes) it really looks the part. Equip the crew with spears to boost their Strength in a charge, but don’t bother with hardening as its only real effect is to reduce equine swiftness.

In second place are the Goblins. Brilliant model, brilliant speed, brilliant low cost, rubbish Leadership. Helpfully, the new model (my favorite of all the chariot models) can be purchased from Games Workshop Mail Order with the parts to allow three Wolves to pull it. I recommend this towing configuration without reservation, as even with a dead Wolf it can go nearly as fast as the Beastman or Chaos Warrior machines.

Finally, in first place is the Beastman chariot. It is the clear winner because it has Tuskgors. These two Wound, Toughness four, save on a four beauties will get the chariot to its target whilst under fire more times than any other set of animals. Okay they could do with moving a bit faster and you really need to give the crew halberds to boost their moderate Strength, but at a cost of only about a hundred and ten points, this vehicle is simply the best at completing a charge – and completing a charge is what chariots need to do best.

Well that’s it. I have to go now as there is a somewhat beaten up Empire Sergeant who wants to discuss danger money and private health care plans with me.

**TEST RESULTS**

The first test was to determine how often a successful charge could be completed against the dozen archers. Each chariot attempted to cross fourteen inches of tabletop whilst a volley was loosed at it.

The archers had the upper hand by a wide margin. Almost every attempt resulted in the loss of at least one animal from the chariot. Only the Beastman chariot with the super tough, two Wounds, save on a four Tuskgors managed the distance with any regularity. Close behind, due to their extra animals were the Goblins and the High Elves.

My conclusions from this first test are: To make a good charge distance, unless you have Tuskgors, get as many animals as possible. Charging even a dozen bowmen of average ability is a real challenge for most chariots.

Next, each chariot had to attempt to break the unit of spearman in a single charge.

Despite forming up five ranks deep and including both a standard bearer and a musician, the spearman got hammered. They were consistently broken by every chariot type.

If the scythes are removed however, the combat shifts significantly in favor of the spearman. The impact damage with scythes accounts for an average of five casualties as opposed to only three without them.

The crew and animals scored mostly between two and three casualties in a turn. The beefy Chaos Warriors were the best, averaging very close to three kills in a charge. The most significant factor in this test was the low Leadership value of the spearman. Decent sized units with a Leadership of nine or more will present a very tough challenge for a single chariot.

Conclusions: Scythes are well worth the extra twenty points. Without them most infantry units will stand up to a single chariot charging them, so to be successful you will need to attack with multiple chariots or other supporting units.

**THE BEST**

Here is my choice of best chariot. As is traditional I list them in reverse order.

With an ample supply of spikes, two beefy looking crew, and horses with scary heads, the Chaos Warrior chariot model is the business. But at a hundred and forty odd points it costs fifty points more than my Goblin chariot and only averages one extra fatality when it charges – though admittedly the Chaos Warrior crew can sometimes survive a second round of combat. Ultimately though, the Chaos Steeds – despite a Toughness of four and hardiness – fare little better against missile fire than much cheaper machines.

The Chaos Marauders are forty points cheaper, but end up with dead Warhorses faster than you can say ‘pin cushion’. Both Chaos chariots would be vastly improved by the option to have more creatures pulling them.

In third place is the Tiranoc chariot. The reason I love it is its speed. With four horses (a reasonably simple conversion, requiring two yokes) it really looks the part. Equip the crew with spears to boost their Strength in a charge, but don’t bother with hardening as its only real effect is to reduce equine swiftness.

In second place are the Goblins. Brilliant model, brilliant speed, brilliant low cost, rubbish Leadership. Helpfully, the new model (my favorite of all the chariot models) can be purchased from Games Workshop Mail Order with the parts to allow three Wolves to pull it. I recommend this towing configuration without reservation, as even with a dead Wolf it can go nearly as fast as the Beastman or Chaos Warrior machines.

Finally, in first place is the Beastman chariot. It is the clear winner because it has Tuskgors. These two Wound, Toughness four, save on a four beauties will get the chariot to its target whilst under fire more times than any other set of animals. Okay they could do with moving a bit faster and you really need to give the crew halberds to boost their moderate Strength, but at a cost of only about a hundred and ten points, this vehicle is simply the best at completing a charge – and completing a charge is what chariots need to do best.

Well that’s it. I have to go now as there is a somewhat beaten up Empire Sergeant who wants to discuss danger money and private health care plans with me.

**Best in class!**

The mighty Beastman chariot.
RECRUITMENT

Are you looking for an exciting career? Do you want to be a part of a company you actually look forward to going to work for? Put down the classifieds and prepare your resume, Games Workshop is the place for you!

TRADE SALES

If you have good phone manner, excellent computer skills, and a love for the Games Workshop Hobby, then a career in Trade Sales is right for you! Trade Sales is dedicated to getting Games Workshop into all our Independent Retail shops and making sure people all across the North America can enjoy the miniatures and games that make this company the best around.

RETAIL OPENINGS

Are you a hobby enthusiast? All you need is a high level of excitement and a desire to provide the best in customer service and you could become a member of our team. With new stores opening all the time, Retail is always in search of motivated hobby fanatics to work in our stores. Currently, we have a particular need for people who can work in our West Vancouver and Ontario stores in Canada, and our Glen Burnie and Cheektowaga stores in the United States.

Be sure to list any languages other than English that you speak fluently on your resume.

Submit your Trade Sales resumes to:
Attention: Cheryl Stevens
6721 Baymeadow Drive
Glen Burnie, MD
21060-6401

Submit your Retail resumes to:
Attention: Brett Stuart
6721 Baymeadow Drive
Glen Burnie, MD
21060-6401

When applying, be sure to include a cover letter with your resume explaining why you would be ideal for the position and tell us something about yourself we cannot learn from your resume.
At the Chicago Grand Tournament this year, there was a great buzz about the Warhammer 40,000 tables. Had we seen the Nurgle army? Once we arrived at the table, we immediately saw what all the commotion was about. Nurgle's insidious rot had infected us all . . .

No one can contest the fact that Mike Butcher has given himself fully to the Lord of Pestilence. Just a quick glance at his army and you will instantly notice that every last model in this decaying force has been converted! With an intense eye for detail and a clear army concept in his mind, Mike walked away with the Best Army award at the Chicago Grand Tournament.

While his army did not have an undefeated record, or even a winning record, his painting and composition scores were the best in Chicago! Many people have asked what it takes to accomplish such a feat, so when we ran across Mike's army, we had to photograph it (not to mention it's insanely awesome)! A well thought out theme and a superior attention to detail rocketed Mike to the head of the pack.

We were all surprised to learn that Chicago was Mike's first Grand Tournament. With such a commanding idea of how to build and paint an army, we couldn't believe he hadn't been attending for years. Over the next few pages we'll take a more in-depth look at the tremendous level of detail Mike used to create such a phenomenal battle force.

Mike Butcher

Mike was kind enough to allow us to photograph his army and while we were doing this, he left them in our care. Upon returning to Baltimore, half our staff was sick with the flu. Coincidence or perhaps this army truly is deadly?

Of course, the high point for his weekend at the tournament was winning the Best Army award, but we wanted to know what his low point was. Believe it or not, but the Blighted Ones faced down a squad of 10 Imperial Guardsmen who rapid fired their lasguns. When the smoke cleared and the dust settled, not a single Plague Marine remained. Mike had failed every last armor save proving the gods of Chaos are fickle and not even a devoted follower such as Mike are always in favor!
Mighty Champion Bernard the Swollen, Lord of Flies, Most Exalted Deliverer of the Pox, with The Blighted Ones

Mike has set Squad Contagion apart from the rest of his army not only with a hideously painted banner, but with the custom work his put into these models. Every last member of Contagion have air hoses attached to their helmets. To inspire them in battle, they breath their own stench of decay and fight harder for Father Nurgle!

Mike followed a similar construction idea for Squad Botulus. The gas masks (modeled over the basic Space Marine head) make these models appear like they are so virulent and disgusting they cannot even bear the stench of themselves (either that or they enjoy it so much that they breath it deep into their infected lungs)! The flamer backpack also adds a potent touch.

These bases were so hideous we actually feel sorry for the dead Blood Angels! Just thinking about the little devils ripe with plague crawling around inside the armor of the pure makes our skin crawl! Found throughout his army and its stand, dead bitz of Blood Angels can be found. It's small details like this that help make an army really stand out.
Aspiring Champion, Mestophitus, had his head completely built out of milliput. Imagine a giant fly crawling around in power armor. Squad Peste will buzz into battle with diseased vigor.

Squad Peste

If the deadly torrent of bolt fire doesn’t kill you, then all the spiky protrusions probably will! With all the detail put into these three models, it would be possible to write an article on how Mike made them! Plaguebearer heads were modelled onto the fronts of these bikes, and with the addition of some putty, you have some decaying, tortured daemons leading the ride into battle.

Plague Riders

Both of these Dreadnoughts are so impressive that it’s hard to pick a favorite. Lothar Bubonicus (right) required a larger amount of putty work, but it towers over the battlefield! Mike took one of the old Imperator Titans and added all the Nurgle details with a keen eye and milliput. We can’t imagine even the most stalwart defenders of humanity standing their ground against this daemonic construction of unnatural life. Mangar (below) stands out because of the themed base and the small details Mike added, making it truly impressive.

Mangar Infectus

We’re not quite sure what to expect out of Mike in the future (maybe he will do the reverse side of his story and make an army with the Blood Angels in mind), but we’re looking forward to whatever his disease-ridden mind can come up with. If you’re ever walking around a Grand Tournament and see his name, be sure to stop and by and take a peek at his twisted concoctions. He loves the attention and the chance to recruit new followers for the Lord of Decay.

Take a few minutes and study these models. Inspiration for your next creation or army can strike at any moment. Perhaps all you need is to be confronted by the disgusting beauty of the infected.
Mailbox

This is the chance to have a say on the topics that you’re passionate about – be they gaming, painting, other gamers, White Dwarf, or Games Workshop’s games. All you have to do is drop us a line at the address on the bottom of the page.

GW Guys,

First, I would like to commend GW on the latest incarnation of 40K and Battlefleet Gothic. Both games are outstanding and have generated a flurry of gaming and painting here in Chattanooga, TN. In addition, the latest miniatures are gorgeous.

However, don’t let your head swell too much because next I want to fill your ear with a bit of grousing. A couple of weeks ago, a group of us were sitting around a table flaunting our latest painted models and we observed that GW has expanded considerably in the Northeast, West Coast, and Canada. And if we wish to attend events such as the Grand Tournament or Games Day, we have to plan for an extensive road trip.

Why hasn’t GW expanded into the Southeast? This region is extremely competitive and has maintained a high interest in GW products. I am sure cities such as Atlanta, Orlando, and Dallas could support GW shops...

Sincerely,

Vincent Campbell
Rossville, GA

All across North America, Games Workshop is rapidly expanding - both in gaining new independent retailers who carry our games and miniatures, and opening new GW stores. Unfortunately, this takes time, and let’s face it, North America is pretty darned big. This year, we had our first Grand Tournament out on the West Coast (Seattle for those with short memories!). Next year, we are looking to possibly add another GT somewhere in the South.

However, check out this month’s Rogue Trader pages for a great independent store in Georgia and Games Workshop Shops Grand Openings page for our new North Carolina store!

Dear GW,

I have been playing Warhammer 40K for four years and I love it! I have four armies: Dark Eldar, Space Wolves, Orks, and Chaos. All of them are completed, but recently I saw the new Cypher model and I was inspired. How could I field an army of Fallen Angels? Would I use them as Dark Angels with a new color scheme or would I use them as converted Chaos Space Marines? Are you planning on releasing Fallen Angels figures anytime soon? And last, but of course not least, I love your magazine and have every issue since White Dwarf #199. Keep up the good work!

Ben “The Fallen” Prentice
Ottawa, Ontario

Rogue Trader pages for a great independent store in Georgia and Games Workshop Shops Grand Openings page for our new North Carolina store!

Dear GW,

All my friends and I want to see and play the new game we are hearing about - Epic Fantasy!!! Please work on this and release it soon.

Johannes Haar
Chico, CA

AAAAGh! Why weren’t you at Games Day?? Rick Priestley is the mastermind behind this project and at Games Day 1999 in Baltimore, Maryland, he was kind enough to swing by with some of the new models and demonstrate his new system aptly called “Warmaster.”

What is it, when is it coming out, and what armies will there be? Good questions - and just another reason why you should’ve made that trip to Games Day! If you weren’t there, or you still managed to miss out, then your next best option is reading White Dwarf magazine for future announcements and information.

Dear White Dwarf,

I am a big Chaos Space Marine player, but recently I have started an Imperial Guard army. I was wondering if a Codex is due out anytime soon and if not, are there any new guardsmen on the way?

“Commissar” Jonathan Gray
Springfield, VA

Finally decided to accept the light of the Emperor, eh? Well, our designers are busy over in the Studio creating the codices as we speak. In fact, this month sees the release of the latest Codex: Eldar. While no release date has been set for Codex: Imperial Guard, we are working on several new models for the line, including plastic, multi-pose Catachan Jungle Fighters. They look fantastic! There is plenty in store for the Imperial Guard, so steel your resolve and have faith in the Emperor. The wait will be worth it!

Dear White Dwarf:

I have been playing Warhammer 40K for four years and I love it! I have four armies: Dark Eldar, Space Wolves, Orks, and Chaos. All of them are completed, but recently I saw the new Cypher model and I was inspired. How could I field an army of Fallen Angels? Would I use them as Dark Angels with a new color scheme or would I use them as converted Chaos Space Marines? Are you planning on releasing Fallen Angels figures anytime soon? And last, but of course not least, I love your magazine and have every issue since White Dwarf #199. Keep up the good work!

Ben “The Fallen” Prentice
Ottawa, Ontario

Repent before it’s too late! Though if you must follow this dark path, Cypher is certainly the one to lead the way. Building a Fallen army will give you plenty of room for conversions and this is a chance for you to really use your imagination. Whenever you do something like this, it’s better to use already established rules and not mix books. For instance, it would be easy to use Codex: Space Marines and just consider the army evil Why not? People do it with Imperial Guard all the time. Keep an eye out for the Summer Battle tour!!!

Want to send a letter to the Mailbox? Write us at: Games Workshop, Attn: White Dwarf Staff, 6721 Baymeadow Drive, Glen Burnie, MD 21060. Or, send us some email at WhiteD@games-workshop.com, but remember to give us permission to print your emails. We can’t use them if you forget!
“Baker,” the yell came, “You’ve always got something to say about the rules. It’s time to put your money where your mouth is, so sit down and write!” As Fat Bloke lumbered out of the ’Eavy Metal dungeon, I had the feeling I might be in big trouble! Once I’d got over my panic, I started to write down some ideas. My task here is to initiate all you would-be acolytes of Chaos into the foul and depraved rites of collecting and gaming (and winning) with a Battlefleet Gothic Chaos fleet.

So, the big question – why Chaos? Firstly the models, which look superb. Secondly, the answer to this question is simple brute force! If you ask anyone I have played against, they will tell you that I am not the most subtle of players. I play with Beastmen and Skaven in Warhammer – two armies with all the subtlety and finesse of a half-brick in a sock! The first thing that you will notice when you look through the Chaos fleet list in the Battlefleet Gothic rulebook is that the Chaos ships have very few of the ‘wonder weapons’ such as torpedoes or lances, preferring to rely on the strength of massed weapons batteries... very big weapons batteries! The few ships that specialize in torpedoes, lances or attack craft tend to be both expensive and fairly weak in firepower. Therefore they usually end up acting as supporting units, rather than operating independently like their Imperial or Eldar equivalents. What this means when you are collecting a Chaos fleet is that you should start off with a large helping of firepower before adding in a small sprinkling of specialized craft to help out!

My own Chaos fleet has now reached the grand size of 3,500 points, but what I am going to do here is tell you about the first 1,500 points that I collected and the reasons for my selections. This may seem a little large but it’s a good size for using the campaign rules in the rulebook and should give you about 2 to 3 hours playing time during a game.
CRUISERS: BACKBONE OF THE FLEET

The first thing that any prospective Chaos Warlord should buy is cruisers. I really cannot overemphasize this. Cruisers form the backbone of the entire fleet. If you don’t already have the Chaos cruisers from the game, I really do recommend that you buy some first. If you don’t pay now, you WILL pay when you start to play.

The first two cruisers that I collected were a pair of Murder class cruisers. These ships were the mainstay of the Chaos fleets during the Gothic conflict. They pack a mean firepower 10 broadside on both sides, with a range of 45cm, as well as two prow lances that can pick off a foe from 60cm away. Together these two ships form a solid core of firepower at the center of the fleet, and have proved time and again to be really dependable.

My next priority was to purchase close-up firepower. In any engagement it is pretty much inevitable that things are going to get up close and personal, so it is best to be prepared. The Slaughter class cruiser fulfills this role splendidly. With the exception of the Eldar ships, the Slaughter is the fastest capital ship in the game, allowing it to close with the enemy at a tremendous rate. By combining its broadside and prow weapons batteries, the Slaughter can bring firepower 14 to bear, as well as two lance shots. If you have used its speed to close to short range, this barrage can cripple or even destroy a capital ship in one round! Sold to the spiky-armored chap at the back!

My next port of call had to be some serious long range firepower. This is absolutely essential when fighting against Eldar fleets, which are not going to close with you but adopt hit and run tactics, or Ork fleets that you want to keep at arm’s length for as long as possible. Possibly the best cruiser in the Chaos fleet to fulfill this role is the Carnage class. Mounting nothing but weapons batteries, this cruiser is as subtle as a brick and has an excellent range on all its weaponry. In addition, when you get in close to the enemy, the amount of dice you roll for a firepower 16 broadside will make your opponent go white with fear – it always works on Grand Admiral Nick Davis anyway!

Okay, now I have a solid core of firepower to throw at the enemy, I guess it is about time to think about my weaknesses. Without any torpedoes or attack craft of my own, my ships are vulnerable to both these forms of attack. To remedy this the best plan is probably to get a carrier of my own... a big one! Thumbing through the fleet list, I found the Devastation...

CRUISERS: BACKBONE OF THE FLEET

The first thing that any prospective Chaos Warlord should buy is cruisers. I really cannot overemphasize this. Cruisers form the backbone of the entire fleet. If you don’t already have the Chaos cruisers from the game, I really do recommend that you buy some first. If you don’t pay now, you WILL pay when you start to play.

The first two cruisers that I collected were a pair of Murder class cruisers. These ships were the mainstay of the Chaos fleets during the Gothic conflict. They pack a mean firepower 10 broadside on both sides, with a range of 45cm, as well as two prow lances that can pick off a foe from 60cm away. Together these two ships form a solid core of firepower at the center of the fleet, and have proved time and again to be really dependable.

My next priority was to purchase close-up firepower. In any engagement it is pretty much inevitable that things are going to get up close and personal, so it is best to be prepared. The Slaughter class cruiser fulfills this role splendidly. With the exception of the Eldar ships, the Slaughter is the fastest capital ship in the game, allowing it to close with the enemy at a tremendous rate. By combining its broadside and prow weapons batteries, the Slaughter can bring firepower 14 to bear, as well as two lance shots. If you have used its speed to close to short range, this barrage can cripple or even destroy a capital ship in one round! Sold to the spiky-armored chap at the back!

My next port of call had to be some serious long range firepower. This is absolutely essential when fighting against Eldar fleets, which are not going to close with you but adopt hit and run tactics, or Ork fleets that you want to keep at arm’s length for as long as...
class cruiser. Not bad, but more thumbing soon unearthed something even meatier - the Styx class heavy cruiser! Weighing in at a hefty 290 points, this monster can throw out six squadrons of attack craft each turn, as well as having a decent amount of long range firepower and lance fire. What better

**Styx Class Heavy Cruiser**

flagship for a budding Chaos Warmaster? I had to have one - the extra firepower is a bonus but six squadrons of fighters can intercept any torpedoes or attack craft with ease and should give me ‘air’ superiority in most games! Six Doomfire bomber squadrons or six Dreadclaw boarding craft should be able to cripple any other cruiser in a single attack, leaving them vulnerable to the guns of the rest of my fleet.

Right, that’s enough cruisers for now. With two thirds of my points spent on the core of my fleet it was time to invest in additional purchases. An essential choice is a Chaos Warmaster to lead your fleet. Since the Warmaster always fights from the most expensive ship in the fleet, it has to be stationed on the Styx class heavy cruiser. This is not really a problem but I do recommend shelling out the full 100 points to give him Leadership nine, as this is a great help when you come to reload your launch bays at the start of each turn.

The other advantages that the Warmaster brings are a free re-roll and Marks of Chaos. To reload attack craft after each launch, the Styx has to pass a Command check. If it fails to reload then no more ships in the fleet may use special orders that turn, but even worse, if you roll a double to reload then you have run out of attack craft. Since I definitely didn’t want to fail any Reload Ordnance rolls or run out of attack craft, I paid for the Mark of Tzeentch, allowing me to make two re-rolls per game. At only 130 points all in, the Warmaster could mean the difference between success and failure!

**INDISPENSABLE ESCORTS**

The final choices for your Chaos fleet are the escorts. These smaller vessels should always be used in large numbers, so that they can take some losses and still mount a serious attack. My first choice was a squadron of six Iconoclast class destroyers. These are the cheapest Chaos escorts at 30 points each, but they have a decent firepower, are able to fire to the front, left and right, and can also move at 30cm a turn, allowing them to stay in touch with my Slaughter class cruiser. Their chief weakness is that they only have 4+ armor, so they tend to die quickly if you’re not careful, but they make a good screen to protect the cruisers.

The second squadron of escorts I chose had a very specific task in mind. While the rest of my cruisers and escorts are getting stuck in, my carrier will often be vulnerable to sneak attacks, so I needed another screen of escorts to give it some protection. This squadron is a mix of three Infidel class raiders and three Iconoclast class destroyers, giving it a very respectable firepower 15, as well as six torpedoes. Of course these don’t stay out of the battle, as my Styx is usually only just behind the other cruisers.

**Infidel Class Raiders**

in engaging the enemy, but holding them back slightly gives you a hard hitting rapid response force to react to any unexpected moves. For example, in a recent game with Nick, he tried to outflank my fleet with a Lunar class cruiser and five Cobra destroyers. In reply I countered with this escort group, wiping out the Cobras and badly damaging his Lunar class. I ended up sitting in its rear fire arc, sending torpedoes into it every turn while it fled, unable to turn, all for the loss of just one Iconoclast!

This brings the total value of the fleet to 1,495 points, enough to see
The Imperial dogs are turning to face! Can it be that they intend to give battle? Oh lord Khorne, surely we are blessed in your sight.

Valkis the Defiler, at the Battle of Quinrox Sound.

you through the early stages of a campaign and a good core for a larger fleet.

EXPANDING THE FLEET

Trust me, when you see the damage attack craft can cause, you will want a Despoiler class battleship! This beast can launch a massive eight squadrons of attack craft a turn, as well as mounting seven lances for close quarter mayhem! As far as adding things to my fleet goes, I have just finished painting a Repulsive class grand cruiser, which will work brilliantly alongside the Murder class cruisers, and finally, I managed to get hold of one of the fantastic, new Chaos Planet Killers (out next month). The sheer terror that this thing can generate is well worth its points cost!

INFlicting PAIN AND SUFFERING

Now that you have read my ideas on collecting a Chaos fleet, I’m going to share some tactical tips with you. Since the tactics of a Chaos Warmaster must always change depending upon the opponent that you are facing, I will try to give you an overview of the tactics I use against each different race.

The Imperium

My most common foe is the hated Imperium, so I will deal with them first. The main problem that Imperial ships pose is that they are incredibly tough from the front. The trick then is to either split their formation, allowing you to attack from all angles, or to get your ships behind them. Games Developer Gav Thorpe, who created the rules for the Chaos fleet, recommends splitting your fleet into two groups each in line astern, to encircle the Imperial fleet using your superior range and speed to punish them.

Despoiler Class Battleship

as you move around them without letting them close with you. Failing that, form one long line astern and move around them, again using your superior range and speed to advantage.

My only response to this is one of scorn! After all, what true Warmaster would hold his ships back from the fray? The most effective tactic I have found for dealing with the misguided lackeys of the Imperium involves a bold stroke that is definitely not for the faint hearted!

After maneuvering for position, the Imperial fleet will most likely be facing you, to benefit from their armored prows and torpedo tubes. Launch as many Swiftdeath fighters as possible and move these ahead of your fleet to intercept any torpedoes. Failing this, a handful of Iconoclast destroyers make an acceptable if more expensive ablative screen.

After bearing the brunt of the initial torpedo salvo, I place the Slaughter class cruiser and its supporting Iconoclast squadron on All Ahead Full orders to take them right into the heart of the Imperial fleet! My other cruisers pick one target cruiser and throw everything they can at it (usually two firepower 6 weapons batteries from the Carnage and the Styx, as well as six lance shots from the Styx and the two Murder class ships). This fearsome barrage usually damages the enemy cruiser enough for the Slaughter class and Iconoclasts to finish it off, even with half strength firing!

Following this devastating attack, the Infidels and Styx launch their torpedoes and attack craft just ahead of the Imperial fleet. Presented with a Chaos cruiser and escorts in their ranks as well as plenty of ordnance about to hit home, Imperial players will almost invariably break formation and concentrate most of their firing on the Slaughter class. If you brace for impact you should start the next turn with a surviving cruiser and escorts in the middle of the disarrayed Imperial fleet, and
the rest of your fleet should be able
to move to close range, delivering
devastating broadsides into the
more vulnerable sides and rears of
the Imperial fleet! Job done!

**Eldar**

Personally I find the Eldar a horrible fleet to face. They are amazingly agile, can unleash a horrendous amount of firepower and if there are a lot of celestial phenomena on the table you will rarely be able to see them, let alone fire at them. Fortunately the Eldar are very vulnerable to the greatest strength of the Chaos fleet - massed weapons batteries. In fact, against massed firepower, they last about as long as a chocolate teacup! Unfortunately they are also nearly invulnerable to lances, torpedoes and attack craft! This means that your Styx is most useful for launching fighters to intercept Eldar torpedoes and bombers (these are particularly nasty and should be treated with a lot of respect), whilst any lances or torpedoes in the fleet become weapons of pure luck.

The best place by far to engage the Eldar is in open space, where you can use your massive ranged batteries to punish them after they have made their hit and run attacks. But regardless of where you meet them, you must always remember to keep your ships grouped together so they can support one another. If by some mishance you find yourself fighting over an asteroid field or dust cloud, as I did against Iain Compton's Eldar fleet, I recommend splitting your fleet into two forces to attempt a pincer movement. This is the worst situation to be in. Iain soundly thrashed me because my entire fleet moved into a dense asteroid field and was shot from every angle with little reward to show in return (next time, Compton, next time...)! If anyone knows a foolproof way (and it'll need to be foolproof! - Fat Bloke) of administering a kicking to the Eldar, please, please write in and tell me about it.

**Orks**

My final tactical tip concerns the ramshackle fleets of the Orks. Since they will always attempt to close with your fleet, I think that the best way to deal with them is to keep them at arm's length. The Chaos fleet is so much faster than the Ork fleet that you should be able to use Gav's encircling tactic to good effect, bombarding the tough Ork kroozers at range before closing to administer the killing blow. The main error to avoid is attacking them head on, because of their tough frontal armor and their ability to always use All Ahead Full orders to close quickly and ram with devastating effect.

So there we have it, my personal ideas for collecting and, with any luck, winning with a Chaos fleet. Hopefully this article will give you some new ideas, inspire you to start your own fleet, or even help you to win some games. Whatever happens, good luck and may the Chaos gods be with you!
Rich’s 1,500 point fleet list, all worked out and ready to fight! This fleet list formed the basis for his all-conquering campaign fleet. As the campaign progressed, extra ships were added and Kharak the Changeling was granted more Marks of Chaos. Now Rich has around 3,500 points of Chaos ships – not bad considering it all began with just the models from the Battlefleet Gothic box!
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Rich's 1,500 point fleet list, all worked out and ready to fight! This fleet list formed the basis for his all-conquering campaign fleet. As the campaign progressed, extra ships were added and Kharak the Changeling was granted more Marks of Chaos. Now Rich has around 3,500 points of Chaos ships – not bad considering it all began with just the models from the Battlefleet Gothic box!
In the last year of the second millennium, five hundred years before the rule of the most benevolent Emperor Karl Franz, there fell a time unlike any other. Just as they had before the birth of divine Sigmar, the wings of fire in the sky again heralded the coming of great things - the coming of Plague, the coming of War, the coming of Pestilence and Hunger.

Though its unholy name is now stricken from the records of the Great Library of Altdorf, and its ruins razed by Magnus the Saviour of the Empire, I would tell you the tale of the cursed city, brought low by the wrath of gods.

I would tell you the tale of...
The craftworld-dwelling Eldar are the last survivors of a race that once ruled the universe. Now the Eldar battle against the lesser races of the galaxy, even resorting to piracy in their fight to avoid extinction.

These great Eldar models are available now!

Eldar models designed by Jes Goodwin. Guardians designed by Jes Goodwin and Mike McVey.
In this month's battle report we showcase the new Eldar Codex. The book's author, Gav Thorpe, took command of the Eldar, while our own Nick Davis was put in command of the Imperial Fists Space Marines. As a little extra twist, we decided to use the Legion of the Damned in this battle report, using some new rules that we've been playtesting recently.

Simon: As well as using Legion of the Damned in this battle report, I managed to get my hands on Jervis Johnson's 'Advanced Mission Selection rules', which he's currently working on. Essentially this is based around the problem that people tend to collect set armies that fit into the standard force organization, but that many missions require different force organizations. With Jervis's new rules, a mission is randomly selected by rolling on a table. Any part of your force that you wouldn't be able to field in that type of mission may come on as a reserve. Keep your eyes peeled for the full rules in a future issue.

It is worth mentioning at this point that the game was supposed to be 2,000 points a side, but when Gav chose what he wanted in his army he realized he was way over his limit. After cutting out sizable parts of the Eldar force he was still 50 points over and unable to decide what he couldn't do without. However Nick agreed to up the limit by 50 points so that he could include the extra Space Marine biker he wanted. As long as players both agree to this sort of thing, there is no reason why you shouldn't do it!

Elsewhere in this battle report are rules in progress for the Legion of the Damned. We've included rules for a Commander, Command Squad and Legionnaire Squad and these replace those in White Dwarf 228. We are currently playtesting the Legion of the Damned, so who knows - you may see more of them in a coming White Dwarf.

When it came to deciding which mission Gav and Nick were to be playing, I rolled on Jervis's Advanced Mission table. This led to the winner of a Strategy Rating roll-off deciding the mission. Gav won the roll, and after being allowed to look at Nick's army list he chose to play a Rescue mission.

I decided that the subject of the rescue was to be an STC unit (if you don't know what that is, read the datafile on the right), which the Eldar were trying to destroy to keep out of Imperial hands. The Legion of the Damned would mysteriously appear to assist the Imperial Fists in their crucially important mission, retrieval of the STC unit.
and another if I’m going to include a Wraithguard unit (Wraithguard not led by a Warlock or Farseer have a chance of standing around doing nothing for a turn while they try to work out what all the living people are up to). Looking at the Studio’s magnificent Biel-Tan army I saw that we had five Warlocks, armed with a mixture of witchblades and singing spears, so I took all of them! I gave them each a Warlock psychic ability, my favorite being Conceal, which gives the Warlock’s unit a 5+ cover save. I then thought about my Farseer’s psychic powers. Not knowing what type of scenario I’d be playing (let alone the exact mission!) I gave the Farseer two of the four available powers, one to aid and one to attack.

My Troops choices were equally straightforward - two Guardian Defender squads, each ten-strong with a heavy weapons platform and crew. I never take Guardians in units less than ten, because a unit suffers -1 to its Morale checks when below half strength and can’t regroup if it’s lost over half its members. I find that piddly little five-man units are not worth it unless they’re really hard like Space Marines, Wraithguard or Aspect Warriors.

With the compulsory force organization slots taken care of, I then went through the army list picking units that I liked the look of. You can see my choices on the force roster but I’ll talk about a few of them in particular. The ten-strong Swooping Hawks unit was a bit of a first. I’ve never really considered them that useful against Space Marines — their
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Gav: This battle report could either be my crowning achievement, or a terrible embarrassment. Why? Well, have a read of my somewhat long-winded designer’s notes elsewhere in this issue and you’ll see that I had a very particular vision of how an Eldar army operates and what it should comprise of. The true test of this is of course on the field of battle — it’s no good me saying that an Eldar army should be like this and this and this, if, in taking such an army, you compromise your ability to challenge your opponent. If my army performs well in this battle, I shall be wholly vindicated, if they fare poorly then I’ll get me coat...

So, putting my (dubious) reputation on the line, what do I see as a good Eldar army? As with any battle, it’s a good idea to pick your compulsory units first, which in the case of a standard mission is an HQ and two Troops units. For my HQ I opted for a Farseer. I have played battles without Farseers and won, but I find that they help a lot (if you can remember to use their psychic powers). Almost more importantly than the Farseer himself though, are the Warlocks that you can choose to accompany him. I always like to have a Warlock for every Guardian squad I have, and another if I’m going to include a Wraithguard unit (Wraithguard not led by a Warlock or Farseer have a chance of standing around doing nothing for a turn while they try to work out what all the living people are up to). Looking at the Studio’s magnificent Biel-Tan army I saw that we had five Warlocks, armed with a mixture of witchblades and singing spears, so I took all of them! I gave them each a Warlock psychic ability, my favorite being Conceal, which gives the Warlock’s unit a 5+ cover save. I then thought about my Farseer’s psychic powers. Not knowing what type of scenario I’d be playing (let alone the exact mission!) I gave the Farseer two of the four available powers, one to aid and one to attack.

My Troops choices were equally straightforward - two Guardian Defender squads, each ten-strong with a heavy weapons platform and crew. I never take Guardians in units less than ten, because a unit suffers -1 to its Morale checks when below half strength and can’t regroup if it’s lost over half its members. I find that piddly little five-man units are not worth it unless they’re really hard like Space Marines, Wraithguard or Aspect Warriors.

With the compulsory force organization slots taken care of, I then went through the army list picking units that I liked the look of. You can see my choices on the force roster but I’ll talk about a few of them in particular. The ten-strong Swooping Hawks unit was a bit of a first. I’ve never really considered them that useful against Space Marines — their
Lasblasters need 5s or more to wound and the Marines get their armor save. However, because I could be doing any one of fourteen or more different missions, I wanted some fighters that I could depend upon to be in the right place and be mobile enough to react quickly. Swooping Hawks fit this bill very well, because they are always allowed to deep strike and their jump packs mean they can cover the ground quickly when needed.

The Striking Scorpions were also a break from my normal army, which usually has ten Howling Banshees (led by an Exarch of course) whose power weapons can cause Space Marines and Terminators no end of grief. However, Banshees are only Strength 3, whereas Striking Scorpions are Strength 4 and get a special Strength 4 mandiblaster attack in every round of combat, as well as a better armor save. In a slug-a-thon matchup, the Striking Scorpions' armor and higher Strength could make all the difference, rather than fancy power weapons.

I did have a slight advantage knowing that I was playing against Space Marines, as I knew that if I took a unit of Fire Dragons, with their armor-busting fusion guns, it'd be likely that I'd get my points back. For both the Fire Dragons and Scorpions, I kept their units sizes down to 6 so that they could be transported in a Falcon. The Falcons' guns are an added bonus in my opinion - it's their ability to get short-ranged units like these into the thick of the fighting that makes them so useful.

On a final note, I'll make some effort to point out the things I didn't include in the army. Firstly, no Wraithlords. My overall plan was to use mobility as much as possible, and therefore Falcons seemed a much better choice. Secondly, I didn't take a Wave Serpent. As I mentioned in my rant earlier in this issue, I don't feel the Wave Serpent is as essential as some people seem to think and I aim to prove the point. Throughout the battle I'll be dropping little 'The Art of War' hints and tips about how I think certain units should be used to get the most out of them. With any luck, the result will somehow lend a little authority to these tactical nuggets (or a shining example of what not to do!).

For the roll to see which mission we were playing, I managed to win a Strategy Rating roll-off with Nick, which meant that I could choose any scenario that I wanted. However, comparing the army lists it seemed obvious that my Eldar were more likely to be hampered if I chose a mission with a different Force Organization chart, as I had more Heavy Support, Elite and Fast Attack! Therefore, I opted to go for a Standard Mission (boring old me) and in the end decided that my mobile force would probably stand a good chance of winning in a Rescue scenario. This was a bit of a risky choice, because if the Space Marines did manage to find the objective first, I'd have a helluva time getting it back off them. On the other hand, if I nabbed the prize first, then my fast units (Swooping Hawks, jetbikes or a unit in a Falcon) could easily outdistance anything the Space Marines had. Well, let's see what happened...
Nick: When Paul asked if I wanted to fight a battle report I couldn't help myself, I had to say yes! It's been some time since I last played a battle report in White Dwarf – the last time was way back in WD227 when my 95th Cadian Rifles Imperial Guard army took on Dark Eldar raiders commanded by Tuomas Pirinen. This time I will be using the most feared of the defenders of the Imperium, the Space Marines – in this case the Imperial Fists – and again I will be taking on the alien Eldar, this time commanded by Gav Thorpe. The Eldar are still pointy-eared, degenerate scum and I'm still using Imperial (albeit genetically modified) troops, which are superior to my Guardsmen in every way – so why do I feel this sense of apprehension and dread? Well over the last year I have been playing, collecting and honing my skills as a Dark Eldar Lord, and I am about to use Space Marines – an army that I have not used for absolutely ages. Its style of fighting is completely opposite to the way I have been battling for the past year. Also Gav is using Craftworld Eldar, and if they are anything like my Dark Eldar, I am in for a rough ride. This all sounds like I am forming excuses for an imminent defeat, so enough excuse making, time to form a plan. After all I once said “Don't worry about how the enemy is going to kill you, worry how you are going to kill them.” And besides, in a recent WH40K tournament I did manage to beat Gav's Eldar – but that was with my Dark Eldar. Doh!

The only other problem is that I am not sure what mission I will be playing. Simon Shuker has managed to get his hands on Jervis' new random mission table and is planning to use it for this battle report (I think he is just taking his revenge for the WD235 battle report's last minute change of plans), so I cannot even tailor my force for the mission I am playing. Hmm... I think I am going to have to rely on the Space Marines' legendary adaptability and have a basic plan in mind to follow. With the random element of the mission I will have to keep this plan very simple and very adaptable. With the exception of only a couple of missions I shouldn't need to advance into the enemy. Space Marines excel at laying down a curtain of defensive fire and then counter attacking. I will form my Imperial Fists into defensive formation which I will call the 'fist', after all I can't see much point in trying to outmaneuver the Eldar (unsurprisingly). With all my forces concentrated in one area, Gav won't be able to snipe at isolated areas of my force. This 'come and get me' approach will force Gav to commit his forces to an attack and then I will be able to counter attack with the more mobile elements of my army. One really good plus point – Paul has also given me the option of using the Legion of the Damned. With my main force forming the defensive 'fist' and the Legion's ability to deep strike with everything on the first turn, I can put the pressure on Gav straight away.

My plan is going to call for my main force to be split. The majority will form the defensive fist, with a couple of mobile units for a counter attack. The first choice in any army has to be the HQ or Commander – I choose a Force Commander. He will be joined by a Chaplain to read the litanies of hatred and to help my Imperial Fists steel themselves against the alien menace. This is the age of battle, and war in the Imperium is fought on a spiritual level as well as physical. The next choice is the Troops allocation and I start with a Tactical squad. They will be the 'fist' around which my defense is formed. The squad will be made up of the maximum number of Space Marines allowed and as I cannot even tailor my force for the mission I am playing, I will give them the ever-adaptable missile launcher as a heavy weapon (I have found that this weapon is fantastic for taking out other races' armor). My second choice will be a squad of Scouts. They are equivalent to Space Marines in all but the armor they wear, and they will form the second layer of my 'fist'. I have given the squad a sniper rifle and a heavy bolter, so I will try to place them in an area that gives them a good field of fire. To add a little punch my 'fist' I will also choose a Predator Annihilator, I will set it up, if the cover allows, hull down. I fully expect this vehicle to be blown up by
the end of the second turn (I know I would target it if I was Gav), but if it downs a grav tank or two before it's destroyed, I will be happy. To finish off the defensive 'fist', my last choice has to be a Dreadnought - these revered ancestors are the heart and soul of any Space Marine army and they excel in a defensive position. Plus it should be able to slow down or maybe even kill an Avatar!

Now to choose the mobile elements for the counter attacking force. The first choice was really very easy, a ten-man Space Marine Assault squad, led by a Veteran Space Marine Sergeant – should be enough to deal with any trouble I will encounter from the Eldar. They are fast, adaptable, deadly in an assault and with the Space Marines doughty power armor, able to survive the worst that Gav can throw at them. They will sailly out, take on and stop any threats before they reach my main battleline. The second choice is going to be a little harder. I really wanted to use another squad of Assault Marines or maybe even a Land Speeder or two, but then I read Simon Shuker's article on bikers in WD235. Now to be truthful I don't put that much faith in Space Marines bikers' ability as an assault force on the battlefield, but after reading Shuker's article, and seeing how deadly Graham Davey's Chaos bikers were in a recent battle, I knew I had to use them. They will be a mobile fire force, moving their weaponry to the most pressed parts of my line. That is my Imperial Fists force sorted out. Now for the Legion of the Damned.

Using the new Legion of the Damned rules is going to be a bonus for me. Each one of the Legionnaires has 2 Attacks, which makes them ideal assault troops. The plan for these deadly Space Marines is going to be simple. Using their ability to deep strike I will drop almost on top of the Eldar army, putting pressure on Gav straight away. I will just have to be careful in the first turn (if you deep strike in, you can only shoot – no assaulting!). If I am really lucky he might have to fight his way through the Legion to get to my Imperial Fists. To make this plan work I am going to need numbers, but first I need a commander and the Legion of the Damned Commander is as tough as they come. I will assign him a Command squad of a Veteran Sergeant with a power weapon, a Techmarine and four Legionnaires to soak up the casualties that would be coming my way. To accompany the HQ unit I will also form two units of six Legionnaires. Hopefully this will give me the numbers to see this plan and the battle through. To give the Legion a little heavy fire support they will also be joined by a Dreadnought, just in case I run into a Eldar Wraithlord or even an Avatar (this uses the normal Space Marine Dreadnought rules and deep strikes with the rest of the Legion of the Damned force).

Well those are my troops and I have a plan. The apprehension has gone but I still have that feeling of dread... I don't have any idea what mission I will be playing and Simon is grinning a little too sadistically for my liking. Well whatever happens, I have to remember the key to the Space Marines' success is their adaptability. Right, here goes...
### Imperial Fists Recovery Force - Space Marines Army

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>WS</th>
<th>BS</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>Ld</th>
<th>Save</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commander Phemeus</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3+</td>
<td>Storm bolter, power sword, melta bombs, artificer armor</td>
<td>105pts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Force Commander</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaplain Rankar</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3+</td>
<td>Crozius arcanum, rosarius, bolt pistol, purity seals</td>
<td>76pts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaplain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tactical Squad Romero</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3+</td>
<td>Powerfist, frag grenades</td>
<td>216pts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veteran Sergeant Romero</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3+</td>
<td>Bolters, flamers, missile launcher, frag grenades</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Space Marines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scout Squad Kragus</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4+</td>
<td>Boltpistol &amp; chainsword</td>
<td>113pts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veteran Sergeant Kragus</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3+</td>
<td>Sniper rifle, heavy bolter, frag &amp; krak grenades</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Space Marine Scouts</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assault Squad Lochage</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3+</td>
<td>Powerfist, plasma pistol</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veteran Sergeant Lochage</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3+</td>
<td>Bolt pistols, chainswords, plasma pistol, krak grenades</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Space Marines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bike Squadron Argus</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4(5)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3+</td>
<td>Power sword</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veteran Sergeant Argus</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4(5)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3+</td>
<td>Meltagun, plasma gun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Space Marine Bikers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Vehicle

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicle</th>
<th>Front</th>
<th>Side</th>
<th>Rear</th>
<th>BS</th>
<th>WS</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dreadnought Hyplion</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6(10)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Assault cannon, storm bolter &amp; close combat weapon</td>
<td>105pts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicle</th>
<th>Front</th>
<th>Side</th>
<th>Rear</th>
<th>BS</th>
<th>Type &amp; Notes</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Predator Annihilator</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Twin-linked lascannons, side sponson lascannons, pintle-mounted storm bolter</td>
<td>155pts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Legion of the Damned

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>WS</th>
<th>BS</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>Ld</th>
<th>Save</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commander</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3+</td>
<td>Power sword, bolt pistol</td>
<td>86pts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Command Squad</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3+</td>
<td>Techmarine (servo arm), 4 Legionnaires</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veteran Sergeant</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3+</td>
<td>Powerfist</td>
<td>210pts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Legionnaires</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3+</td>
<td>Boltpistons, flamer</td>
<td>156pts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Legionnaires</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3+</td>
<td>Boltpistons, meltagun</td>
<td>160pts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicle</th>
<th>Front</th>
<th>Side</th>
<th>Rear</th>
<th>BS</th>
<th>WS</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dreadnought</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Missile launcher, multi-melta</td>
<td>125pts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TOTAL:** 2,048 points
## The Swordwind Host - Biel Tan Eldar Army

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>WS</th>
<th>BS</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>I</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>Ld</th>
<th>Save</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avatar</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5+</td>
<td>Wailing Doom</td>
<td>80pts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farseer Kallanth</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4+</td>
<td>Witch blade, shuriken pistol, Guide and Mind War</td>
<td>101pts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Warlocks</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4+</td>
<td>4 witch blades, singing spear, shuriken pistols (1 with Conceal, 1 with Enhance and 1 with Destructor)</td>
<td>188pts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Wraithguard</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3+</td>
<td>Wraithcannons</td>
<td>175pts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire Dragons</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fire pike</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire Dragon Exarch</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3+</td>
<td>Fusion guns, melt bombs</td>
<td>131pts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Fire Dragons</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Striking Scorpions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Striking Scorpion Exarch</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Striking Scorpions</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3+</td>
<td>Chainswords, shuriken pistols, mandiblasters</td>
<td>113pts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Guardians &amp; 2 crew</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5+</td>
<td>Shuriken catapults, starcannon platform weapon</td>
<td>130pts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Rangers</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5+</td>
<td>Shuriken catapults, bright lance platform weapon</td>
<td>130pts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dire Avengers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dire Avenger Exarch</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3+</td>
<td>Power sword</td>
<td>96pts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Dire Avengers</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4+</td>
<td>Shuriken catapults</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Guardian Jetbikes</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3(4)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3+</td>
<td>1 shuriken cannon, shuriken catapults</td>
<td>230pts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swooping Hawks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swooping Hawk Exarch</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3+</td>
<td>Hawk's talon</td>
<td>237pts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Swooping Hawks</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4+</td>
<td>Lasblasters, plasma grenades</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Vehicle

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vehicle</th>
<th>Armor</th>
<th>Type &amp; Notes</th>
<th>Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Falcon</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Twin-linked shuriken catapults, pulse laser, scatter laser</td>
<td>145pts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falcon</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Twin-linked shuriken catapults, pulse laser, scatter laser</td>
<td>145pts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTAL: 2,053 points
Bike Squadron Argus
5 Space Marine Bikers

Assault Squad Lochage
10 Assault Space Marines

Scout Squad Kraegus
5 Space Marine Scouts

Tactical Squad Romero
10 Tactical Space Marines

Space Marine Predator

Space Marine Dreadnought Hyplion

Space Marine Chaplain Rankar

Space Marine Commander Phemeus

Legion of the Damned Dreadnought

Legion of the Damned Command Squad

Legion of the Damned Squad

Legion of the Damned Squad

6 Guardian jetbikes

2 squads of 10 Guardians with Warlocks and platform weapons

9 Swooping Hawks and Exarch

5 Fire Dragons and Exarch

5 Dire Avengers and Exarch

5 Wraithguard and Warlock

5 Striking Scorpions and Exarch

8 Rangers

Farseer Kalliath with Warlock bodyguard

Avatar

2 Falcon grav tanks
LEgION OF THE DAMNED

SPECIAL RULES

FEARLESS
It is debatable whether the Legion of the Damned are truly alive and have any real minds. All Legion of the Damned units automatically pass any Leadership-based tests including Morale checks, they are required to make.

TERRIFYING
Any unit which loses an assault whilst fighting a Legion of the Damned unit suffers an additional -1 modifier to its Leadership for the subsequent Morale check.

WHERE THEY COME FROM, NOBODY KNOWS...
All Legion of the Damned units deploy using the Deep Strike scenario special rules, even in missions which do not normally use Deep Strike. However, you must start rolling for them to appear from reserve on their first turn, rather than the second. This is summarized on the chart below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Turn</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D6 roll of</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Almost nothing is known about the Legion's higher organization. This mysterious figure has been sighted directing the Legion's attacks.

LEGION COMMANDER

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Points/Model</th>
<th>WS BS S T W I A Ld Sv</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commander</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Options: The Legion of the Damned Commander may be given any equipment allowed from the Space Marine Armory (except Terminator armor and Terminator honors).

SPECIAL RULES

INDEPENDENT CHARACTER: Unless accompanied by a Command squad, a Legion of the Damned Commander is an independent character and follows the Independent Character special rules in the Warhammer 40,000 rulebook.

COMMAND SQUAD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Points/Model</th>
<th>WS BS S T W I A Ld Sv</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legionnaire</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veteran Sergeant</td>
<td>+15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

You may take a Command squad to accompany the Legion of the Damned Commander.

Squad: The squad consists of one Legion of the Damned Sergeant and between four and nine Legionnaires.

Weapons: Bolter. The Sergeant can exchange his bolter for a bolt pistol and close combat weapon at no extra points cost.

Options: Up to two Legionnaires in the squad can be armed with the following weapons: missile launcher at +20 pts; heavy bolter at +15 pts; lascannon at +35 pts; flamethrower at +3 pts; plasma gun at +6 pts; or a meltagun at +10 pts. The entire squad may be equipped with frag grenades at an additional cost of +1 pt per model and krak grenades at an additional cost of +2 pts per model.

CHARACTERS

One model can be upgraded to an Apothecary, one model can be upgraded to a Techmarine, and one model can be upgraded to a Standard Bearer. Any of these can take equipment from the Space Marine Armory (except Terminator armor and Terminator honors). The Sergeant can be upgraded to Veteran Sergeant at an additional cost of +15 pts.

Transport Vehicle: The entire squad may be mounted in a Rhino at an additional cost of +60 pts.

LEGIONNAIRE SQUAD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Points/Model</th>
<th>WS BS S T W I A Ld Sv</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Legionnaire</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veteran Sergeant</td>
<td>+15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Squad: Legionnaire squad consists of one Legion of the Damned Sergeant and between four and nine Legionnaires.

Weapons: Bolter. The Sergeant can exchange his bolter for a bolt pistol and close combat weapon at no extra points cost.

Options: One Legionnaire in the squad can be armed with one of the following weapons: missile launcher at +20 pts; heavy bolter at +15 pts; lascannon at +35 pts. In addition, one Legionnaire may be armed with one of the following: flamethrower at +3 pts; plasma gun at +6 pts; meltagun at +10 pts. The entire squad may be equipped with frag grenades at an additional cost of +1 pt per model and krak grenades at an additional cost of +2 pts per model. The Sergeant may be upgraded to a Veteran Sergeant at an additional cost of +15 points.

Transport Vehicle: The entire squad may be mounted in a Rhino at an additional cost of +60 pts.
I

As none of the Eldar were able to fire, due to lack of line of sight and range, the only thing left for Gav to do was to fleet foot his Rangers and discover whether the nearest marker was the objective or not. Rolling another 6, the nimble Eider sprinted for the far side of the crater taking cover from the Imperial Fists but finding nothing other than wreckage.

Gav began his first turn by moving his Rangers up the slope of the crater they were shielding themselves behind. Rolling 3D6 for the 'Difficult Terrain test' for his Rangers, Gav moved them 6" into the crater (in the new rules Eldar Rangers may roll one extra dice to represent their ability to slip unseen through even the most rugged terrain). The nearby Guardian squad then moved around the base of the crater, staying shielded from the Imperial Fists' guns. The Guardians on the far side of the valley moved down the side of the cliff as fast as they could manage (unfortunately Guardian squads with anti-grav platform weapons are not allowed to fleet foot, so it was going to take the Guardians quite some time to get into the combat zone).

As none of the Eldar were able to fire, due to lack of line of sight and range, the only thing left for Gav to do was to fleet foot his Rangers and discover whether the nearest marker was the objective or not. Rolling another 6, the nimble Eldar sprinted for the far side of the crater, taking cover from the Imperial Fists but finding nothing other than wreckage.

Nick started his first turn with a confident smile, knowing he could begin rolling for the Legion of the Damned reserves from turn 1. Unfortunately he hadn't counted on failing all four reserve rolls and having none of the mysterious Space Marines appear. Consoling himself in
them next turn. Meanwhile the Tactical squad held their position, firing at the Rangers sheltering in the craters. The boltgun fire fell short but the missile launcher caught five of the Eldar in its fragmentation blast. Still, only one fell to the ground, impaled by the missile’s shrapnel. First kill to the Imperial Fists.

**BIEl TAn TURn 2**

Gav’s reserves started to show up with the Wraithguard moving onto the table to the right of the Eldar position. A Falcon grav tank glided overhead, swooping down on the battlefield and moving around the rim of the largest crater. The Guardian squad near the Rangers moved up onto the rocky outcrop and fired their starcannon into the Imperial Fists Tactical squad, killing two of them outright, their armor offering them no protection against the advanced Eldar technology. The Rangers fired a volley of shots from their long rifles, causing two Wounds, though both were saved by the Space Marines’ power armor. Meanwhile the Guardian squad on the far side of the battlefield continued their long walk down the side of the cliff.

The Art of War - Warlocks

Warlocks are one of the greatest strengths of the Eldar army, turning fairly average Guardians into a really sharp thorn in the enemy’s side. As I said in my introduction, the Conceal power is my favorite, and it has certainly served me well in the past. Warlocks with Enhance (+1 Initiative and +1 Weapon Skill to the squad) are almost as essential for Storm squads as buying an Exarch for Banshees or Scorpions, particularly for the look on your opponent’s face when a squad of Guardians starts chewing through one of his units!

the fact that they would be turning up later with the rest of his reinforcements, he began his first turn. The Scouts moved forward ready to check the pile of scrap in front of
Appearing on the battlefield from nowhere, the Legion of the Damned arrived – or at least most of them did. Nick decided to deploy the Dreadnought by one of the markers and directly in front of the newly arrived Falcon, with one squad of Legionnaires behind it in support. The other Legionnaire squad materialized in the center of the battlefield, revealing another marker. Unfortunately neither of these markers turned out to be the objective. This left three markers on the table, any of which could be the objective. Nick's reserve Imperial Fists also began turning up, with the Predator taking position in the middle of his deployment zone and Dreadnought Hypilon lumbering forward in support of the Tactical squad. Meanwhile the Scouts moved up to the nearest marker and found their objective, the STC unit, still intact under a pile of scrap metal. With the objective found, the fight was on, and currently Nick had the advantage.

Nick started his shooting phase by firing the Predator at its only visible target, the Guardians. Lascannon fire tore through the ragged landscape, catching just one unfortunate Guardian and cutting her in half. The Tactical squad's missile launcher fired again at the Rangers but missed, exploding harmlessly in the distance. Finally the Legion of the Damned Dreadnought fired all its weapons at the Falcon in front of it. But the multi-melta missed and the missile, although accurate, bounced off the Falcon's armor causing no damage at all.

The Art of War – Jetbikes

With the rules in the Codex, Eldar jetbikes can always make a 6" move in the assault phase, even if they aren't within 6" of the enemy. This can be used in one of two ways. Firstly, it effectively gives them a movement of 18" instead of 12" if you want to cover ground quickly. Secondly, and most usefully in this battle, it allows them to make hit-and-run attacks, by moving within 12" of the enemy, shredding a few models with their shuriken catapults and then ducking back out of rapid fire and assault range. You can also use this with shuriken cannons, so that you can glide out from behind cover, take a pot-shot at 24" and then duck away again before the enemy shoots back.

With the STC unit found, Gav was in a position to concentrate his attacks on the Imperial Fists. More reserves showed up with the jetbikes flying onto the table next to the central Guardian squad and the Dire Avenger squad moving up behind the Wraithguard. Finally, the Swooping Hawks and their Exarch descended to a position that allowed them to fire on the Scout squad which had possession of the objective. Gav moved the rest of the Eldar to begin closing in on the outnumbered Space Marines and try to eliminate the Legion of the Damned. The Falcon circled around the rear of the Legion of the Damned Dreadnought and unloaded its cargo of Striking Scorpions.

The Guardians steadily advanced over the rocky terrain, past the Rangers, and opened fire on the Legionnaires in the centre of the battlefield. One of the Legionnaires fell to shuriken fire, though he disappeared before his body hit the ground. The starcannon shot down another two and Warlock Macthen who was leading the Guardians threw his singing spear but it fell short, its potent psychic energy dissipating into the desert floor. The Legionnaires were then finished off by a shot from the Falcon's pulse laser and a round of shooting from the Rangers (one of these killing shots from the Rangers had a hit roll of 6, which
meant the shot counted as having AP 1. The jetbikes fired their shuriken catapults and cannon into the Scouts' concealed position but those shots that found their targets were saved by the Scouts' armor. The Swooping Hawks however were much more successful. Three Scouts dropped dead from lasblaster fire and as the survivors ran for cover, the Exarch fired his own ancient weapon, putting three smoking holes through the Sergeant's chest. The lone survivor gripped his bolt pistol and grimly stood his ground. Before the assault phase started, Gav elected to fire the Striking Scorpions' shuriken pistols at the rear of the Dreadnought, even though it was unlikely that they'd cause any damage. But one shot did manage to penetrate the armor and cause a malfunction in its targeting systems, so it wouldn't be able to fire next turn.

In the assault phase, Gav chose to take on the remaining Legion of the Damned squad, but because that was not the closest target, one of the squad had to assault the Dreadnought while the rest attacked the Legionnaires.
Although the lone Striking Scorpion couldn’t actually penetrate the front armor, the Dreadnought was not well equipped for close combat and so the Eldar survived and the combat continued. Meanwhile the combat against the Legionnaires was faring better – despite all the mandiblasters ricocheting off their power armor, the Exarch was able to hack one of them in half with his biting blade and the rest of the squad slew another with their combined attacks. In return, the Legionnaires were unable to wound the Eldar – the loss of two of their number making their attack less effective. Although the Striking Scorpions won the combat, the Legion of the Damned fought on, due to their Fearless ability. Finally, the jetbikes moved back into cover and out of the Imperial Fists’ line of sight, to avoid being shot down in the next turn.

**IMPERIAL FISTS TURN 3**

Realizing the chances of holding out on his own were slim, the lone Scout failed his Man Alone test and fell back towards the Tactical squad, leaving the STC unit unguarded. Nick made all his reserve rolls for the Imperial Fists and the Legion of the Damned, and the new troops entering the fray gave the Space Marines a valuable confidence boost. As the Scout had abandoned the objective, Nick materialized the Legion of the Damned Commander and his Command squad right on it. The Assault squad assigned to Commander Phemeus sailed through the air to land in front of the Swooping Hawks. Sergeant Lochage gave the order to fire whilst simultaneously taking aim with his own plasma pistol. As the men under his command began to fire shot after shot into the Eldar, Sergeant Lochage and Brother Dargus’s plasma pistols both let out a short warning sound before exploding in their hands (not only had both of the plasma pistols’ hit rolls come up as 1s, but Nick also failed both his saves). What was left of these two Space Marines fell to the ground as little pieces of debris. To make matters worse, only a single Eldar had fallen to the bolt pistol fire, Gav making saves for all but one Swooping Hawk. The Space Marine bikes traversed the dunes and sped into the battlezone with their twin-linked bolters blazing. A single Guardian was caught in the line of fire and shot down. Dreadnought Hyplion added his considerable weight of fire with assault cannon and storm bolter, and killed another two of the Guardians still holding their position. The Predator locked on to the advancing Wraithguard and destroyed two with a fusillade of lascannon fire, though the remaining Eldar machines continued to advance undisturbed (Wraithguard are Fearless in the new rules).

The leaderless Assault squad charged into the Swooping Hawks, killing one without any losses and sending them falling back into the Eldar lines. Nick opted not to follow, as Gav had managed to roll very high on his fall back distance and he knew that if he pursued, next turn he would be in position to be picked on by most of the Eldar army. The combat between the Striking Scorpions and Legionnaires continued with one of each side cut down. Meanwhile the Legion Dreadnought wounded the lone Scorpion attacking it, but the Aspect Warrior’s armor saved him from any serious damage and he fought on.

**BIEL TAN TURN 4**

With the sand beneath his feet fusing to glass from the heat of his body, the furious form of the Avatar arrived. By his side the Farseer and his Warlock bodyguard also turned up, leaving only the Fire Dragons in their Falcon as reserves. The Swooping Hawks regrouped and the Guardians moved forwards, trying to get into range to use their shuriken catapults. The Wraithguard and Dire Avengers continued the long march into the battlezone with the Dire Avengers shouldering their weapons and fleet footing. The Jetbikes moved into line of sight of the Assault squad that had seen off the Swooping Hawks’ attack. On the far side of the valley, the Guardian squad stepped onto the desert floor, from where they would have been able to fire on the Dreadnought if it hadn’t been locked in combat.
The Swooping Hawks defend themselves from the Imperial Fists’ counter attack.

Guardian able to fire the starcannon as he retreated towards the board edge. Lascannons mounted on the Predator stabbed out at the Falcon, shattering the right engine and causing it to descend in gradually tightening circles before crashing into the valley floor.

The Striking Scorpions finally managed to slay the remaining Legionnaires through sheer weight of attacks, though their mandiblasters had been completely ineffective. Having dealt with the Legionnaires, the Aspect Warriors then swept towards the Dreadnought to assist their squad member, who was being battered around by the Dreadnoughts attacks, but was still alive thanks to the protection afforded by his armor. Although the Scorpions’ attacks couldn’t penetrate the Dreadnought’s front or side armor, by surrounding it one of them (namely the Exarch) would be able to attack the rear and stand a chance of destroying it.

**Biel Tan Turn 5**

Gav finally managed to make his reserve roll for the Fire Dragons and they glided onto the battlefield in their Falcon.

The Swooping Hawks, like Dark Eldar Scourges, are unusual jump pack troops because they aren’t equipped for assaulting the enemy. What you have to remember is that they always get two shots from their lasblasters up to range 24”, and you should use the jump packs to get line of sight to the best targets and to keep out of trouble. Another important thing to remember is that just because a unit can deep strike, it doesn’t mean that the best place for them to arrive is deep in enemy territory. In this battle, K used the Swooping Hawks to further bolster my line, rather than dropping them into the heart of the Space Marine army where they were likely to get shot to pieces and/or assaulted. Oh yeah, it’s also a good idea to remember that Swooping Hawks have a special rule that allows them to use their grenade packs on the turn they deep strike, because I totally forgot (who wrote these rules, anyway?)!

**Imperial Fists Turn 4**

Nick moved the Imperial Fists Assault squad, bikes and Dreadnought forward to strengthen the defense of the STG unit. The proximity of the Guardians who had moved out into the open was obviously Nick’s main concern, as he opened fire on it with everything he could spare. Realizing that the area around the objective was going to turn into a complete blood bath, Nick moved the Legion of the Damned Command squad forward to grab the objective and back again into cover in the rocks.

The Guardians were consumed in a violent storm of boltgun fire. The Warlock and a single guardian managed to escape with their lives by fleeing for the cover of the crater. Although falling back, there was still a single
The Bike squadron gunned down a single Swooping Hawk while Old One Hyplion unleashed the fury of his assault cannon on the Fire Dragons, shredding two. The Predator repeated its previous actions, knocking the second Falcon out of the skies with lascannon fire.

They disembarked in front of the Imperial Fists Dreadnought, while the jetbikes and Swooping Hawks moved round the left where they could target the Assault squad. The Dire Avengers and Wraithguard continued their advance towards the objective and were joined by the Farseer and his two Warlock bodyguards who had made their way forward.

Both the jetbikes and Swooping Hawks fired everything they had into the Assault squad and wiped them out, mostly due to the renewed accuracy of the Swooping Hawks and Nick managing to fail three out of three saving throws. The Rangers, who had been a thorn in the Tactical squad's side all battle, fired on them again, felling two more before the survivors failed their Morale test and moved back toward the table edge.

The newly arrived Falcon fired its pulse laser at the Space Marine bikes and destroyed one. Although the Fire Dragons themselves did not have range, the Exarch's fire pike did, and succeeded in reducing another biker to molten slag. The fleeing Guardian directed his starcannon at the bikes as well, but his panic obviously affected his aim and the shots flew wide.

Meanwhile, the combat between the Striking Scorpions and the Dreadnought remained locked, with the Eldar unable to penetrate the machine's armor and it unable to hit the elusive enemy that surrounded it.

**IMPERIAL FISTS TURN 5**

With his forces severely reduced, Nick tried to hold off the Eldar attack, moving the bikes into a better firing position and the Dreadnought towards the bulk of the enemy army, while the Legion of the Damned protected the STC unit.

The Bike squadron gunned down a single Swooping Hawk while Old One Hyplion unleashed the fury of his assault cannon on the Fire Dragons, shredding two. The Predator repeated its previous actions, knocking the second Falcon out of the skies with lascannon fire.

On the other side of the battlefield, the Striking Scorpions continued their futile attacks until the Dreadnought stepped forward and crushed one of its assailants. Horrified by this sickening death, the Aspect Warriors fled (11 inches) chased by the Dreadnought with somewhat supernatural speed (also 11 inches - Nick needed to roll 12 to catch and destroy them).

**BIEL TAN TURN 6**

Gav knew that this would be his last chance to grab the objective from the Space Marines and went all out to do just that. It was at this point that his common sense was overwhelmed by the need for drama, and he began challenging Nick to assault his Avatar next turn! As the Avatar stalked toward the Dreadnought, the rest of the Eldar began to surround the Space Marines' position. The Fire Dragons' fusion guns destroyed two of the Space Marine bikes while the Exarch killed the biker Sergeant with his ornate fire pike. The Rangers, who were still in the cover of the crater, fired on the Tactical squad yet again, leaving just Sergeant Romero standing out in the open.

Farseer Kalliath cast Guide on the Wraithguard, who proceeded to fire on the Legion of the Damned, attempting to send them back to the warp. All of the Wraithcannons hit but the Legionnaires seemed determined to stay within the material realm and none were effected. Helpfully reminded by Graham Davey that the Warlock could still fire his shrunken pistol, Gav then proceeded to do just that and, much to Nick's annoyance, killed one of the Legionnaires. The jetbikes and Swooping Hawks began to fire upon them too, though only a single Legionnaire fell, to the Exarch's hawk's talon. As the Striking Scorpions continued to flee, the nearby Guardian squad who had played no part in the game so far, fired their bright lance platform weapon at the Dreadnought, destroying it easily but leaving no trace of any wreckage. With the Eldar shooting phase over, Gav was unable to assault the Legion of the Damned's position.
because he had opted to shoot with the Swooping Hawks rather than fleet footing into assault range.

**IMPERIAL FISTS TURN 6**

Nick knew that Gav couldn't take the objective from him now and he had effectively won (though with huge casualties) and it was a matter of tying up loose ends and inflicting as many kills as he could on the Eldar. To start with, Sergeant Romero failed his Man Alone test and fell back off the table. Deciding to risk it in the name of drama, Nick moved Old One Hyplion into assault range of the Avatar, while the Legion of the Damned began to carry the STC unit out of the battlezone.

The Predator fired again at the Wraithguard, destroying all three remaining machines with ease. The lone Scout and Commander Phemeus both shot down a Swooping Hawk apiece, but the Eldar passed their Morale check. Hyplion fired his assault cannon at the Avatar, causing a single wound on the living embodiment of Khaine.

To finish, Nick charged the Dreadnought into combat, fully expecting to be mashed by the Avatar. But Gav managed to miss with all three of his attacks! Unable to kill him outright the Dreadnought still inflicted another wound on the Avatar with his powerfist. The game ended with these two - machine and god-like creature - locked in combat and with the mysterious Legion of the Damned carrying the lost STC unit out of the Eldar's grasp.
I did it. Only just. But I did it. That was one of the toughest battles I've played for a very long time. By the end I had virtually no force (except for all my HQ units) and if it had gone on for one more turn I would have been completely overwhelmed. I think it won the game but lost the battle. However this goes to show, that no matter how badly things are going, if you keep an eye on the mission objectives you can still win your game. Even if I did have to skulk behind a big rock for two turns...

There were only a few missions which would have put my force at a disadvantage and Rescue (although always an enjoyable mission to play – I call it Blood Bowl with guns) was one of them. This mission forced me to advance towards the enemy, ruining my defensive 'Fist' plan and forcing me to use the Legion of the Damned in a different way. This sudden change of plans led me to lose control of the battle and in the end I could only react to what Gav was doing.

Was there anything about my army I would have changed? I would perhaps not have taken a Chaplain or so many Veteran Sergeants. I could have used these points and invested in more troops and maybe a transport vehicle. My entire army was at an disadvantage and Rescue (although always an enjoyable battle) was one of the toughest battles I've played for a very long time. By the end I had virtually no force (except for all my HQ units) and if it had gone on for one more turn I would have been completely overwhelmed. I think it won the game but lost the battle. However this goes to show, that no matter how badly things are going, if you keep an eye on the mission objectives you can still win your game. Even if I did have to skulk behind a big rock for two turns...

Overall, a most convincing demonstration of the sheer amount of firepower an Eldar army can muster if it needs to (and if you're clever enough to get the right units in the right places). Whole Space Marine units disappeared under the heavy fusillade. Shuriken catapults may only have a 12" range, but make sure you concentrate your strength properly, and don't throw units in piecemeal. Then when you open up with your whole army, there's not much that can withstand you!

As I expected, Nick's lack of mobility hampered him somewhat, although as it turned out he didn't have to go too far to get the objective. On the other hand, if it wasn't for the Legion of the Damned turning up to hold off my attack on my right, then his army would have been neatly surrounded. The Falcons were the only real disappointment – they did an admirable job of deploying their units where they needed to be, but were then promptly shot down without doing much damage. I was also a bit dumb with the Falcon carrying the Striking Scorpions, on two successive turns. Firstly, by attacking the Legion of the Damned squad and Dreadnought, I was playing right into Nick's hands; I would have done a lot better zooming them out of there and using them to bolster the attack on the objective. Secondly, for two successive turns I managed to place the Falcon in such a way that it blocked the line of sight of the bright lance with the Guardian squad – oh!

In the end, it was a well-deserved outcome. After all, I did concentrate on killing Space Marines more than I tried to actually reach the objective. In my defense, I've had plenty of bad experiences trying to attack Space Marines without giving them a good few turns of softening up first, but perhaps I should have launched that all-important massed attack a turn earlier. Well, that's the benefit of hindsight...

Nick has thrown down the gauntlet to fight me with his Dark Eldar – with which he recently won the Warhammer Players Society club challenge tournament (beating me in the process). Now that's a rematch I'm looking forward to – Eldar and Dark Eldar battles are always bloody and tense!
Top 10 Reasons Why You Should Call Mail Order

- The Mail Order phone lines are open seven days a week, including most holidays.
- Mail Order can get you any Games Workshop games, boxed sets, and blisters.
- Mail Order can provide you any individual bitz you need for converting and customizing your own army.
- Mail Order can take your advanced order for all the exciting upcoming releases.
- Mail Order is the only place you can get your hands on the awesome TROLL magazine.
- Mail Order always has many exciting deals and special offers to take advantage of.
- Mail Order can hook you up with a subscription to any of your favorite Games Workshop publications such as White Dwarf, Citadel Journal, Warhammer Monthly, and Inferno.
- Mail Order can ship your order right away so you'll usually receive it within 2-3 days in the U.S. and 2-5 days to most of Canada.
- Da Mail Order Roolz Boyz will happily answer any of your gaming questions.
- Da Mail Order Boyz can also give you advice on tactics and how to build that perfect army, so you can crush your enemies.

Anything at all - just give us a call

U.S. Mail Order
1-800-394-GAME
FAX#: 410-590-6700
Monday to Friday 9 a.m. to Midnight
Saturday & Sunday 9 a.m. to Midnight
6721 Baymeadow Drive
Glen Burnie, Maryland 21060-6401

Canadian Mail Order
1-888-GW-TROLL
FAX#: 905-795-2961
Monday to Friday 9 a.m. to Midnight
Saturday & Sunday 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
1645 Bonhill Road, Unit 11
Mississauga, Ontario L5T 1R3

Or order online:
WWW.GAMES-WORKSHOP.COM
**CODEX ELDAR**
The Eldar are an ancient and sophisticated race, immersed in a battle for survival in a galaxy overrun by barbaric usurpers. Eldar warriors are deadly in battle, utilizing advanced weaponry and mysterious wargear. This 48 page Codex details everything you need to know to field an army of these proud warriors.

Check out this month’s battle report as the Imperial Fists Space Marines, led by Nick Davis, take on the enigmatic forces of the Eldar, commanded by Gav Thorpe.

$14.99 U.S.
$20.00 Can.

---

**ELDAR GUARDIANS**
Boxed set contains 16 multi-part plastic Guardians. Designed by Jes Goodwin & Mike McVey

$22.99 U.S. $30.00 Can.

---

**WAR WALKER**
Designed by Jes Goodwin

$24.99 U.S. $35.00 Can.

---

**WARLOCK**
Designed by Mike McVey

$8.49 U.S.
$12.00 Can.

---

**HOWLING BANSHEES**
$7.49 U.S.
$10.00 Can.

Designed by Chris Fitzpatrick
Blister of 2

---

**THE SWORDS OF VAUL**
The Swords of Vaul is an ideal Eldar army—fast moving, with enough firepower to defeat any adversary.
The Swords of Vaul contains:

- 2 Warlocks
- 2 Guardian squads
  (16 Guardians in each squad)
- 6 Howling Banshees
- Vyper jetbike
- Falcon grav tank

All this for $143.16 U.S. $214.74 Can. and get a weapons platform of your choice at half price and a classic Farseer for FREE!

---

**AVATAR**
Designed by Jes Goodwin

$20.99
U.S.
$30.00
Can.

---

Mail Order also has all the Eldar Aspect Warriors in stock, including Warp Spiders and Dark Reapers. Give us a call to find out more about our exclusive range of figures and offers!
The Defenders of Vaul is an ideal Eldar starter army, giving you a good core of solid troops to build your army around. The Defenders of Vaul contains:
- 2 Warlocks
- 16 Guardians
- 3 Guardian jetbikes

All this for $77.47 U.S. $116.21 Can. and we will also send you a classic Farseer FREE!

- **Jetbike**
  - Designed by Jes Goodwin
  - $12.50 U.S.
  - $16.00 Can.

- **Jetbike with Shuriken Cannon**
  - Designed by Jes Goodwin
  - $14.99 U.S.
  - $18.00 Can.

- **Vyper Jetbike**
  - Designed by Jes Goodwin
  - $19.99 U.S.
  - $28.00 Can.

- **Falcon Grav Tank**
  - Designed by Jes Goodwin
  - $29.99 U.S.
  - $48.00 Can.

- **Fire prism Grav Tank**
  - Designed by Jes Goodwin
  - $38.99 U.S.
  - $55.00 Can.

- **Wraith-Guard**
  - Designed by Jes Goodwin
  - $8.49 U.S.
  - $12.00 Can.

- **Anti-Grav Weapon Platform**
  - Designed by Jes Goodwin
  - $10.49 U.S.
  - $16.00 Can.

**Eldar Heavy Weapons**

- **Missile Launcher**
  - $4.00 U.S.
  - $6.00 Can.

- **Shrieker Cannon**
  - $3.00 U.S.
  - $4.50 Can.

- **Scatter Laser**
  - $4.00 U.S.
  - $6.00 Can.

- **Star Cannon**
  - $4.00 U.S.
  - $6.00 Can.

- **D Cannon**
  - $4.00 U.S.
  - $6.00 Can.

- **Bright Lance**
  - $4.00 U.S.
  - $6.00 Can.

If you buy any 2 Eldar grav tanks or Vyper jetbikes we will give you 2 of the above heavy weapons for FREE!

Offer open to the end of August 1995.
ORK WARBOSS
Designed by Brian Nelson
$15.49 U.S.
$22.00 Can.


WAAAGH! Da Orks are the most brutal and successful race in the WH40K universe. This 48 page Codex contains unique troops, vehicles and wargear, allowing you to sweep away your enemies in a deadly, green tide!

$14.99 U.S.
$20.00 Can.

ORK BOYZ


$22.99 U.S., $30.00 Can.

ORK STIKK BOMMAS
Boxed set contains 12 multi-part, plastic Ork models, plus loads of stikkbombs! Designed by Brian Nelson.

$22.99 U.S., $30.00 Can.

ORKS NOBZ IN MEGA ARMOR
Designed by Brian Nelson

$8.99 Each U.S.
$12.00 Each Can.

NEW

HILLA HANS
Designed by Brian Nelson & Norman Beviles

$22.99 U.S.
$35.00 Can.

BUANA BOYZ
Designed by Mark Bedford

$4.25 Each U.S. $6.00 Each Can.
LEGION OF THE DAMNED SPACE MARINES
Legion of the Damned Space Marines are supplied with a separate arm sprue. Legion of the Damned weapon, shoulder pads and backpacks.
Legion of the Damned Space Marines are designed by Jes Goodwin, Dave Perry, Mark Bedford & Mike McVey.

$4.25 U.S. $6.00 Can.

LEGION OF THE DAMNED SERGEANTS
$6.49 U.S. $7.00 Can.

LEGION OF THE DAMNED HEAVY WEAPONS
$6.49 U.S. $10.00 Can.

LEGION OF THE DAMNED RHINO CONVERSION
Check out this month’s Troll for full details
$24.99 U.S. $37.00 Can.

LEGION OF THE DAMNED SQUADS
Legionnaires Squad S38.99 U.S. $50.00 Can.
Legionnaires Devastator Squad S32.45 U.S. $47.00 Can.

To see even more Legion of the Damned Space Marines and conversions, check out this month’s Troll magazine – call Mail order for details.
Vampire Counts

The Vampire Counts armies book contains the background and rules for the dark Counts of Sylvania and their sinister armies of Undead.

BLOODLORDS

Designed by Illy Morley

£24.99 U.S. £35.00 CAN.

Vlad & Isabella von Carstein

Designed by Gary Morey

£9.49 U.S. £14.00 CAN.

Wraiths

Designed by Alan Perry

£5.49 Each U.S. £8.00 Each CAN.

The Black Coach

Designed by Udo Muller & Norman Swales

£29.99 U.S. £42.00 CAN.

Warhammer Regiments

Designed by Mark Bedford & Aly Morrison

£22.99 U.S. £30.00 CAN.

This boxed set contains 20 plastic, multi-part Skeleton wargivers, plus metal parts to make a champion, musician and standard bearer.

Skeleton Warband Regiment

Designed by Colm Dixon & Aly Morrison

This boxed set contains 20 plastic, multi-part Skeleton wargivers, plus metal parts to make a champion, musician and standard bearer.

£22.99 U.S. £30.00 CAN.
wyrdstone, the seasoned warriors of the Empire flock to Mordheim, ready to fight against all who stand in their way.

**Skaven**

Skaven are insidious ratmen of the underworld. Armed with lethal weaponry and burning with hatred towards all humankind, they are one of the greatest dangers in the City of the Damned.

The warriors in this box come with a wide selection of weapons and equipment, and can be assembled in an endless variety of ways.

This box contains:  * 10 Skaven  * 8 Human Mercenaries  * 176 page Rulebook  * City Ruins  * 6 Dice  * 2 Range Rulers

Mordheim, City of the Damned, a terrible place of nightmare ruins where death awaits in every shadow. Here hardbitten warriors stalk through the crumbling palaces and twisting streets, fighting and dying for the promise of riches and fame.

Mordheim is a tabletop skirmish game where the players control rival warbands, battling each other for supremacy in the dark and dangerous streets of the ruined city.

Everything you need to recruit your warband and fight battles in Mordheim is in this box. There are two complete warbands and five card ruined buildings. The comprehensive rulebook describes eight different warbands and a vast array of weapons and equipment. There are also rules for running ongoing Mordheim campaigns as well as including hired swords and special characters in your warband.
Did you know...
That you can place an Advance Order for all new games and miniatures, then have them delivered to your home, with half price first class postage?
For more details give us a call!

**Warhammer**

**Orc Regiment**
**They're Big, Green and Mean!**
The NEW Orc Warhammer Regiment contains 16 multi-part Orc kits, including a command group.

**Patrol Force**

**Patrol Force Deal**

This special Space Marine patrol force deal is an ideal way to expand your existing Space Marine army or even to start a Space Marine force. The patrol force contains:

- 5 Tactical Space Marines
- 1 Heavy Weapon Space Marine (of your choice)
- 1 Assault Weapon Space Marine (of your choice)
- 1 Space Marine Sergeant
- 1 Razorback

All this for only $70.45 U.S. $105.68 Can, and we will give you your Chapter's shoulder pads (from the choice shown below) **FREE!** to complete your combat squad.

- **Fists** Shoulder Pad
- **Blood Angels** Shoulder Pad
- **Black Templars** Shoulder Pad
- **Dark Angels** Shoulder Pad
- **White Scars** Shoulder Pad

Limited stock available. Shoulder pads subject to availability.

**Space Marine Razorback**

**NEW**

The Space Marine Razorback kit also comes with an optional twin-linked lascannon, which you can interchange with the heavy bolters.

**Advance Order ORK ARDBOYZ FOR $32.49 U.S. $42.00 CAN. OR NEFRETA, QUEEN OF VAMPIRES $14.99 U.S. $18.00 CAN.**

Da Orc regiment comes wiv spears too, so ya can choose what to arm yer ladz wiv!
THE GAME OF FANTASY BATTLES

In a fantasy world, amidst the clash of swords and the blare of trumpets, mighty armies meet on the fields of battle. Clouds of arrows darken the skies, devastating war machines are brought to bear, and rank after rank of armored warriors march into position. Using Citadel Miniatures, Warhammer brings all the excitement right onto your tabletop.

0110 Warhammer Boxed Game (Complete game in a box) $69.99 U.S. $100.00 Can.

WORLD IN A BOX

With Warhammer you become a fearless commander, painting and assembling fantasy armies to do battle on any tabletop. Along with all the rules you'll need to start playing, you'll find the core of two armies inside this giant box - the chivalrous Bretonnians and brutal Lizardmen. Deploy your archers, align your charges, and get ready for battle! Only one can raise the bloody banner of victory, and it will take clever moves and sound tactics to win!


WARHAMMER MAGIC

The Warhammer Magic supplement adds all the rules you'll need to bring devastating spells and awesome magic items into your Warhammer games. With over 200 different magic items and more than 80 spells, your battlefields will never be the same again. Now you can outfit your heroes with powerful magic swords, armor, and scores of other enchanted items, while wizards blast the foe with eldritch flames, transport units of troops into the heart of battle, and cast dozens of other amazing spells.

0111 Warhammer Magic (Boxed supplement) $39.99 U.S. $65.00 Can.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CODE</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
<th>QTY</th>
<th>TOTAL PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**UNITED STATES MAIL ORDER**
6721 Baymeadow Drive
Glen Burnie, Maryland 21060-6401

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Orders to</th>
<th>2-3 Day Select</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$20.00</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$30.00</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$40.00</td>
<td>$40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$50.00</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$60.00</td>
<td>$60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$70.00</td>
<td>$70.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$80.00</td>
<td>$80.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$90.00</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$100.00</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$110.00</td>
<td>$110.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$120.00</td>
<td>$120.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$130.00</td>
<td>$130.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$140.00</td>
<td>$140.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$150.00</td>
<td>$150.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CANADIAN MAIL ORDER**
1645 Bonhill Road, Unit 11
Mississauga, Ontario L5T 1R3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Orders to</th>
<th>2-3 Day Select</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$20.00</td>
<td>$20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$30.00</td>
<td>$30.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$40.00</td>
<td>$40.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$50.00</td>
<td>$50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$60.00</td>
<td>$60.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$70.00</td>
<td>$70.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$80.00</td>
<td>$80.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$90.00</td>
<td>$90.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$100.00</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$110.00</td>
<td>$110.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$120.00</td>
<td>$120.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$130.00</td>
<td>$130.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$140.00</td>
<td>$140.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$150.00</td>
<td>$150.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ADDITIONAL SERVICES**
UPS 2nd Day Air - Continental U.S. - Add $5.00
UPS Next Day Air - Continental U.S. only - Add $10.00
UPS Next Day Air - PR Express Service - Add $10.00
UPS Saturday Delivery - Please call for details.
Foreign Shipping Charges - Please call for details.

**Spray Paints and Primers**
Due to Federal regulations, no spray cans may be shipped using any form of Air carrier. We can only ship spray cans using ground service. This limits us to selling spray paints and primers to continental U.S. and Canadian addresses only (NO P.O. Boxes).

---

**WHITE DWARF DEALS**
- I would like to subscribe to White Dwarf for 1 year for $50 U.S. or $85 Can. and get 6 ISSUES FREE.
- I would like to subscribe for 2 years for $95 U.S. or $150 Can. and get 6 ISSUES FREE.

Form of Payment: (please circle one choice) Check, Money Order, Master Card, Visa, (U.S. Only; American Express, Discover)

Credit Card Number: ___________________________ Exp. Date: ___________________________

Name: ____________________________________________ Cardholder's Signature: _____________

Address: ____________________________________________

City: ____________________________ State/Province: ____________________________ Zip/Post Code: ____________________________

Phone Number Home: ( ) ____________________________ Work: ( ) ____________________________

Please feel free to photocopy this form.
In case you didn't know, White Dwarf is the monthly magazine dedicated to the latest news, rules updates, modeling and painting advice, and releases from Games Workshop. The regular Chapter Approved section provides new rules, army lists, and Q+A's for Warhammer 40,000. Regiments of Renown introduces mercenary units for Warhammer. These exclusive features let you take your games beyond the boxes they come in. But there's a whole lot more! The 'Eavy Metal crew gives you some of the best painting and modeling advice you'll find anywhere, right alongside full-color pictures of the newest Citadel Miniatures painted to the highest standards of excellence. All this, plus inside information on upcoming Games Workshop projects, make White Dwarf a must-read each and every month for anyone involved in the Games Workshop world of hobby gaming!

Subscribe today and you'll never miss an issue!

Starting your White Dwarf subscription, or renewing your current one is as easy as choosing one of the options below:

**In the U.S.**

Complete the coupon below and mail it to:

Games Workshop Mail Order
6721 Baymeadow Drive
Glen Burnie, MD 21060-6401

Or phone in your order to:

1-800-394-GAME

**In Canada**

Complete the coupon below and mail it to:

Games Workshop Mail Order
1645 Bonhill Road - Unit 11
Mississauga, ON L5T 1R3

Or phone in your order to:

1-888-GW-TROLL

---

**WHITE DWARF DEALS**

☐ I would like to subscribe to White Dwarf for 1 year for $50 U.S. or $85 Can, and get 6 ISSUES FREE.
☐ I would like to subscribe for 2 years for $95 U.S. or $150 Can, and get 6 ISSUES FREE.

Maryland residents add 5% sales tax.

Canadian residents add GST/HST. Manitoba and Quebec residents add PST.

Form of Payment: Check, Money Order, Master Card, Visa, (U.S. Only: American Express, Discover) (please circle one or choice)

Credit Card Number: ................................................. Exp. Date: .................................................

Cardholder's Name: ................................................. Cardholder's Signature: .................................................

Name: .................................................................

Address: .................................................................

City: ................................................................. State/Province: ................................................. Zip/Post Code: .................................................

Phone Number Home: ( ) ................................................. Work: ( ) .................................................

C'mon, fill me out, cut me out, and send me in! Make sure you send me to the right country, OK.

Please feel free to photocopy this form
With the battle raging in the street below, the Swooping Hawks descend onto their next target.

Mega-armed Ork Nobz charge the Eldar Wraithlord.

The Biel-Tan Eldar encounter stiff resistance as they cleanse an Ork settlement.

Vicious hand-to-hand fighting ensues as the Eldar Striking Scorpions encounter an Ork Slugga Boyz mob.

With the battle raging in the street below, the Swooping Hawks descend onto their next target.